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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2 NULCEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

-__________________

In the Matter of: :
5 :

TEXAS UTILITIES GENERATING COMPANY, a Docket Nos. 50-445-OL
6 et al. : 50-446-OL

:
(Comanche Peak Steam Electric :7 Station, Units 1 and 2) :

___________________[8

9 DEPOSITION OF EVERT MOUSER

10 Bethesda, Maryland
Thursday, January 3, 1985

11
Deposition of EVERT MOUSER, called for examination

12 pursuant to agreement by counsel, at the Nuclear Regulatory

13 Commission, Maryland National Bank Building, 7735 Old

14 Georgetown Road, Room 6110, at 9:00 a.m. before JOEL BREITNER,

15 a Notary Public within and for the State of Maryland, when

w re pr sont on behalf of the respective parties:
16

17 JUDGE PETER BLOCH, Chairman
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

18 U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
,

Washington, D. C.

19

McNEILL WATKINS, ESQ.
20 Bishop, Liberman, Cook,.

Purcell & Reynolds
21 1200 Seventeenth Street, N.W.

~

Washington, D. C. 20036
22 On behalf of the Applicants.

23

24
As fesses neporters, Inc.

25 -- continued --
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I APPEARANCbS (Continued):

2

STUART A. TREBY, ESQ.
rx 3 GREGORY A. BERRY, ESQ.
(_) Office of the Executive Legal Director

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission4
Washington, D. C.
on behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory,

5 Commission Staff.L
!

6
ANTHONY Z. ROISMAN, ESQ. ['

7 BILLIE GARDE, ESQ.
Trial Lawyers for Public Justice
2000 P Street, N.W.

8
Suite 611
Washington, D. C. 20036

9 On behalf of Citizens Association for
Sound Energy.

10

11 JOSEPH GALLO, ESQ.
Isham, Lincoln & Beale

12 1120 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.'C.

I"'i on behalf of Oliver B. Cannon & Sons,
'

'x / I3 Joseph Lipinski, and John J. Norris.

14

JOHN CARY SIMS, ESQ.
15 Public Citizen Litigation Group .

Suite 700 l

16
2000 P Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. _20036
on behalf of the Doponent.

'18

19

20

21
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23

24
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2 WITNESS EXAMINATION
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,s ' 3 Evert Mouser

(_) by Mr. Treby 22531
by Judge Bloch 22540

4 by Mr. Treby 22550
by Judge Bloch 22570

$ by Mr. Treby 22574
by Judge Bloch 22649

6 by Mr. Treby 22650
'

by Judge Bloch- 22672
by Mr. Treby . 226737
by Judge Bloch 22676
by Mr. Treby 22681

8 by Judge Bloch 22688
by Mr. Treby 22690

9 by Mr. Gallo 22740
by Mr. Roisman 22754
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11

LAY-IN - MOUSER DEPOSITION EXIIIBIT 1, SUMMARY SHEET, Pages
12 22535 - 22538.
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f21520.0 22530
;BRT

1 P_ R O,C E E,D I_ N,G,S, ;

!
2 . JUDGE BLOCH: Good morning. I'm Peter Bloch,

,

A >) .
!-

s

'3 -Chairman-of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board for the

.4 : . Comanche Peak operating license case, the portion of the

5~ case dealing with' harassment and intimidation issues.

6- Mr. Mouser, this is about as formal a procedure as you
-t

'7. -can have, despite the fact that we have been going back
i

8 and forth among dif ferent rooms this morning.

9 THE WITNESS: Okay.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: I'm going to advise you of your

11- rights and ask you to affirm that you understand that. !

12 We are conducting a deposition this morning, but rules '

g- 13 for depositions make the testimony the same as if it were
( *

..
'

14 at a hearing. The testimony that you are about to give is

15 before an agency of the United States Government, the
.

16 Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The testimony you are to 4

17 -give should be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but

18 the truth. What you say.can affect public-health and

19 safety. It can affect the integrity of the Government of
;

20 the United States, and it's a patriotic duty to'tell the
.

21 . truth before.this Licensing Board..

22 If you do not tell the truth there's a possible penalty

23 for perjury. Do you understand and accept the obligation

b''
L24 that I have just explained?

25 THE WITNESS: Yes.

i

1
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1 Whereupon,

2 EVERT MOUSER,m

\- 3 was called as a witness and, having been first duly sworn,

4 was examined and testified as follows:

5 DIRECT' EXAMINATION
,

6 BY MR. TREBY "

7 Q Mr. Mouser, would you state your. full name and

8 address for record?

9 A Evert Raymond Mouser, 2752 North Union, Midland,

10 Michigan.
,

11 MR. GALLO: Judge Bloch, a preliminary matter.
'

12 Did Mr. Mouser bring documents with him for today's

- 13 deposition? 7
' '

14 MR. SIMS: I'll respond to that. -FirAt of'all,

15 did th'at introduction serve to put the witness'under oath?
16 JUDGE BLOCll: That is my form of oath. Yes.

17 'MR. SIMS: Okay. As to documents, I imagine

18 everyone has seen the letter,from Mr. Treby, directed to

19 me, which I'then passed on to Mr. Mouser, which basically

20 described the scope of the contemplated -- contemplated

21 scope of the deposition and asked that Mr. Mouser bring
'-a

22 any documents that he has that pertained to any of the

|- 23 items therft".g IIe didn' t have any d'ocdments, except one
'

i . .-
24 thing that I suppone arguably could be within the

25 description, broadly r.onstrued. ,." <

jr

, . :

,- s.
'N *

_ . ,

^
.

f

L_
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_

li ' Billie Garde'had sent him the transcript of the

2'. testimony of Wednesday, December 5, 1984, in this
:n

?s ,3 proceeding. So he has read that and he had that with him.

~4
- There are a'few other documents that he's looked at-

=5 after he got here to prepare for the deposition.

-6~ - JUDGE BLOCH - That date, I take it, was

-7 Mr. Lipinski'who was testifying?

8 MR. .SIMSt. Yes, one of the Lipinski days. There

9 was a-letter to Mr. Watkins from one of the members of the

10 board. pertaining to the document request on the security
-

11' investigation, so he has that document now, but that's

'12 something he got from me. And two of the' exhibits that

13 he's had, one is the written testimony of Mr. Lipinski inf- ,

:Q
'~

14 .this-proceeding and the other is'one of the exhibits that

15 consisted of the various weekly activity-reports and diary

16 entries of Mr. Lipinski. -He.has that now and he's-looked-

17' through :it,- but lua didn't have Lit prior to his ' preparation

18 for the testimony.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: For now what you have done is fine,

20 but-for the future we don't want Mr. Mouser to be
~

.

21 -discussing his testimony with any of the other witnesses

22 that haven't finished testifying. There's a rule'on
-

23- witnesses in'this case.

[24 So, for the future,. don't do that; and until you have~

25 . finished your deposition there shouldn't be any other-

m
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BRT<>

1

'

l' . communication with witnesses about what they have said.

2 -THE~ WITNESS: Okay. I haven't communicated with<.

' ! .3 anyJother' witnesses,' talked with them.

14- JUDGE'BLOCH: Okay. Actually reading.the

l- 5f transcripts of what'other. witnesses.have dony would be a

I ~

.61 jproblem in tha-future.

7 MR. WATKINS: Can we have the witness confirm

i - 8 that his counsel's statements are correct?
7

Ec L9' THE WITNESS: Yes, it is.

'

: 10-
'

' JUDGE'BLOCH: Mr. Treby?

11: BY MR. TREBY:<

F 12- Q- And in.looking-for. documents.you have checked-
i;t

iTy - 13 -whatever calendars-or diaries you havecat home?

-14 ''A . That's?right'.

j.. L15 :Q . And . any. otheru papers that might not necessarily*

316 'usually.be considered business records,- but that'you might*

'

. 17 -haveihad-that might have been able'to indicate.any

P
- 18 communications or --

'
' 19- /A. .Yes. I went.through'my stuff.'.Mr. Sims asked.

.

' ~

~.I have!nothing. :I:20i ;me to take' care-of.that.and'I-did so. -

'

~ 3! L21! ~ disposed'of most of..'this whenFI--left'tne plant:-standard-

'22' moving --'.instead of1 taking. boxes of: paperwork,;I throw it,
,

4

:23 out.--

' D: u.
:

$ f 4| -[Q 'Have you prepared a document-setting"forth your,2

(25: !past educational ba'ckground,- training, and^ prior' work;

;

.

.;
w

e
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1 .expe'rience?

2 A'- -Yes, I have. It's the resume that you have in,
a

, A-
-

/3 front of~you..

; 4, O All'right. I show you a four-page document with

'5' a title." Summary Sheet," and: indicating it's Evert Mouser,;

p 6- 2752. North Union, No. 5, Midland, Michigan, and ask: Is

~7 this the document you have referred to as your resume?

8 A Yes,~it is.-

'9 0 .Was that prepared by you?

. ~ 10 . A Yes, it was.

-11 O Is it true and accurate to the best of your
.

12 knowledge :and - belief? -

13 A' Yes, it is.
_

14 MR.~TREBY: I would likesto'have that document

.15 - marked --;

16- . JUDGE BLOCH: It will make l't easier if you wait

.17- ~forfthe. question to be concluded.-

.

- '18 MR.-TREBY: -- as Exhibit l'to1this' deposition.

19: (Mouser Exhibit 1 identified.).
:20

-21~

-22-

H23,_

'' #
24_.,

-25

,

5

.
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SUll:ARY SEEhT

EVERT MOUSER
2752 NORTH UNIOU #5 (517-631-3209)

' ::IDLAND, :IICHIGAN
48640

( 4 11 YEARS TOTAL QUALITY CON"iROL INSPECTION EXPERIENCE

31 yrs. QC inspection of the construction of Earthfill
Dams and State and Federal hi hway systems.6

Inspection experience includes; Concrete, Earthwork,
'A'elding of piping systems for high pressure water intake and
discherce lines, Welding and setting of fiechancial Erte operating

- equipment. Hook-up of Main Lem operating panels 220 & 440 volt,
. Installation and counting of electrical panele end resociated
equipment.

7 yrs. QC Inspection experience on the construction of
Nuclear facilities including coercreial power plants and

' Depcrteent aof Energy (DOE) Operating Plents (in service and outege
experience.) Also experience in the construction L stc.rt-up of
DOE I:uclear plants and facilities.

Inspection experience includes; Concrete, Ecrthwork,
Erection & Welding of Structural eteel, Inctallction and
operations hook-up of 1:echcniccl plent equipeent, Training of

r', Inspectore end Crr ft pcrsonnel, |Jelding of piping cycters to
"x_) handle ::uclear liquid liccte end cooling c: ter for DCE plentc.

Instrllation of Pediation Shieldinc Meteric1, Inspection of
penetrction ecclent etteri:1, Vicuc1 ?!cid . Inspection of ceblc
trey & conduit supportc, Electrical penel terrinction, pulling of
pritsry e nd secont' cry ecbles, Outcce and Refuelinc of DOE
operating facilitiec, Start-up of DOE I:uclect cccte hcedlinc
fccilities, i:-5 Data pc ckace review Docume..tation review for
turnover to owner, Audit of In-process work cnd Iocu::entetion for
cubcontrcctors doint Ruelity clacc 1 work, protectirc coctince and
sur fc cinc 'ect erirl, Anchor - bolt inciallation.

I havc r.orked to the follori..c ctandcric; ACI, AST::, AWS , .
CRD'S, AASHO, ASFE, DOE STAULARDC A' D SFCCIFICA1IO::S, and JOB
SITE STA:! LAPIS.-

BREAKLO'l/N; 1-YR. OUTAGE /RUFUELII:G OH LOE FACILITY

5-Y RS . CIVIL-STRUCTURAL-RECEIVING QUALITY CONTROL

js 2-TRS.. ELECTRICAL QUALITY CONTROL
)#

#
3-YRS. HECHANCIAL/ PIPING QUALITY CONTROL

{104r [EF- {

9Ox/f}
L _
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22536
TEliPORARY ADDRESS
' 2752 BORTH Ul:10D #5
'HIDLAND, MICHIGAN 48640
(517) 631-3209.

CERTIFICATIONS;,s

'-
CERTIFIED WELDING Ii!SPECTOR PER AWS QC-1 CERTIFICATE #81120372
CIVIL-STRUCTURAL PER ANSI N45.2.6 LEVEL III
RECEIVING PER AI!SI H45.2.6 LEVEL III
ELECTRICAL PER ANSI E45.2.6 LEVEL II .
VISUAL PER ANSI N45.2.6 UAVSiiiPS 250-1500-1 LEVEL II
PEHETRANT TESTING PER S::T-TC-1 A NAVSHIPS 250-1500-1 LEVEL II
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTING PER SNT-TC-1 A NAVS!!IPS 250-1500-1 LEVEL II
MECHANICAL PER ANSI N45.2.6 LEVEL II

IORK EXPERIENCE

10/83-7/84
CONSUIGR'S P07(ER COI2ANY
MIDLAND NUCLEAR PLANT
1:IDLAUD, MICHIGAN

POSITION: QUALITY CONTROL SUPERVISOR FOR CIVIL / STRUCTURAL AND RECEIVING

DUTIES: Supervised 55 Quality Control Engineers and Inspectors engeged in
reinspection of all structural steel, concrete, rebar, embedded

(~( itens, pipe whip restraints and_ civil welding. Also supervised 12
- (_) Quality Control Inspectors performing receivinc inspcction of

permanent plant equipment and storege an0 ccintenance of such.
Other duties included training and certification of inspectors
and quality engineers.and; review and approval of all' quality
documentation including work plans, procedures end, inspection
reports.

12/82-10/83
ESASCO COUSTRUCTICN COMPAKY
CO;.2CliE PEAR : UCLEAR STATIO :
GLEMROSE, TEXAS

6/83-10/33
POSITION: QUALITY CONTROL SUPERVISOR FOR T!!E PROTECTIVE COATI::GS DEPARTEI!T

DUTIES: Supervised 25 Quality Control Inspectors engaged in the inspection
of coatin6s applied to the containtent building liner plc te, piping
and other plant,equipcent. Responsible for the 'revier of all .
quality documentation, inspection reports, preparation of work
procedures and work plans.

12/82-10/83s

(v) POSITION: SEiICR QUALITY ASSURANCE SPECIALIST / AUDITOR

DUTIES: . : Supervised 7 QC Engineers in the design chance verification group.
Responsibilities. included Audit snd review of quclity documentation
and field verification of conduit and cable tray supports and pipe-
supports, installetion of electrical conduit runs, inspection of
electrical terminctions, - equipment installation and verified locations
o f - sane.

L

L
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6/81-12/82 22537

. BECHTEL PO#ER CORPORATION
WASHINGTON NUCLEAR PROJECT #2
RICHLAND, "lASHI'IGTON

POSITION: QUALITY CONTROL ENGINEER

- DUTIES: Surveillance of subcontractors performing work on conteintent
structure for a boiling water recctor. Responsibilities included
field monitoring and verificction of construction end inspection
operations and final review of quality documentation for turnover
to owner, Other duties included surveillance of subcontractors
installing and testing of security and sheilding doors including
anchor bolt installation, welding, fitup and alignment and; in-
stalletion of mechaniccl equipment hatch.

NEWPORT NEWS REACTOR SERVICES INC.
IDAHO NAVAL REACTORS FACILITY
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO

FOSITION: QUALITY CONIROL INCPECTOR

DUTIES: Training and certification of cre ft personnel perforcing refueling
operations on naval prototype recctor Al#-3A. Perforced receiving
and !!echanical incpection of plcnt refueling equipment and components,,

recote visual inspection of reactor vessel cnd internals for
stress cracking. Other dutiec includec visual, penetrant, end

e3 magnetic p:rticle examination of piping, pipe relds, pipe

' (_) - supports and plant. equipment supports. Certified to Navy
rcdcon training requirments for work in radiction arecs.

7/79-4/80
EUCN NUCLEAR IDAHO COMPANY
IDAHO NATIONAL ENGI::EERING LAB 0ZAICRY
IDAHO Falls , IDAHO

-

POSITION: QUALITY CCNTROL INSFECTOR (CIVIL, MECHANICAL, ED ELECTRIC AL)

DUTIES: ' Civil inspection of construction of nucleer fuel reprocessing plcnt.
Performed inspection of concrete preplacement and piccetent operatiorr,
welding of ecbe6deC plctes end pipe cupportc, inctallction of
structurcl steel including bolt up and alifnuent. Also perfortcd
inspections in the electrical ciccipline consisting of con 6uit
installation, cable pulling cnd cupports for cable trays and
other electrical equiprent. Inspected the installetion of
mechanical operating equipment for the handling fccility.-

J. A. JCNES CONSTRUCTIO;:/BOECO:: JOI::T VI::TURE
IDAHO NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY

.O IDAHC FALLS, IDAHO
( /

FOSITION: QUALITY CONTROL INSFECTOR (CIVIL-STRUCTURAL, ELECTRICAL, WELDING,&
MECHAUICAL/ PIPING)

EUTIES: Supervised 5 QC Engineer performing civil-structural, welding and -
electrical inspection during construction .of a nuclect wecte
processing plent. Responsible for testing and final signoff of'''
all ' concrete placements and backfill operations. Also performed
inspection of electro-mechanical equiptent setting, cable pulls
and panel terminations and welding of electrical supports.
Insnected the welding of larte and small bore pining and the fitup
and' alignment of the same. Performed dimensional and PT inspection
of piping fabricated in the pipe shop.

L
- "
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EVERT .:CUGER

~ 7/76-2/77
:BECHTEL INC. , PONER DIVISICU
Al5RICAN FALLS DAM PROJECT

:Al2RICAR FALLS, IDAHO

' POSITION: QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTOR (CIVIL, IICHANICAL AND JELDING)
jf
(,) DUTIES: Perferced fill inspection of dam abutment work, including impervious

core material through Type II rock placement. Performed concrete
inspection including foundation inspection up to signoff on
structural completion. Other duties included the setting of the
Main Dam penstocks and outlet channel gate mechanical equipment.
Inspecte6 the welding of the gate guides and the assemblies.

7/72-7/76
GIBBOUS & REED CONSTRUCTION C01:PANY
RIRIE DAM PROJECT
RIRIE, IDAHO

POS.ITION: LEAD CIVIL-STRUCTURAL INSPECTOR (MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL)

DUTIES: Responsible for testing and inspection of placement for main dam
earthwork. Supervised daily carthwork testing operations,
preplacement, and placement inspection for all structural
concrete on the intake structure and spillway; Ferformed
inspection on pulling of the main dam control cables and the
setting of the control panels, and termination of the same.
Inspected the installation of the access elevator and the
outlet gate operators. Conducted the operationcl check 9 on the

(~N outlet gates, inspected the welding of the high pressure water
k- intcke and discharge lines. Inspected the post-tensioning _ of the

spillway gate anchors and the inctallation of the spillway gate
operators.

.EDUCATTON
.

IDAHO STATE CIVERSITY
POCATELLO, IDAHO

1972
DEGREE:-ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE IN CIVIL TECHNOLOGYL

-SEATTLE COMI"JHITY COLLEGE
SEATTLE, .'.7ASHINGTON

COURSE 1974
BUILDING INSPECTOR CERTIFICATION FOR THE CITY OF
SEATTLE AND KIUG COU::TY.

. ,(SECURITY CLEARAUCE
-

>

.

j
v' .UHITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDERGY "L" ACCESS 1977-1981

'
. ..
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l' BY MR. TREBY:

_ .
2 O Mr. Mouser, are you presently employed?

-t
.3 A No, I am not.^

4 Q. Is your last employment that which is shown on

5- page 2 as being with Consumers Power Company?

6- A Yes.
,

7 O With' regard ~to your employment at Comanche Peak,

!8 would you tell us by whom you were employed at Comanche
~

9' Peak?

10 A I was employed by Ebasco Construction Services.*

11 Q And when did you commence your employment at

12 Comanche Peak?

.- 13 A Well, from the resume I think it was right after

'
4

'

14 ~ the first-of the year - right at the first of the year --

15 was it 12 of '827

.16 - O And what' was your first position there?
,

17 A- I worked in-the design change group up on the-

18 L- hill..,

:19 O What was the function of that group?
,

~

20 A I handled-DCAs doing field verification and

-21 checking that DCAs were accomplished and that

22' documentation was correct.

23 Q How long did you have that position?-, , _
"
'

' 24 A I worked in that position roughly about eight'-

-25 months.

.

f

-'
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1 O And did you become certified in design change

2 authorizations and inspections?
,,

s - 3 A Yes, I did.

4 O And was this certification done at the Comanche

5 Peak site?

6 A Yes, it was.-

7 O Could you describe what that process is?

8 A I took an oral test from the supervisor and then

9- I had to show efficiency in being able to take a number of

10 design change documents and follow the process of

11 inspection from the start to the completion and do it

12 satisfactory, for the supervisor.

13 0 Was there any training that you received priores
i I
'''' 14- to that exam?

15 A Yes, I did, I received on-the-job training in

16 the design change area.

17 O And what was your next assignment at Coanche

18 Peak -- the Comanche Peak site?-

19 A I was assigned as the lead coatings inspector

20 for the OC department.

21. O And about what date did you commence that

22 position?

j23 - A Roughly in the first of August of '83.;f_s
-( i

7''
24 O And would you describe the circumstances that

25 led to that assignment?*
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1 A I was called in by Mr. Tom Brandt, my immediate

2 supervisor on the site, and asked to take over the lead's
.

- ss. 3 position, and told that also at some future time I would

4 be taking over the whole department for the coatings. And

5 that's how it came about.

6 O So, at the time that you were called in to talk

7 about this position, there was some indication that you

8 would become the supervisor at a later date?

9 -A Yes.

10 0 Who was the supervisor at the time that you were

11 first called in by Mr. Brandt?

12 A Mr. Harry Williams.

13 O And.did you become certified in doing coatings
. /.-'' 3

/
''

14 inspections at the Comanche Peak site?
,

15 A No, I never was certified as an inspector.

16 O Did you ever receive any training'at the

17 Comanche Peak site in-their coating procedures or

18 . processes?

19 A I took some OJT, or'I -- I guess you could say OJT..

20 I followed the inspectors around and went with them to'see~

21 the operation that they were doing.

22 'O What is OJT, for the record?

23 A On-the-job training.74.

-J*!) 24 O And when you received this -- well, what periods-

~25' of' time, or when'did you receive this'on-the-job training?

u
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1 A Well, it was a very short period af time. It

2 was right around, oh, the first couple of weeks in August.
.,

(' /I 3 JUDGE BLOCH: Did I understand you correctly

4 this training was by the people working for you,.not by

5 someone working above you?

6 THE WITNESS: Yes. What it was is what I call

7 on-the-job training, to see the operations that they were

8 doing; to familiarize myself with the project and how they

9 were handling it and how they were working it.

10 BY MR. TREBY:

.11 Q Did you yourself conduct any coatings

12 inspections?

13 A No , I did not..gS.

'' 14 Q And did you, in fact, become the supervisor of

15 the coatings department?

16 A 'Yes, I'did.

17 -Q About when did that occur?

18 A Oh, I'm not. totally sure of the date. It was.

19 later on. I think it was the latter part of August,

20 somewhere in that area -- I don't remember the exact date.

21 ~ JUDGE BLOCH: .Can you recall for us something

22 about.why it was -- what you were told about.the reason

23 that you were being brought in to take over or that you
, , j_ 1

,

:' ' ' ' 24 did take over?

E 25 THE WITNESS: I was brought in to take over

|

|

b
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1 because of the problems that were going on, that they felt

2 .I could probably handle the inspectors with a more steady, , - _
/ \
\/' 3 hand than the gentleman they had presently doing it.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: So you knew from the first that

5 there was some kind of problem with the present inspector --

6 present supervisor?

7 THE WITNESS: Yes. Yes, I did.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Treby?

9 BY MR. TREBY:

10._ Q Once you became the QC supervisor of the coating

11 department, how long did you have that position?

12 A About two months.

13 O And could you explain to us how that position
0,3
-

14 became terminated?

15 A I terminated the position with Ebasco and took

16 .another job at a different site.

17 O Can you tell us why you left your job with

18 Ebasco?

19 A. Yes. I fcit at the time that things were not
i

20 going like-they should; the inspectors were not -- didn't

21- have the. job in mind. Things were running very -- kind of

22- "off the shoe" type -- you couldn't tell them what to do;

23- .they feltLindependent'of any management. Giving the(,,')
'# 24 4xample, if you told them to get'out in the morning and go-

25 .to work, well, whether they felt like getting out of the

-1
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l' . office was whether they would go to work. And you really

12- had no, recourse to reprimand or to-come down on them, make !

i3 them do'their job. And that's not a way to operate. You :

4 -can'tifunction like that. !

-5 O You were their supervisor?

_ -6- JL Yes.
,

'

7 O If you asked them to go out and do their job,

8- 'whatireaction did-you get from the inspectors?.
,

9- A1 They would get up and take their time doing it.

10 .They would end up doing it, but it would take them forever

lli to get' out there :into the plant and ' do their job.
<

12- JUDGE BLOCH: Did you have any insight as to why

13 this was1 happening?

;O.
'

l4- THE WITNESS: I-can:make assumptions; yes.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: I mean you wereitheirisupervisor.

-16- .You.must have had some view as their supervisor as to.what
;

17 _: was causing this intransigence?/

.18 THE WITNESS:; . Well, .a lot =of'it, a-lot-of those
'

feelings wereLcreated prior _to my being there. 'There was19; _;

120- - aflot-of hard' feelings.between the. inspectors and;

21. :Mr.' Williams. They-felt.that they were.getting the short

.22 - fend of the stick, . working long days -- meaning. numerous:

23 . days in a row without a day off. And then.during the-r

L24 Tmiddle of their' day off they might be-called and told they

-

2 5 '- had'to come to work.

,

4

.7

.
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1 JUDGE BLOCH: That was still true under your

2 supervision?
im
k~ 3 THE WITNESS: No, it was not.

4 oJUDGE BLOCH: That was still hanging over?

5 THE WITNESS: Yes. It was still hanging there.

6 The feelings were there. It was kind of like the -- I

7 -don't know -- it's kind of hard to describe.

8 -Say you beat a dog for months and then you quit. You

9 know, he's.still flinching, and that's still the same

10 reaction that they had.

11 .I don't know if that's good context to put it in, but --

12 JUDGE BLOCH: The only context we want is four

13 best information. Obviously everyone's information is
. -)

~' 14 limited, they do it from their best knowledge. Wa

15 . appreciate your offering it to us.

-16, BY MR. TREBY:

.17 O When-you became the supervisor, was Mr. Williams

18 still on-site?

19 A I think Mr. Williams was there for'like a day or

20 two. It was three days, in fact, that.he was still

21 .on-site.

12 2 0 And then he'left the site?

;-,s .

23' A Yes.
| \
'# '

.24 Q And you were then the' supervisor --

25 A I took over.
,

r
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1 0 -- of the OC inspectors in the coatings area?

2 A Yes.
.

( - 3 JUDGE BLOCH: I would like to caution the

4 witness that when I ask questions you should be

5 particularly careful not to just agree with me. It's

6 unusual that judges ask that many questions, but you

7 should be careful not to agree just because the judge has

8 asked the question.

9 THE WITNESS: Okay.

10 BY MR. TREBY:

11 .O Had you had any experience in the coatings area

12 before you took this position in the coatings department

13 at Comanche Peak?s_7

h
14 A I had experience in coatings prior to that; yes.

15 O Could you tell us what that experience was?

16 A I worked on Unit 2, at Washington Public Power

17 Supply System, WPPSS, in Hanford, Washington.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: If it would help you to look at

19 your; resume, you may. It's not a quiz.

2K) THE WITNESS: Okay. Yes, I worked for Bechtel

21 up at WPPSS, Unit 2.

22 BY MR. TREBY:

H23 O Did you have any other coating experience or was,_

( )~'' 24 that your --

25 A Just minor, prior to that time; yes.

~

l.
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1 O When you worked for Bechtel at the Hanford site,

.. . 2 had you been certified in the coatings area at that
t s

- 3 facility?

- 4 .A I was certified by Bechtel as a civil level 2

'

5 inspector. And coatings being part of the civil program,

6 I guess you can say yes, I was.

7 O And what kind of a certification program did

8 Bechtel have?

'

9 A You had to go through the COLI program and know

10 the Bechtel manual. You had to know how to do a field

11 inspection, know how to write up the appropriate reports

12 and forms that go with the inspection, being able to

13 generate a work procedure, write it from scratch for an_s

- 14 inspection on an item -- say welding, coatings, earthwork,

15 concrete, something in that area -- to be certified.

16' (Discussion off the record.)

17 JUDGE BLOCH: During the of f-the-record
.

conversation, we were unable to clarify the word which18

19 seemed to have been '"COLI" which the witness said, which

20 means that it was either misspoken or that it was

21 misunderstood and we are not clear what that is.

22 There also was an off-the-record discussion about

23 whether the reporter ought to interrupt to clarify
.ps

\'

'/ 24 something like that, and the reporter has some concern
'

25 that it would interfere with accuracy of the record if he

,

_
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l' can't. Because of strong feelings by- Mr. Roisman, it was

2 agreed that during his examining we prefer not to havep
1(-) 3 interruptions to the record, but while other parties are,

4 questioning the reporter's practice is satisfactory to the

5 board. Let's continue, Mr. Treby.,

6 Incidentally, it's not unusual for people to misspeak,

7 and I don't think you should feel at all nervous about

8 that.

9 THE WITNESS: I was trying to figure.out what I

10 said.

11 BY MR. TREBY:

12 O You have worked at other nuclear plants, is that,

.13 correct, besides the Hanford and Comanche Peak?c

.y
14 A I worked for the Department of Energy,-which was

15 a nuclear facility.

16 O And what is your experience with regard to the

17. procedures at each of the different facilities that you.,

18 have worked on? That is, are the procedures the same, or-

19 are they specific to each of the facilities? Or.what is

20- your experience?

21 A Procedures vary. It depends on the job,

'22 requirements; what the specifications call out; what the

;
- 23 PSAR and that call out. The procedures are changed from

' ") .(
24 job to job.'

25 EXAMINATION

!
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1 BY JUDGE BLOCH:

2 12 Can you tell us when you first met Mr. Joseph
.-

V- 3 Lipinski?

'4 A Okay.. Joe worked for O.B. Cannon and Sons in

5 , Washington. He was in charge of Cannon's quality

6 operation for Unit 1 and Unit 2 at Hanford.

7 0 Is O.B. Cannon and Sons a subcontractor at the

'

.8 .Hanford site? Is that what you are saying?

9 A Yes. They were the coatings contractor at Unit 2.

10 Q And when you worked for Bechtel at Unit 2, could

'll you explain how you came into contact with the O.B. Cannon

12 Lpeople at Hanford?

13 ~A Okay. I did surveillance over their contract.;

14 I;was their quality representative between the-owner,

15 _ which was WPPSS, and Cannon. I did the liaison work

cl6 ' between'the two organizations -- or construction

17 management of Bechtel, let's put it that.way. That would:

18 be better. I'did.the construction quality-management

p 19 liaison work between the two . companies. I was-the

:2 10 ' construction manager. I went out and' insured that O.B.

-21 Cannon's_ inspectors were working in accordance with the

r- 22 procedures, with Cannon's procedures, and were within the
t:

R23 Jguidelines~of.the-specifications?
_ /_s.

' '' '24 JUDGE BLOCH: So that.was on the quality side,

25 .not the construction side?..

:

,

.m
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1. THE WITNESS: Quality; yes.

2 BY MR. TREBY:
r
1-)h 3 O Would you describe your position as sort of a

4 quality inspector of a vendor, the vendor being O.B.

5 Cannon and Sons?

6 A Yes. I think probably the easiest way to

7- describe it is, I inspected the inspectors. I did the

8 overview of Cannon's quality operation.

9 O And just so the record is clear, what was the

-10 function of Bechtel at the Hanford site?-

11 A' Bechtel was the construction management firm

12 that handled the construction in the quality-aspects of

'13 the job for WPPSS.-.g

-(' 14 Q And can you tell us how you came to know

15 Mr. Lipinski?

16 A I dealt with Cannon on a day-to-day basis, in

17 and out of their office all the time. And I got -- I had

18 a run-in a few times with Cannon and ended up -- the man

19 to settle the arguments was Joe. We' ended up calling Joe

H2O over to sit down and say I had a certain aspect that I

-21 felt that they weren't doing their' full job to, full

22 quality requirements they weren't meeting. I would say,

23 "You've got to do this." And then there man on-site would
7y
t 1
A' 24 tell me, "No, I can't do this." So we'd end up calling

25 Joe over to have him settle the argument.
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l' O Where was Mr. Lipinski located during this time?

2 A' He was located on Unit 1, which was, I guess you

f(_-} ; -3 could say, across the road from where we were at. He was

4 on a different site.

5 Q But he was in the state of Washington?

6 A Yes.

. '7 O And to the best of your knowledge, was that

8 where he was located, as opposed to the corporate

9 headquarters of the O.B. Cannon Company in Philadelphia?
.

10 A Yes. That's where he was located at the time

11 when we were at WPPSS; yes.

12 Now, he~did-go-back and forth between the main office,

13 like I say. I dealt with the man on Unit 2 all the time,rg~

(~')- 14 ' generally by1the name of Kevin Ackerman. I worked with
4

~

15 Kevin all the time. If we had any troubles we would end

16 up getting Joe involved in it.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Did you at that time form an

-18. impression of Mr. Lipinski's competence for the. job he was

19 doing?'

20: 'THE WITNESS: Yes, I did.

21 JUDGE.BLOCH: What was that?

'22 THE WITNESS: I felt that Joe was a very-

23. competent person in the coatings field.-

T-

b- 12<4 JUDGE BLOCH: 'Did he understand the procedures

25' at that plant?

i,

.
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1 THE WITNESS: Yes, he did. In fact he helped

2 ~ write most of them.

'

3 JUDGE BLOCH: .Was he conscientious in the

4 application of those procedures?
.

5 THE WITNESS: Yes, he was.

6' JUDGE BLOCH: Was he extremely finicky, to the

7 point of. overdoing it, in_wanting to apply procedures?

8- THE WITNESS: Yes. And we made him that way.

9 . JUDGE BLOCH: That is you thought that that was

10 what was required?

11 THE WITNESS: Well, we wanted to make sure the

12 ; plant _was licensed and~everything was done correctly, so

-; .13 ' we were very picky-about what was.done.

- 14 The-procedures -- you kind.of have to know the history

,15_ of: Unit-2 or'the WPPSS operation up'there to understand

16 what you mean by " finicky."

17' JUDGE BLOCH: But the' rule, as-I understand what

--18 you have-said, is that they wanted to enforce the letter

_19 of every: procedure?-

20. THE WITNESS:. Yes.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: That's what you call " finicky"?

22 .THE WITNESS: No. . He wanted to make sure that,-

, -23- I_ guess;you'could say in the letters he' dotted the "i"s

k 24 Land crossed the_"t"s correctly.

25, - He wanted to go one step past.being perfect. That's

a
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1 the feeling I got from Joe. That there would be no

_
2 question about the job that Cannon did. When the job was

(l 3 done, it was done by Cannon, it was done right. He wanted

4 to make sure of that.

5 BY MR. TREBY:

6 -Q You say that-Mr. Lipinski in large part was

'7 responsible for writing the procedures that O.B. Cannon

8 and Sons used at the Hanford sites?

9 A Well, yes. The procedures belonged to Cannon.

10 And they were rewritten during the shutdown by some

11 gentlemen from WPPSS and some gentlemen from Cannon, and

12 Bechtel was involved in it. And the changes in the

13 , procedures had to be done by Joe through the Philadelphia7

'l
'

14 . office. And we made quite a few changes at the time and

15 he did handle those. So I felt that he was responsible

16 for the procedures.

17 O Were you involved in any way with the writing of

|18 the procedures or the reviewing of the written procedures?

19 A Yes, I was. I had the - responsibility of

20 -reviewing the procedures and approving of them for Bechtel

21 when they were written.

22 O Would you say that you were very intimately

23 . familiar with the dif ferent coating procedures that were.. j

~ I )'' ' - - -24 in place at the WPPSS site?

25 -A Yes.

L ._
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l- O How did you get to know what the coating

.2 procedures were at the Comanche Peak site?
'

3 'A' I sat down with the procedures and read through

4 them and looked at them.

5 0 And this was after you -- when -- at what point

6 during your stay at Comanche Peak did you do that?

'7- A Right after I was put in as the lead. And then

8. I also did it on a daily basis, I'd sit down and go

9 .through the procedures.

-10 Q Did you find the procedures at Comanche Peak to

11~ be the same or different than the procedures at the

12 Hanford site?

13 A They were a little bit different than thefs

U 14 procedures at Hanford; yes.

15 O Could you expand upon that and tell us in what

16 way you found them different?

17 A The procedures were some different inspection --

'

18 ways of doing inspection. The procedures were really not

19 as extensive as the ones we had at Hanford.

20- Q Is there any basis for national codes, you know,

21 such as the ASME or something like that that is looked to

22- in the preparation of the procedures?

23 A Yes, sir, some reg guides that are put out, and
A_
~l ~24 then ANSI, and a lot of regs go on -- paint council and\-

-25 ' stuff like that.
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1 Q Do they prescribe a single way that a procedure

2 has to be written or is-there some flexibility in those f
_.

(~) 3 guidelines?
,

4 A They lay out the basis of what's supposed to be

5 there, and then the individual job adopts the way they

'
6 want to do these.

7 O Well, then, is it surprising or not surprising

8 that there are some differences between the procedures'

- 9 from plant to plant?

10 A It's not surprising.
,

11 O After you left-the Hanford site in, I guess

- 12 ~ December of '82, did you keep in contact with Mr. Lipinski?

13 A Yes, I did.
7_

14 ~ Q And can you tell us in what manner you kept in'~

15 contact? That is, did you call each other or write to

16 each other?

17 A We called.

18 O' What was the way in which you kept in contact?

19 A We communicated over the phone.

20 Q And who initiated the -- this communication?

21 A I think both of us did.

22 O And how frequently did you communicate with each

23 other?
7,

( )
'# 24 A Oh, periodically, every -- I don't think there's

25 any real frequency. It's kind of like, if I had some time

.__ . _ - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ - _ .
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1 and was able to get a phone line out, I'd give Joe a call;

2 and if he was able to call in, he'd get ahold of me.
I I
\_/ 3 JUDGE BLOCH: While you were working at

4 Washington nuclear project No. 2, were your contacts with

5 Mr. Lipinski just official contacts on the job or was it

6 more than that?

7 THE WITNESS: No, I knew Joe personally, also,

8 off the site.

9 JUDGE BLOCH: I see.

10 BY MR. TREBY:

11 O Is that one of the factors that went into your

12 keeping in contact with each other?

13 A Yes, that was.
.

r i
~

14 Q Subsequently?

15 A Yes, that was.

16 O Could you give us some feel for the types of

17 communications you had with each other? Were they

18 personal communications or business-related communications

19 or what?

20 A Most everything was personal. In the line of

21 business it might be to find out, you know, how the job is

22 going, how they are getting along, how far to complete --

23 just kind of keeping tabs on the job that I was over at-s

}'> 24 one time.

25 JUDGE BLOCH: Just the way friends usually would

i
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1 talk about a job. If something really important would

2 happen you would talk about it?
t''s

3 THE WITNESS: Yes, find out who is still there,s-

4 and where the' people have gcae -- you know.

5 BY MR. TREBY:

6' O And you each knew what the other's job was? For

7 instance you knew what his position at O.B. Cannon was and

8 he knew what your position at the Comanche Peak site was?

9 A Yes.

10 Q Do you still keep in contact with each other?

11 A Yes. We try to contact each other now and.then;

12 yes.

13 O Can you tell us when was the last time you had a
(7~l
'' 14 conversation with Mr. Lipinski?

15 A The last time I talked to Joe was, I think back

16 in July. Somewhere in that area.

17 No , I'take that back. I talked to Joe prior to -- it

18 was July of this year, prior to shutdown of the plant.

19- July -- June, July -- somewhere in that area. I don't

20 remember if I called him from -- when I left -- when they

21 shut the plant down at Hanford I went from there to Idaho

22 and I don't remember if I called Joe there. I might have

23 called and talked to him at that time.
,. ,
/ ~,

'> 24 Q Have you spoken with him since he has been'-

25 testifying in this proceeding?

i
.

. - . _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ . _ _ _ . . . _ . - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ ,
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1 A No, I have not.

2- MR. SIMS: Just one clarification. You said --..

I 3 refer to the plant being sh'ut down at Hanford.

4: THE WITNESS: Excuse me, at Midland, I meant.

~5 This is.the shutdown at Midland.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: There's also a rule that we have

7 that you may ask for breaks when you feel tired or

8 anything like that.

9 THE WITNESS: Okay.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: And if you feel too tired to go on,

11 please let your counsel know that. It could happen later

-12 'in.the day.

.O'.
13 THE WITNESS: Okay.

14 .Can I ask one. question?

15 JUDGE BLOCH: Sure.

16 THE WITNESS: When did the testimony for-Joe

17 start?

18 MR. TREBY: I think probably in' November..

19 MR. .GALLO: The hearings started -- the first

20~ set of hearings started in early November.

21 No, no, that's when the testimony was. filed.
.

22 MR. TREBY: AboutLNovember 19th.

~ 23 THE WITNESS: Okay.
fT

. 24 MR. GALLO: November 19th.

25 THE WITNESS: At the time, back in that November ---
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1 -in that-area, I was looking_for a job. At that time I
c

2 might have called Joe and talk'ed' to him. But I don't

f. '
-

,s

3 totally-tecall, because I've talked to so many different~

4 contract outfits. I might have called Joe and talked to

5. him about a job or might have called him and talked to him

6 personally. I don't totally remember. But I know fo'r

7 sure I talked to him in July. I might have talked to hi

8 the 1st of September, I might have talked to him the

9 latter part of October. hhat's why I'say I don't recall,
because I was talking to ko many different outfits I mightl10

4,

11 have call'dd him then. !

12 BY MR'. TRE6Y[ *

7

13 0 Well, Mr. Lipirdki would have' contacts in ,the
'

' 14 nuclear industry and partichlarly in-the coatings area?

15 A Yes... And he would know also like what ~ stages

16 the.different plants are in, so when I would call to talk'

17 to these_ people I would say, "IunderAtandthathouare - N
,

18 doing coatings" or " understand you are doing this," and

19 pursue a job that way.

20 0 Would you characterize the subjects od your

21 conversations with nim, then, since the Midland plant

22 ~ closed down'as both personal and inquiriessas to job

23: opportunities'in the~ industry as a whole?^ ,

24 A Yes,. Mostly personal,' g

25 JUDGE BLOCH: He didn't happen to. bring up,
- s , q

>

4

fr e

-f,

.

.
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1 while you were talking, anything about his concerns about

2 hearings or anything like that?
| ('T
A/ 3 THE WITNESS: Like I say, back in -- if I would

4' .have talked to him in October he might have brought it up

5 then. But at the time my big concern was about finding

6 work. ,

7 JUDGE BLOCH: You have no clear recollection of

8 the specifics of any comments about testimony?

9 THE WITNESS: Like I say, if I had thought it

- 10 was' going to be anything like that I would have, you know,

11 made sure that I -- but most of the time our conversations.

12 were personal-type basis.

13 BY MR. TREBY:7_3

14 O To turn back to when you were working at''

.15 Comanche Peak, did there come a time when Mr. Lipinski

16 spoke.to'you about Comanche Peak in a work-related manner?

17 A I was contacted by Joe prior to his trip down in

18 July.

19 O IX) you know the approximate date that --

20 A No, I don't.

*.21 Q One of the documents that your counsel indicated

22 that you had looked at is a set of his weekly summaries

23 'and diary notes. 'In looking at'those, did that give you
,_%;

' ' 24 any indication of when in July you first spoke to him?'

25 MR. WATKINS: Objection. .Especially given the

;
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_ 1: allegations made between this witness' testimony and

_

2; .another'one,.-it's extremely important that we hear what

- 3 .Mr.fMouser has to say without resort to extrinsic aids,
'

it

}
4- especially those prepared'by Mr. Lipinski. It's

15 regrettable that he's already.seen diary notes of.

,

6 (Mr.'Lipinski and the transcript.

-71 JUDGE BLOCH: I'm not sure I understand the

8 ibasis_for my restricting the line of cross.

' -9 I can understand this is --

4 10 EMR. TREBY: I didn't ask him-to look at them. I

1

11 'was just asking him whether --

b' '12 - MR. WATKINS: I thought you asked him to look at
~'

13 - them.'-

- 14 MR. TREBY: .No. I asked, since he had looked ati
,

150 .them,.had:that refreshed 1his. recollection.
,

16L THE' WITNESS:. Yes, it.had.'

:17 BY MR. TREBY:

i - 18- -Q I' guess I do want-your a'nswers.to be' based on

19 'your memory.

~20 -A Okay.'

21 Q- 'Rather.than looking at any documents.at this- ,

<

-I22'- ' point.

'23 -A Well, I1can.pu't it this way. Prior to'looking
;

\b\~ -! 124 at this, (Indicating).I did:not1really recall an'y

conv'rsation. After.looking at this, and. thinking about'25 e

x-

, .w

N'
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1 it for_a while, I did recall that I had talked to him in

2 July, prior to his trip down there.
M:
5_f 3 JUDGE BLOCH: ' July of''847+

4 THE WITNESS: No. July of --

5 JUDGE CLOCH: Or July of '837

6 THE WITNESS: July of '83. Prior to his trip

'

7 down-in July of '83.

8 BY MR. TREBY:

9 Q~ Well, has your memory, as a result of looking at

10 these things prior to today, been refreshed so that you

~11 had. recall of it on your own? Or did you just look.at the-

12 ' notes there and say: Well, if it's written there that

~
13 must be so?

_-

'''' 14 A I think I do recall that I talked to Joe; yes.-

15 O Okay. Well, now, based on whatever_you recall --

16. well,.tell us what you do recall about whatever

17 conversation you may have had in July of '83.
,

18 A I recall that Joe told me he was coming to the.

~

'19: site-to do some consultant work for the utility and that

20. any..information or_anything I could'do to help him out'

21 would be appreciated.

22 Q Did he -initiate the communications?

23 A I think the phone call came from him.

'L 24 O Do you recall'whether he indicated any specific-

25 matters dealing with coating that he wanted information

i

I
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'l about?

" 2 JL No. I think he asked me to find, you know, some
f~)
's '

3 areas -- you know, give an idea of where concerns would be

4 so he could look at them.

5 Q And did you give him any information at that
-

6 time as to possible areas that he might look into?

17 A. Okay. At that time I wasn't working in the

8 coatings department. I, in turn, knew some inspectors

9 -that were working down there and I talked to them and told

10 them,'if they had some concerns, that there would be a

11' gentleman coming that they could talk to.

11 2 Q About how many coating inspectors did you speak

13 to?

I)
'

''~
14 A Well,-I talked to two specifically that I knew.

15. I told them to kind of spread the word around the group.

'16 Q- And do you have any reason to know whether or-

17 not they did spread the word around? Did you hear from

18 any other coating inspectors.

19 A' No, I didn't-hear from any-of the-rest of them.

'20 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Mouser, I'm having trouble

21 understanding the relationship between the resume and what.

:22- you;just said. The resume said you started as quality

(#-7 s) ..
23 control supervisor to protective coatings in June of: '83.

24 And'now you say that-you talked to Mr. Lipinski in July of'

:25 ''83, but you weren't working on coatings.
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1 THE WITNESS: I'm not a very good typist; that

2 -should be "8" of '83.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: August.

4 THE WITNESS: Yes, 8 of '83. It's a typing

5 error in that. It should be 8 of '83. 8 to 10.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: The previous entry goes to 10 of

7 '83. Is that wrong, too?

8 THE WITNESS: Okay. The previous time shows the

9 total time I was at Ebasco -- like 12 of '82 to 10 of '83;

10 that's total time I was with Ebasco. Then you jump down

11 from 8 of '83 to 10 of '83 I was with the coatings

12 department; 10 of '83 -- 12 of '82 to 10 of '83, I was a

13 specialist and. auditor. See, that's where 1 made the

'"
14: mistake. That should show 8 of '83, 12 '82 to 8 of '83.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: Thank you.

16 BY MR. TREBY:

17 O Just.so the record is clear, the date you just

18 corrected, 10 of '83 to 8 of '83, is the date immediately

'
19 above the.words " position, senior quality assurance

20 specialist"?

-21 A Yes.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: You haven't said it right. 'It's 8

.. 23 '83-to 10 '183

Li
%- 24 'THE WITNESS: 8 '83 to 10 '83. And just below

25 that, 12 of '82. It should'be 12 of '82-to 8 of '83.
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1 BY MR. TREBY:

--

I asked you -- my questions were-about the2- Q
' e^x
kl 3 latter-change and you have okayed both changes needed to

4 be made now?

15 JL Both changes need to be made; yes.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: Did you know in July of '83 that

7: the change.was about to be made?

'8 'THE WITNESS: No.

L 9 JUDGE BLOCH: No, you did not?

.10 THE WITNESS: I did not.

11 BY MR. TREBY:

12 O Did you ever hear back from the two -QC coating

-_ 13 inspectors that you had spoken to about any concerns they
'( ~'' .14 may suggest to you?

15 A. Yes. One of them talked to me about them; yes.

16 Q And did he give you certain' concerns?

17 A -Yes. He'gave me kind of a broad area of

18 concerns. He says good areas.to look-would be applicator

19 qualifications; storage and handling material;

20 traceability. Those are the ones that I, you know, recall.

121 ' JUDGE BLOCH: Can'you recall that conversation

22 with that individual at this time?. Something about what

23 it was like? How that person felt about his communication?
,,)~|
A ''- 24 THE WITNESS: Yes.

Would you describe how that person25 JUDGE BLOCH: L
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~ ' 1 : felt'about his communication?

_..
2- THE WITNESS: Very, very put out with the whole

3 thing. It was kind of like: These are major -- the

4 feeling'-I got'from him: These are major problems. They

5- are all screwed up.

6 That's the kind of feeling I got from the guy. I new

7 ~ knew the man personally, also, so I knew how he reacted to

.8 ' things.

9 BY MR. TREBY:

10 Q How did he react to the fact that there was

fil someone coming to look into the coatings program?

12 A Kind of bewildered -- bewildered.

'13 'He'didn't know what it was going to accomplish. I

- 14 . think that's kind of the feeling I got . from him.

; - 15 0- When this'QC inspector gave you'this information,

16 do;you recall,what-the circumstances were in him giving,

17. you the information?. Is it just'something that. happened'+

18 in passing at the site? Did he talk to you at home? How
~

-

if - 19 did it come about that you got this information?'
~

20 A I was passing at the site. I run into him one
.

| 21 ' day on-his way into the plant.

^ 22 0 .About how long-do you think you were talking to
t

!~
- 23~ .him?

!-
'
'-- 24 A- Very.short period of time -- 10 minutes.

25 Q 'And what was the location? Were.you in a
~

'

,

4
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1 trailer? Were you standing on the site? Or what?

2 A Well, they.had to go down and get instruments
,m.

- 3 -out of the instrumentation lab and I think we were

4 standing down by the instrumentation lab. That's usually

5 where I run into these guys, I see them there. On my way
,

6 down to the vault or into the field, I see them down at

'
7 the instrumentation shack.

8 Q Did you have any personal knowledge of what was

9 ' going on at the coatings area or was your knowledge based

10 on what this person was telling you?

11 A It was mostly based, at that time, on what this

12 person was telling me.
f

13 JUDGE BLOCH: Just that one person?.,3
,

' 14 THE WITNESS: Yes. Well, there was another guy

15 there with him -- well, let's see.

16 When I first talked to him there was two guys there and

17 I think Joe was the.only one that gave me the information

18 back.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: Was it your understanding that

20 these were just his views or were they shared by the

21 coatings inspectors?

22 THE WITNESS: I took it that they were shared by

p 23 the coatings inspectors.
t,

7' ' 24 BY MR. TREBY:

i 25 Q Did this person who gave you the information,
!

;

.

i-
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1 did he have any supervisory position? Was he like a lead

2 inspector or anything like that? Or was he just one of
f,

\_- 3 the many inspectors?

4_ A One of the many inspectors.<

5 0 Once you got this information, what did you do

6 with it?

7 A I contacted Joe and let him know about it.

8 O Could you describe -- some more elaboration on

9 what your conversation was with Joe Lipinski at this point

10 when you gave him this information?

11 A- I think I just basically told Joe for different

12 areas, look, he might look up at the paint shack for

11 3 handling materials, traceability of paint; he might want7s
! )

14 to look at how they certified the applicators, I guess --

15- you know.

.16 O Did you tell him the source of your information?

17 A I don't recall if I told him where I got it or

18 not.

19 Q Do you recall whether he-asked you?

20 A No , I-don't.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: There's one area you haven't

22 mentioned that I'm curious about. Was there any

23 - information given to you about the relationship betweeng,
( 1'' 24 craft and QC7

25 THE WITNESS: You mean the feelings craft and OC

m
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1 had for each other? You could see that 20 feet away, just

2_ by the_ friction.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: Did you communicate that to

4 Mr. Lipinski, too?

5 THE WITNESS: No, I don't think I did, not at

6 .that timer no.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Is there some reason that you are

8 able to recall -- it's easier to recall what you do tell

9 someone than what you don't. Is there some particular

10 reason that you recall that you didn't tell him about that

11 tension that was so obvious to you?

12' THE WITNESS: I felt that quality-wise, type --

13- in the line of quality, I felt that the problems were more,-
"' 14 personal at that time than quality-oriented.

.15 BY MR. TREBY:

16 0 Was this conflict or tension that you are

17 talking about prevalent throughout the. site or was it just

.18 in the coatings area, in your experience?

19 A I~never really dealt with any other areas, you

20 know, direct contact with the inspectors. So I just had

- 21 the feeling that it.was right at the time that the

22 coatings inspectors only.

23 O Did you feel any tension in the position thatp: r;,_ i
V 24 you had at that time in the design. change area?

25 A. No. I don't get uptight about things like that.

i

.
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1 Q When you and Mr. Brandt were discussing your
.

2 move'from your present position over to the coatings area,,

'
3 'did you discuss that tension?.

.-

-4 A Yes. Mr. Brandt told me that there were some

5 hard feelings between the craft. He said a big part of my

6 job would be correlating the craft work and the QC work

7 together. He said that I might.be running into a big

8 problem with the way the inspectors and the craft felt

9 about each other.

10 Q What were your feelings about that? Did that

11 give you any misgivings about taking that job?

12 ~ A- No. .That didn't bother me one bit.

13 EXAMINATION,-

'14 BY JUDGE BLOCH:''

15 O You used the word " correlating." Is that a

16 summary for other words that Mr. Brandt used to you?

17 A Well, I think basically Tom told me that there

18 was hard ' feelings between the craf t and QC. And I don't

19 remember the total reasoning why he said that but he just

20 says - -I remember that he quoted hard feelings between

21', the craft and'the QC for the ways things are going,-I

22 guess.
1

- - 23 Q How do you understand what it was that he wanted
i
V- 24 you to accomplish with respect to that?

25 A He told me that he wanted me to go in and'see if

.

u
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1 I could, I guess you could say put some authority in what

2 went on in the quality control department and see if I
7"N .
5-) 3 could straighten out the problems and troubles that they

4 were having.

5 O Your understanding is that he wanted a well-run

6 paint quality program?

7 A Yes.

8 O And your understanding is that that was not --

9 not his object just to make things go faster but to make

10 them go properly?

11 A The feeling I got for Tom was he wanted the

12 inspectors to go out and do their job and not to try to

: 1 13 overdo their job. He wanted them to do the job that they-

14 were required to do and that he wanted things to "run~

15 smoothly." And what he meant by run smoothly is do the

16 right ' job the right way:with the right direction.

'17 -O How does that relate to dotting "i"s and

18 crossing "t"s that we talked about before?

19 A You mean --

20 Q At the other site at Hanford you said

'21 Mr. Lipinski believed in dotting "i"s and crossing "t"s.

.22 Is doing the job right. dotting all the "i"s and crossing

23. all the "t"s or --
- 7~T ~
k) 24 A On a job like that I say -- there's a little bit

25 'of. flexibility-in all programs; okay? And at the Hanford

4

--.~,p. , - - - . , - - - - . - , .,---.---.,.,eg g--,,-..--..r _,v., , , - . . , -,w , -,- , m--. ..
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1 job it was like: This is a straight line and we woi't

.
2~ vary this side of the line at all because that's the "not

q, s -
\ 3 right" side. We are going to go to this side of the line.

4 We are going tx) -overdo our job. Overinspect. And just

15 the opposite -- at Comanche Peak -- we wanted to do right

6 'down the line, we wanted tx) run right down the line. We

7 didn't want to overdo it but then again we didn't want to

8 underdo~the job. That's the feelings I got.

9 O When you were talking with Mr. Brandt did he

10 indicate why he was considering you for that position,

11 lead inspector and then, ultimately, supervisor?

12 A I think you have to personally know me to

13 Lunderstan'd that. I have a tendency to not take any shit
_ ( s;

, -

)~' 14 off anybody. And, in turn, not give any.

-15 And when I say the job is done, the job is done

16 correctly or_it isn't done. And Tom, over the period that

17 I was there up in his design change group, had learned to

18 understand that that's the way I workad. I also got along

19- very good, personally, with people.

20 I can, you know, kind of work people around to where

21 they feel like if you get a guy a job shoveling shit he's

22 not going to enjoy it, but when you get around to the idea

_
'23 that there's a $20 gold piece down at the bottom of that-

I ~

pile of shit he's going to look for it. That's basically24

25 the way it is. I guess you could say I got the gift of

L:
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-l= gab.

.. 2 O . Well, it sounds like you have the gift of
,

L L3- management. style.

4 'A Well, I hope so.

5 0 .IX) you think that was what Mr. Brandt was

6 interested'in? Your management style?

7 .A~ Yes. '

8 Q Did.he indicate any interest in your prior

9 coating experience?

-10- A Yes, he did. He asked me what coatings ,

!

;11 . experience I had.

12 O Was he aware, before he called you in, of your

13 prior coatings experience?

O. '14' A Yes.. He had my resume there. He knew that I
.

15 had'some prior coatings experiencer yes.,

- 16 .Q Did that give him both confidence in you and ,

'
17 . concerns?'

18 A- Yes, I would say that.- .

19- Q -What were the concerns that.your prior coatings,

. 20 -experience gave him?

21' .A lie told me that this is not Hanford, this is

22 Comanche Peak. Things are done a little bit different --'

. . t

23 which I understand. . Things are done.different on'each,_

'N # .247 site.- And I told him, yes, I understand that. That's
^

c251 basically where we dropped it, right there.

_ -_ _____-________-_ - _ ________ _ ___ - _ ____. _.
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1 DIRECT EXAMINATION (Continued)

... 2 BY MR.-TREBY:
,1

^ - 3- Q Well, what were the confidences you think that j

4 he got from your prior coatings experience?

'

5 A When you go through a Bechtel training --

6~ through a Bechtel training program, I think Mr. Brandt ;

7. knew the Bechtel. training program. When you are done with f

-8 'them you get extensive training in these areas.

9 Q Going back to your discussions with Mr. Lipinski

'10 ~ in July, after you b.a reported back to him what you had

11- heard from this QC (oatings inspector, did you.make any

12 arrangements to have any further discussions about

- '13 activities at the Comanche Peak site?.
.

''
. ,

14 A1 I don't recall anything.
.

15 Q Did he tell you.the dates of his-site visit?
8

16 A I would-imagine -- I don't specifically' recall
t

17 him.giving me a date but.I would say: Yes, he did.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: Did he arrange to meet you

'19 : socially while he was in the area? ,

20 THE WITNESS: Yes, he did. '

21 BY MR. TREBY:

22 Q Did you find it unusual for him to be calling
'

'23 you and asking about these kinds of activities before he
tD

A l.- 24 came to the site?

125 A No.

.

!

:

,

___ ____ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . -
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1 O Why not?

2 A Personal. It's kind of like, if I could help

x/ 3 Joe out, I'm going to help him out; he knew that. If he

4 could help me out, he was going to help me out; and this

5 was in line, giving him a hand with what he was doing. I

6 guess you could say it's professional courtesy.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Did you feel there was anything

8 wrong in your capacity as an Ebasco employee of your

9 giving him information like that?

10 THE WITNESS: No, I did not.

11 BY MR. TREBY:

12 O Did he ever indicate exactly what his purpose

13 was going to be on-site when he got there?,_s

( )
'

14 A Just a consulting-type job. That's basically

15 all I understood it was to be.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: He didn't have any specific

17 understanding of what he wanted to accomplish?

18 THE WITNESS: No. I didn't get any feel for

19 that at all.

20 BY MR. TREBY:

21 0 Did he indicate that it might be an audit of

22 some sort?

23 A No, I don't recall.
,_

I

24 O Did he tell you about how long he intended to be

25 on-site?

t

- _ - .
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1 MR. GALLO: Excuse me, did the witness answer

2 -the last question with a shake of his head?

- /l
| "L/ 3 JUDGE BLOCH: No. He actually said "I don't 1

i

4 recall."

5 THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. I'll try to speak up.

6 MR. TREBY: I'll try to speak up too. Maybe if

7 we both talk loudly -- the problem with depositions is you

8 get too close to each other and you both start talking in

9 more conversational tones.

10 BY MR. TREBY:

11 Q Did you tell any other Applicant personnel about

12 your conversations with Mr. Lipinski?

,
- 13 A There in July?,

( 14 0 Yes.

15 A No. I don't recall telling him that.

16 O other than the QC inspectors that you spoke to?

17 A Yes. Those -- (shaking head.)

18 'O Did you know Harry Williams personally at the

19 Comanche Peak site?

20 A No, I've seen him at site. I knew he was at

21 site and that's all.

22 O You didn't have any conversations with him?

23 A Other than passing in the hallt no.,_

''J 24 O But you didn't have any conversations with him

25 about Mr. Lipinski coming on-site to look at the coatings
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4, 1 program?

2 A No, I did not.

A 3 JUDGE BLOCH: Have you ever been a witness

4 somewhere before?

5 THE WITNESS: Yes.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: I wanted to tell you that it's not

7 unusual that it takes this much time to get at very little,

8 That's frustrating for everybody, and I hope you

9 understand that.

10 -THE WITNESS: Yes, I do.

11 BY MR. TREBY:

12 Q Did Mr. Lipinski communicate with you during his

13 site visit to the Comanche Peak in late July of '837-

'' 14 A Yes, he did. I ran into him in the hallway. It

15 was kind of a -- I knew what time he was going to be there

16 so I made it a point to be down at that building at that

17 . time to get to see him, get a chance to talk to him for a

18 few minutes.

19 0 What about the night before when-he had first

20 come into town? Did you have any conversations or meeting

21 with him that night?

22 A I don't recall anything -- not that -- no -- the

.23 night he came in.
(~h
\l 24 0 You say you met him in the hall. What hall are

25 we talking about?
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1 A. The hallway-of the administration building.

. 2 Q About what time of day was that?
b
\/. .3 A 10:00, 10:30; somewhere in that neighborhood.

;

4 Sometime in the morning -- late morning.

5 JUDGE BLOCH: Who was there at that time? Was
,

6 he accompanied?

7 THE WITNESS: No. Just by himself.

8. JUDGE BLOCH: And you were by yourself?

9' THE WITNESS: Yes.

10 BY MR. TREBY:

11 Q Had he been badged in?

12 A Yes, he had.

13 Q Do you know whether he had spoken to anybody-

b
' 14 else prior to that time? Did he give you any indication

15 of that?

16 A No. No indication at all.

17 Well, I guess he had talked to the secretary, Ron

18 Tolson's secretary. That's the only thing that I know of.

19 O When he met him in the hallway, what did you

20 talk about?

21 A What he thought of the site. He -- his trip

22 down.

23 'O When you -- what did he think about the site, in
,,

l 24 what way?
'
'

25- A Where it was located and the country around it,
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1 and getting out to it and the place he was staying. And

.O .
'2- -he made-comment, I remember it stuck in my mind, about the --

.

k/ 3 getting badged in, the hassle he had to go through getting

4. -badged in. I remember that was quite -- get quite a

5 chuckle out of that.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: Is that worse than at other sites?

:7 THE WITNESS: Yes, a lot worse. You've got to'

8 be --

9 JUDGE BLOCH: Were you standing -- I'm sorry.

10 THE WITNESS: You have kind of got to be down

11 there to understand what you have to go through to get

12 .into that place?

'13 JUDGE BLOCH: Were you standing in a place where

O 14- Ron Tolson's secretary could have heard what you said?

15 THE WITNESS: We could have been right smack dab

16 in front of his office.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: I was wondering how you knew he

18 had spoken to the secretary?

19 THE WITNESS: We were right there. It might

r. 20 have been right inside her office. :We might have been in

-21 the front of.fice -- in the hallway --

22 BY MR. TREBY:

23 Q All right. Anything further besides these
,'

<)\s 24 pleasantries?

25 A No. I think that was about it.
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l' O Then did you go back to your job?

2 A Yes. I went back to what I was doing.
'O/
lk_/ 3 Q And he went on to do whatever he was going to do

4 on-site?

A Yes.

6 O Did you see him any other times on-site?

7 A Yes,'I did. I talked to him again, and I think

8 we went for a walk in -- I don't know whether it was the

9 afternoon or the next day or what it was -- but we went

10 for a walk up through the plant at that time.

11~ Like I say, I saw him socially that night, the first

12 night he was there.

13 O Let's go to that. When you talked to him
'l,.s)
^'' 14 socially, did you talk about the Comanche Peak facility . at

15 that time?

16 A I had my wife with me. No, we didn't. My wife

17 doesn't go along with socializing with work.

-18 Q There were no comments about whether he had a

19 site tour or anything like that? What he had done?

20 A It might have come up in the conversation that,

21 you know, he got a site tour. You know. Things like that.

22 But I don' t think we talked any more than that.

23 0 Let's go to this time when you had a walk with
)
' 24 Mr. Lipinski. Was there anybody with you at that time?-

25 A No. I think it was just him and myself at the
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'l~ time.

~2. O Was'there a purpose for this walk? Were you. . . .

. L3- going.to look at..a particular item?. or were you just-

.4- walking on the' site?

5- A He kind of wanted a tour, to see what -- you

6 know -- tollook at the plant. More or less, this is the

L7 ' containment building, this is the refueling building --

8- safeguard building -- things like that.

9. O You were serving as sort of his tour guide?

10 -A Yes.

11. JUDGE BLOCH: Did you have have to get approval

12 .to do that? There was an extended period of time I guess --

. 13 THE WITNESS: I had to have approval from my
:

'14 ' boss. He said no trouble, go ahead.

15' ~ BY MR. TREBY:

16 Q Can.you tell.us what kind of tour.you gave

17 Mr. Lipinski?

;18 A I think'we tookc-- went'down and into the main

19 containment, the back side of the containment building

20 through the big hatch. And then we'went up, up into the
'

21 Lcontainment up to the top floor and looked at it up there.

22 And they were working at that time up on the liner plate

23 and puller crane.and, .you know, the rooms up in there.. . -

\- 24 And then from there we came --

25 -Q. When you say-they were working, what kind of

,.
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1- work?

2 A Coatings work. All construction phases. Most
,

's/ 3 of it was coatings work at the time up in that area.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: At this point what branch were you
1

5 assigned to? What were your job duties?

6 THE WITNESS: DCA job. I was up on the hill ]
7 working design change.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: This is still in August and you

9 were still assigned --

10' THE WITNESS: No. This is still July. |

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Still July. End of July? |
12 THE WITNESS: Yes.

13 BY MR. TREBY:7-
\
''/ 14 O At that point did you know that you were going

15 -to be going over to the coatings area?

16 A No, I did not.

17 0 What other areas did you show him besides the

18 containment building?

19 A We went -- I think we just made a general walk

20 through the whole plant. You know, like -- I pictured

21 specific floors out for him, the main floors, so we didn't

22 have to go up and down a lot of ladders -- and walked

-23 through the plant.
(,,')
\' 24 0 Were there coatings activities going on in each

25 of the different areas that you went to?

w. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ - - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ -
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1 A I don't recall. Probably was.

2 O Was the purpose of your tour to give him a
rx
i -) ' 3 general orientation?s

4 A Yes.

5 Q Or to --

6 A Basically. '

7 Q Were you intending to show him all the areas

8 where coatings were going on?

9 A No. I had not intended to do thatt no.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: When you took him to areas where

11 coatings were going on, was he taking notes?
r

12 THE WITNESS: I don't recall.

13 JUDGE BLOCH: Do you recall whether he had a
. f~y .

\# 14 note pad or some kind of --

15 THE WITNESS: Yes, he did have one of those .

,

|

16 8-1/2 by 11 fold-up pads with him, I think. I don't

17 recall if he was taking notes with it or not. E

18 JUDGE BLOCH: Did he ask questions about

19 specific things he saw?

20 THE WITNESS: Yes. He asked me about some

21 things.

22 BY MR. TREBY:

23 Q Were you able to provide any information?
,,

\,s)!

24. A As well as I possibly could.1

25 Q What' was the basis of any information you would q,

!

t

t

- . - _ . _ . - . . . .
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1 have provided him?

2 A Well, I will give you an example. One thing we

3 ran into was a pallet of paint, coating materials setting

4 outside. He asked me what's that doing there and what is

5 it? At the time I didn't know. It's a coating material,

6 that's all I could tell him. Why was it outside? I

7 didn't know.

8 That's the kind of answers he got.

9 Now, if he anted to ask other things, I probably could

10 have answered it.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: At the time, you hadn't even read

12 the coatings procedures, if I understand you correctly?

13 THE WITNESS: That's right. That's right.rs,
i

'

'
''' 14 JUDGE BLOCH: What were some of the other

15 specific things that he asked about?

16 THE WITNESS: I think he asked how they were

17 applying it.

18 DY MR. TREBY:

19 0 Woro you able to answer that question?

20 A Yes. I told him they were spraying it like they

21 did up on Unit 2. That's basically -- I don't really --

22 any of those specifics I don't recall.

f 23 JUDGE BLOCH: Was the reason he asked you how
,,

5,

24 they s.tro applying it because thoro were drips on the wall?-

25 Noticeable drips?

_ __ _ _
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1 THE WITNESS: I don't recall that at all.

.

2 BY MR. TREBY:
';

N 3 Q Did he indicate, while you were giving him this

4 tour, that he had had any other tours? Or was this the-

5 first tour of the plant? !

6 A He said he was supposed to go around with

7 somebody else, I think it was Mr. Williams, and look at

8 things.

9 O Was that going to be at a later time, though?

10 A Yes. I think it was a later time. !

11 Let me go back to the question the Judge asked. I

12 think -- the more I think about it, I think he did ask the

13 reason -- the way they were applying it because at one,3

14 place on the outside, which was a non-Q area, a non-quality' '-

15 coating, it looked like somebody just dumped a bucket of
i

16 paint on it and he asked: How the hell are they applying
'

17 it here? I think that's where the question came from. I

18 remember it looked like there was about that much paint on- '

19 the wall -- I remember that was on the outside of the dome.

20 (Indicating.)

21 JUDGE BLOCH: Memory works in strange ways and

22 scmetimes you will remember something after the question
!

23 is asked. Please feel free to go back to it.
~

( i'' 24 THE WITNESS: Yes. That's why I'm saying --

25 BY MR. TREBY:

_ _ _ _ - . - ____ _ _ _ . - I
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1 Q Just~for the record, when you were indicating

2 how much paint was on the outside of this dome, you were

) 3 . sort of showing with your hands. Could you give us a word

4 description of what you were indicating?

5 A on the outside of the dome it looked like they

.6 had'just dumped on a can of paint; excess thickness. When

7 I'say'"this much" it is.an exaggeration, it looked like

8 there was something like -- 50 mils of paint. That's

9_ -something you don't see, 50 mils of paint.
'

11 0 Q You indicated it's a nonsafety area. What's'the

11 basis of the belief?

12 A It's outside. Outside, and it had no safety

13 effect at all on the plant.

O 14 JUDGE BLOCH: As you were walking with

15 Mr. Lipinski,.did any of the things that you saw about the-

16 coatings program contrast in your mind to what you thought

17 was sound practice at Hanford?

18 THE WITNESS: You mean, they did it'the same as

-19 Hanford did it?

20 JUDGE BLOCH: No. They did it in some way that

21 made you think it was much worse than Hanford. You can

22 tell us both ways, too.- I mean if there were ways that.

23 gave you confidence it was as good as Hanford as well as
.(~)
(_/ 24 ways that made you think that there were questions.

25 THE WITNESS: I did question it; yes.
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1 JUDGE BLOCH: What kinds.of things did you,

2 question?

. (_ 3 THE WITNESS: Oh, specifically mil thickness.

4 It looked like it was too thick to me, the coatings.

5 JUDGE BLOCH: Generally or in the one place you
\

6 were looking at?

7 THE WITNESS: Kind''of in the one place we

8 stopped to look at. It was right around on the inside of

9 the plant on the first level. What it was wac around a

10 ' big door frame and it looked like they had built up

11 coating on a weld.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Is the.t inside the containnent?.

13 THE WITNESS: Yes, right on the inside.. It
O
'# 14 looked like right at the main air lock, it looked like the

15 paint, the coating material was thick on the' weld.
' s'

167 JUDGE BLOCH: Did you know at that' time whether

17 or not that was a Q area?

18 THE WITNESS: Yes,'it was a O' area. And like,

19 you know, to look at it and to -- that material kind of

20 deceives the mind because of the way it is. You can look

21' at it and it might look like SiO mils and it might turn out

22 to be only three or four mils.

_

.
.23 JUDGE BLOCH: Of course, does that matter

~4 whether or not you have had experience, you learn to look\> 2
,

25 at it right? -

_ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ -
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1 THE WITNESS: Yes. Like me, I looked at it and

2~ before I -- probably would have really made a decision,
A.
( /. .3 you'know, I would probably have gone back in a quality-type

4 way and had the mil thickness checked in the area.

5 JUDGE BLOCH: How about the area around the

6 crane? Were there any areas around the crane that gave

7 you the same concerns?

8 THE WITNESS: I never got up to the crane when

9 we were up there. You had to go up onto another level,

10 safety belt. I never did that.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Any other areas where you had

12 . question about the thickness?

13 THE WITNESS: Just that one. Like I say, we7s
e i

' ~ 14 were talking about that one, pointed out looks like they

15 have a little bit heavy millt-Je on the weld, and --

16 BY MR. TREBY:

'17 O About how long do you think this tour lasted?

18 A 30 minutes to an hour, somewhere in that area.

19 O During the course of this tour, did you come

20 across any other -- or any OC inspectors in the coating

21 areas?

22 A Yes, we did. I think we ran across a few of the

23 coating inspectors.
7s

( )
'' 24 O Did you introduce Mr. Lipinski to those

25 inspectors?

w .______ ____ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . - - .
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1 A- I think he knew them already. Some of the guys

2. that he had worked with previously, that worked for Cannon
,p-
( f- 3 up in Washington.

4- O Were there some of those people at the Comanche

5 Peak site?

6 A Yes.

.7 -O Did you know them also from your experience at

8 Hanford?

9 A Yes.

1110 JUDGE BLOCH: Was it your impression that

11 Mr. Lipinski had already talked to these people, that he

12 was going to later, or what?

.13- THE WITNESS: I kind of got the feeling he

h,,w
s

14 already talked to them.- That happenea --- that- also
'

15 happened, you know, later on. I think it was the next day

16' when I talked to Joe then. It was kind of like he had

17 already talked to them. I don't know whether it was the.

18 night before, _but I took.the feeling that he had already

19 talksd to these~ people.

20 BY MR. TREBY:

.21 0 Did you stop and talk to any of these people as-

22 you were-going:through the plant?

23 A .Yes, we did. We stopped and, oh, we spent a
/ \

(_) 24 couple of minutes with each one of them. I think there
'

25 was two or three of them that we talked to.

,

- * * . - r, g -,,a , -,yc-p e ,-, sye- .a -r e a gs.--+ - ww-w , y-p,-wm --- pww
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1 O And generally -- well, when you stopped and

~2 talked to one of these people, what would you talk about?

3 A Mostly personal-type matters, if I recall right.

4~ Q Do you recall if anybody pointed out any

5 problems or concerns at that time?

6 A No , I don't. I don't recall.

'7 Q Do you know whether Mr. Lipinski asked anybody

8 at that point whether they had any concerns or not? Or

9 did he just say, " Nice day *'?

10 A I think a couple of them said that they would

11 .like to talk to him later on. A lot of the guys ---some

12. of the inspectors didn't know me. So they were very

13 hesitant to say.anything around anybody else. But the,_s

(' ') .

you know, they would stand and talk14 guys that did know me,
.

15 to Joe _for two or three minutes and then we were gone.

16- But most of the time it was, you know, these guys haven't

.17 seen him in a year or two years, so they were.all

18- concerned about what he was doing and everything.

-19 JUDGE BLOCH: Did you get the impression that

20 your being there'actually helped stop the conversation

21 from being free?

22. THE WITNESS: Yes. Most of them didn't know me;

23- yes.
t i
5 4- 24 BY MR. TREBY:

25 0 okay. The ones that didn't know you, did they

c
_
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1 know Mr. Lipinski?

2 A Yes.
p.
'( - 3 O Do you know how they knew Mr. Lipinski?

4 A .Well, Cannon had other nuclear jobs -- Oak Creek,

5 .Zimmer -- and I think they had worked for him at different

6 sites and also some of them had worked for Cannon prior to
.

7 my getting involved with Cannon in Washington.

8 0 You told us earlier in this deposition that you

9 had spoken to a couple of OC inspectors.

10 A Yes.

11 Q Were they people that you had known at the

12 Washington site?

13 A One I sat next to for two years. The other one,
,_s

k.) 14 I don't know if -- I-don't recall if he was in Washington

*

15 or not. In fact now I know for a fact he wasn't, because

16 he was at Midland, Michigan.

17- O Did you happen to come across these people while
; ;

18 .you were on your-tour?

19 A Yes, one of them we did. The gentleman that I

20- had. sat next to for two years in Hanford -- we came across

21 Joe.

22 O Was he the one that had given you the

- 23- information that you had passed on to Mr. Lipinski? ,

..

X-)-(~ . 24 A- Yes, he was.

25 -u When_you came across him on the tour, did you

.

- - - , ,,,,-,_,.,,,,,--,.-.-,7-.--.--,c-, , , , e ,- ,, _,e,, ,y. -, . , , , , .-.-w.9, .
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l' discuss any of that information?

2 A I don't recall anything like that.
,

3 JUDGE BLOCH: Did anyone make any offhand-

4 remarks that made it clear that they were really happy to

5- see Mr. Lipinski, that they appreciated working with him?

6 THE WITNESS: Yes, many people.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Did any contrast that with their

-8 present experience?

9 THE WITNESS: They said basically: This makes

10 no comparison to Unit 2 at all. That's the kind of

11' feelings that you got. Can I go back to that one question

12 you asked about whether anybody had talked to Joe about

13 any quality items. I think that it was brought up thatf-

'G 14 there was a lot of things he needed to look into and I

15 think Joe brought it up. I'm saying the guy that I had

16 originally talked to, that I gave the information to

17 Mr. Lipinski -- they are both named Joe -- I think he

18 made mention, j us': offhand, says: Boy, there's a lot of

19 -things here that are different than we did in Hanford and

20 there's a lot of things you have need to look into. I-

21 think it was dropped at that.

22 BY MR. TREBY:

23 0 'All right. Do you recall them making any~

24 arrangements to get together at a later time and talking-

25 about that matter?

g
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1 A Not those two, no.

. 2 Q Do you recall whether Mr. Lipinski took any
, (~s'

-

3 -notes at that point?

4{ A- No, I don't. Like I say, he had that with him;.

5 and walkingLand talking, I wasn't paying that much

'6 attention to whether -- whether he had-been writing down

7 anything or not.

.8 ' JUDGE BLOCH: At Hanford, was it common for him
;

. -
-

Maybe this is something he did as a habit?- 9 to take notes?
-

10 THE WITNESS: Yes.- Any conversation he got into

'll- with me at' Hanford he -always took notes because it- always

12 seemed there would be some "diffuculties" over something.
.

113- JUDGE BLOCH: So it was just habit,-you might_- s.
^

'14 'not have' notice'd that.^' - "'

'

.

15 THE WITNESS: It was always mandatory that thAy
'

-16 write it down, in length, so they could come-back and:say:
'

~Well, this wasn't the agreement we had at this time, or:-17

. .18| tyes, we agreed to that, or whatever.

; '19 BY-MR. TREBY:

20 Q- Otherfthan the paint on.the-outside pallet, do.,

21: you recall any other . matters that you noted cn1 -- during-

22 'this' tour that'maynhave struck Mr.'Lipinski'as something--

f

- - 23 to.ask'you.'about?

" )[ 24' 'A 'No. I think. Joe told me he wanted to-talk to'me.
1

,

-25 later on,Jyou know? .But I don't remember -- I don't

;.
-

i

||
2
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1 recall anything being -- any specific items, him pointing

2 out any specific items.

3 Q While you were on this tour, did you ever look

4 at the air supply system for the coating equipment?

5 A~ -Yes, we did, because when we climbed up on the

6 scaffolding there was a big compressor sitting there.

7 Let's see, the big compressor would have been on the north

8 side of the plant, I think.

9 Q Had you specifically gone to look at that

10 -compressor? Or did it just happen to be there?

11 'A It just happened to be there.

12. O And could you describe what inspection if any

13 .was made of that compressor?
Y,,]
'' 14 A He asked me -- I say at the time, how they

15 applied it, you know? And I said: Well, I think that's

- l'6 ~ their compressor over there. And that's where we were

17 Italking about the paint thickness on the outside.

18- Then he asked me about -- I thin'k he asked if there was

19 any formal inspection done on the compressor. At the time

20 I said I don't know. I would imagine so,' being that we

21' did a compressor inspection at Washington-all the time.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Do you know some relationship

23 .between the way the compressor would function and whether
,

k-f ~24 -there was-too thick paint on tha walls?

25 THE WITNESS: Well, that wouldn't be.the thing.
4
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1 It would be the quality of the paint that was put on.

2 Like if there was oil in the air line that would affect
Q
i) -3 the quality of the paint, because the air was being usedm

4 to apply it. You get that oil mixed in with your paint

5 and you wouldn't get a good product.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: At that time, was that a concern

7 that either you or Mr. Lipinski had, oil in the air line?

8 THE WITNESS: No. I think at the time it was

9 just -- there is a compressor. I don't know what they did

10 with it -- whether they inspected the compressor or not.

11 JUDGE BLOCH:- Do you have any knowledge whether

12 or not a problem in the airline would be noticeable by

,
.

inspecting the paint?13

.( 2\
A- 14 THE WITNESS: A good inspector would find it,

15 yes. You would notice, there would be something -- well,

16 I think a good inspector would notice something wrong with

17 the coatings. 'He would have an adhesion problem or

-18 something like that. Might have been water in the line

19 that would cause an adhesion problem, too.

20 (Recess.)

21 JUDGE BLOCH: The hearing will come.to order.

22 During the off-the-record discussion it was decided that

23 we should admit into evidence Mr. Mouser's resume, a

I)ss 24 four-page document that was previously identified and that

:25 it should be bound in at the place that it was identified.

P
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1 (Mouser Exhibit 1 received.)
2 MR. TREBY: And it is as modified by the

, .

A 3 testimony of Mr. Mouser, with regard to the two dates.

-4- JUDGE BLOCH: We are going to insert it the way

5 it was, but obviously the testimony tells you the truth to

6 the best of Mr. Houser's recollection.

7 THE WITNESS: Yes.

8 MR. TREBY: At the next break Mr. Mouser might

9 look at it and_see if there were any other typos.

10 THE WITNESS: Yes.

11- JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Mouser, is this information

12 now, to the best of your knowledge and ability, correct?

. 13 THE WITNESS: Yes.

14 JUDGE BLOCH: ~ Okay. Now we were correct in

15 admitting it.

16 BY MR. TREBY:

17 Q Following this tour that you gave Mr. Mcuser of-

18 the site, did you have any other communications d2 ring his
.

_

19- visit of July 26 through 28?

20 A .The tour I gave Mr.-Lipinski, right?

21' O Right'. I'msorrh,ifI_said" Mouser"Imeant.

:22 Mr.~Lipinski.

23. A Would you repeat that again so --
_

'4x2 '24 .O 'After you completed this-tour with Mr. Lipinski',

25' did.you'have any other contact or communications with

. . . . . . - . . _ _ . - - _ _ _ . _ - - , _.
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l Mr. Lipinski while he was still at the site?

2 A After the tour; yes, I did.
e

k_s) -3 O Could you tell us what that contact or

-4 communication was?

5 A I think I saw him the next day, or it was an

6 afternoon. I don't know'if it was that afternoon or the

7 next day in the af ternoon.

'

8 O And what was the purpose of that contact?

9 A He came down to -- I guess I saw him before he

10 took off, would be the next day. Talked to him for a few

11 ' minutes about it. That was down in the administration

.12 building again and that was in the conference room he was

13 in.
.

14 Q How did you know it was before he was leaving

15 the site?

16 A He told me that he was getting ready to 'take of f.

17. O What else did you talk about, if anything?

18 A I think we discussed or -- I don't know if it
'

19 was so much of a discussion -- I asked him if he had seen

20 everything he. thought he should look at.

21 4) And what'was.his answer to that?

.22 A I think it was more or less: Everything they

^

23 want me to see, yes. I think that's basically what he
m

k-) 24 said. With that I didn't ask him --

'25 Q~ Do you know what he meant by that?
_

.

. . . . . . _ . . , . _ . . _ _ , _ , ~ . . _ _ . . . . _ . . _ , _ . - . , - _ . , . _ . _ , ..
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1 A No. I really don't. I don't know exactly the

2 context he meant it in.
y. . .

- 3 JUDGE BLOCH: Could you tell anything about his

4 mood or feelings at that time when he was leaving the site?

5 THE WITNESS: Yes. I had the feeling that he

6 was concerned what was going on in that no one really

7 wanted.to talk to him about it -- being management

8 personnel. That's the kind of a feeling I got from him.

9. JUDGE BLOCH: This was different from his>

10 experience on the sites'that he had been at before?

11 THE. WITNESS: Yes. Definitely.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: And did that make him seem upset?

13 .Or --,.,

%

b 14 THE WITNESS: Uneasy.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: Uneasy.

16 THE WITNESS: Yes.- He was very uneasy with it.

17 He didn't understand why it was that way. That's the.

18 feeling I get from him, knowing Joe, personally.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: The principal feeling is that they

20~ -didn't want to listen to him?

21 THE WITNESS: No. They would listen to him but

22 I don't know if it would do any good with what he said --

23 .if_they would do anything about what he said.

I\
,

'V 24 JUDGE BLOCH: That they would listen but they

25 might not follow up?

_, - - . . . - - _ , - , . _ _ _ . _ . _ __.__ , _ . _ ___._ _ . _. .- --_ _.
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'l THE WITNESS: That's kind of the feeling I got.

_ 2 you know?

. p)' \_ 3 JUDGE BLOCH: Did he convey to you his feeling

4 that he was told he shouldn't come back again?

5 THE WITNESS: Yes. Kind of like: It's been

6= . nice having you here but we don't need you back.

7- JUDGE BLOCH: Did he give you any insight as to

8- 'why:he thought.that had happened?

9 THE WITNESS: The reaction that he -- he said

10 the feelings-that Mr. Tolson gave him. And Joe was upset4

- 11' about-it. He didn't know how -- quite know how to handle

12 something|like that because he really hasn't dealt with

.. .. 13 anybody being'that, I guess you.could say negative toward

14- him.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: So he felt the impetus toward not
. .

.

;

16 having him-back came from Mr..Tolson?

17- THE WITNESS: - No. I,-- I don't know if I'could
'

- 18 .say;Mr. Tolson or not. But it came from the management-type

19 personnel'on the site. I don't know who-all that was at
1

20 all.
,

'21 JUDGE BLOCH: , Did he' mention Mr. Merritt to you
'

22. .at all?-,

.
. '23 THE WITNESS: Yes, he did.

.p
I- 24 JUDGE BLOCH: What-did-he say about Mr. Merritt?

25 THE WITNESS: He said heihad talked to

-

9

+
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1 Mr. Merritt.
.

3 . impressions of M M ri t
,

4: 'A No, not really. I can't be too objective when

5- it comes down to Mr. Merritt. I have some problems with

L- 6 Mr. Merritt.

7- Q But your recollection is at that time t.he,r,

8 .' _best of your memory, Mr. Lipinski didn't express problems

9 with Mr.'Merritt?
,

10 A He expressed concerns with the way they were

11- ' reacting to what he had to-say -- put it that way.'

12; O Did that -- or did it.not go to Mr. Merritt?-
.

13 Was'it just to Mr. Tolson --

14 A No, it was Mr..Merritt also, and Mr. Brandt.

15 Q Was it the kind of thing-where h'e made a comment

16 to Mr. Merritt because you felt.the same way your~ reaction

17 was: Yes, I know. That sort'of thing?
_

'

:18 THE WITNESS: Yes.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: So you wouldn't have talked much''

20; because there was immediate communication about that sort-

-21 of thing?: -The witness-just' nodded _yes?-

122 THE WITNESS: .Yes.-

.
- '23 JBY MR. TREBY:

7s,
'i 2- 24I O Had Mr. Lipinski1 indicated-he just had a meeting

25- with various management types?

:
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1 A Yes, he did.

2 Q Did he tell you who was at the meeting?
,.

.

3 A- No, he didn't. 'He just said it was a bunch of
.

4 . people. A bunch of people.-

5 Q Did you ask him who this bunch of people were?

.

li A I think I indicated to him: Was it management?
i-
'

7 He said: Yes.

~

8 And I said: Oh. All of them?

'9 And he said: Yes. -- type basis.

10 Q And that was the end of the discussion?

4 11 A Yes. In that area; yes.

12 O When you said " management," who did you mean?

13. A Mr. Brandt, Mr. Merritt, Mr. Tolson, the people.c;

,~ 14' from Brown & Root, construction management of Brown & Root;

15 and.the people'from Gibbs & Hill, the coating engineer

16 .they-had on-site -- people like that. That's who I --

17 Q Did you give him this list of people or was this

18 .just-what you were thinking?

'
~ 19 A That's just the way I, you know, thought.about'

~

20 it.

(fr 21 0- ~ Earlier we asked you why it was that you left

22 the Comanche Peak site. My recollection is that you

.~ . 23- indicated that it was your concern with-th'e inspectors and

'd/ 24 the inspectors' attitude.

25 When_you left, what were your feelings towards Comanche
t

u

'

E
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j 1. Peak' management?

- 2 A I had no1hard -- hard feelings toward Comanche-

?[ D
'U 3 Peak ~ management.

4 -Q Did you leave on friendly terms, would'you say?

Si A Basically,.yes. Here-I have to, again, I -- one.

6' gentleman I didn't get along too good with was Mr. Merritt.
.

7. _And anything I forecast, anything I forecast on him you

8 have to' understand that the man has' cost me dearly and I'm

9- very upset'with the man. So I don't want to judge him and,

10 you-know,.at that time I didn't care too much for the. man,
,

11 he didn't care tco much for me. And since then he's cost
7

12- me and I'm exceptionally pissed off at the man about it.

! -13- So,.you. understand that.
C;~

'

14 JUDGE BLOCH - I'm not sure why you had many

:- 15 L contacts with-Mr. Merritt.. Would you explain why.there

16 were contacts between-you and-him?.'

:
' ' 17 THE WITNESS: I dealt with him on the Dunham

18: -case. lie was involved in that,' to the extent - that :he was

-19 part management.

20 . JUDGE.BLOCH: I'm sorry, what:did he have-to do

21 ~with.the Dunham case?
'

22 THE. WITNESS: He.was there as part-of management.

- 123 and then I ---

. th _
'24' . JUDGE BLOCH: -You mean-the decision abouti

25' _ .whether to fire:Mr. Dunham?

i-
|

l.

|
|
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1 THE WITNESS: No, just as management, being a

.
2 . member of the Utility and being interested in what went on

y,n
k

. 3 and the comments that he made. And --

4 JUDGE BLOCH: At what stage? Was this during

5 the litigation?

6 THE WITNESS: No. This was after Mr. Dunham was

7 let go and the labor board came in. And then prior to

8 that I also had some feelings about Mr. Merritt at the

9 'different meetings that we had. I had had a couple of

l- 10 conversations with him that ended in me basically forming

11 an opinion that he was an asshole. I'm sorry to say that.

12 BY MR. TREBY:

13 Q You testified in the labor proceeding with
. f) .
-t_/ 14 ' regard to the Dunham --

~

15 A Yes, I did.

16 O As a witness for Texas Utilities?

-17 A' Yes, I did.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: I'm less concerned about

19 Mr. Merritt's-personal qualities as you described him than

'20 about his relationship to quality control.

21 THE WITNESS: He was concerned about quality

22 . control. He was involved iri the new procedure writing

23' that was going on at.the site. He had dealt with' a few ofe,

k 'Is- 24 theLinspectors at.different times and I didn't know the

25- background of it.- I just knew that he had talked to them

-

r w w e- m -,-eve-:- - , - - ---g,-mme--- --r-- n a- m ww<e--mw---ws,mm-s 3-m ,e. --m n r s~--,--mnw-r-. '- p -- e s w +v w e- ewr
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1 about1 things and that he had done some interfacing with

.

2 Harry Williams, things like this.

. q(_/ 3 JUDGE BLOCH: Do you know whether or not this

4 interfacing with quality control was with Mr. Tolson
,

5 present or not?

6 THE WITNESS: That I don't know. That I don't

7 know at all.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Do you know of any instances where

9 he had interfaces with Harry Williams or with quality

10 control inspectors without Mr. Tolson being present?

11 THE WITNESS: I know of nothing.

12- BY MR. TREBY:

13 Q Did you have any -- when you left, did you leaves

14 on good relations with Mr. Brandt?

15 A Yes, I did.

16 O What about Mr. Tolson?

17 A Mr. Tolson also..

18 Q Have you used any of those people as references

19 in your job hunting?~

20 A I used Ebasco, which would be Mr. Brandt, as a

21 reference; yes, I have.

22 I have used Texas Utilities, also. And this.is where

23 Mr. Merritt comes into concern. So --
/m

= 24 ~ Q Okay.

25 JUDGE BLOCH: Do you have any specific reason to

i

1

_ _ _ _ .)
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1 know that Mr. Merritt haa had an impact on what those

2 references are like?
,m

(_ 3 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, I do.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: You weren't working for

5 Mr. Merritt, were you?,

6 THE WITNESS: No, I was not.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: What is your information about
4

8 Mr. Merritt, affecting your job situation?
,

9- MR. WATKINS: I'll object. It's well beyond the

10 scope of this proceeding. It happened after he left the'

11 site.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: The aspect of it that concerns me
,

13 'is the relationship between craft and OC, and I don't'

(")'

k> 14 understand why he's involved in references for a QC person.

15 MR..WATKINS: If it happened when Mr. Mouser was

16 on the site,,it would be relevant.

.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: No, but it also-is relevant to
i

18 whethe~ the QC department was being-affected by activities

19 of-corv uction. Construction had an interest not only in-

SM) QC inspectors on-site but after they left? That would be

'21 a concern to-me. I don't understand why he would be'so

22 directly involved in the future of a QC inspector.
,

23 Is there anyone else who would like to comment? Since.

24 .it was an objection to my question, I would like to know

! 25 whether other people agree with the objection?

4
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1 MR. ROISMAN: I don't agree with it. It seems

2 to me first of all we are in discovery. It's a much-

-3 broader rule. It would be difficult for me to lay out all

4 - the possible scenarios of what this answer might be that

5 would be relevant to what we are dealing with, but it does,

6 seem to me that this is a former QC man who appears to

7 have something to say about a former construction manager,

8 commenting on his future job applications. That would

9 certainly impact on how QC people felt at the site about

10 doing their job if they thought construction was going to

11 get involved in their future recommendations.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes. If they knew about it, of

f_q 13 course.

'~N 14 MR. ROISMAN: As I say, we don't know what the

15 answers to any of these questions are.
-

16 MR. TRf4Tl : I guess I have no problem with

17 probing what his feelings about Mr. Merritt are, because

18 that certainly is relevant to his credibility as to

19 whatever he says with regard to Mr. Merritt and-perhaps

20 - the-management of the company.

21 As to what the connection between craft and QA is, I'm

22- -not sure that is within the scope of'the deposition today.

23 JUDGE BLOCH: Of course, if it's not within the

[~/\ .

A- 24 scope of'the deposition, that's also something his counsel

25 may be concerned about. If there's no objection from his

.

& v- -
-i wv--,,-.,,--,p, - - , , , - + ,-- -.p, s.-% -,~y -. -w+, .- ,,
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1 counsel --

2 MR. SIMS: I think the only thing I woul6 be
'

.3 concerned about is if this line of questioning got so far'

4 . afield that it was going to make his future job situation

5 even worse, and he has to get into talking about every

6 conversation he ever had with his contacts, trying to get

7~ a-future employment --

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Would you like to consult with him,

9 before we go ahead on this line of questioning?

10 MR. SIMS: Well, I think -- I don't anticipate

11 any problems. I'm just saying the only thing I would be
'

12 concerned about is if we go off on a long tangent.
.

13 JUDGE BLOCH: I hope it will only be this one, ,_

U
- 14 question.

15 MR. SIMS: I have no problem with this question

16. unless the witness feels' that we need to talk before he

17 goes ahead with it.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: So what is your basis for

19 believing.that he had been concernedLab'out job-references.

20 for you?

21 THE WITNESS: Well, I have -- I deal with

22 contract shops. I'm self-employed through different

i- _ 23 . contract shops. And three of the different contract shops
im

- 24 'that I have dealt with have.put me in for jobs related to

25 Comanche Peak and two, possibly three of the guys that do

a
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1 the personnel work through these contract shops have

2 talked to Mr. Merritt and Mr. Merritt has told them that:
$~%.
k_f 3 No, we do not have a job at Comanche Peak for Evert Mouser,

4 and if you are smart you won't get him a job anywhere.

5 And that's the feelings that they have come back and

6 told me. Now, I know these guys personally. Most of them

7- won't come back and tell you this, but I know them

8 personally and so they have come back and said: Whatever

9 you did to this guy, you did it good.

10 I'm upset because I didn't care too much for the man

11 there, but I didn't know that I burnt the bridge when I

12 left. And from the sounds of things, he is taking this as

13_,a a personal deal or taking it against the job, and he, in

U ~14 turn, has cost me, I know of, two jobs.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: Do you have any knowledge of where

- 16' this concern of his with1 respect to you may have come from?

17 THE WITNESS: No, sir,- I don't. No, sir, I

18 don't. Other than my being outspoken enough to tell the

19 craft people: Guys, you are wrong. Tough shit. That's

| 20 the way it is.

21 And that might be the one concern he has.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: You don't think he's holding the

23 leaking of the Lipinski memo against you?.
i

r's<

1\ -) 24- THE WITNESS: That possibly could be it, too.

25 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Treby?

,
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1 BY MR. TREBY:

2 O Well, I guess one last question in this area,
. , "
\ -3 and-that is: When did your, I guess, bad feelings, if you

4 . would agree with that term, between yourself and

5 -Mr. Merritt begin?

-6 A The feeling I have is when the inspectors were --

7 .the different meetings we had with the craft inspectors, I

8 think Mr. Merritt kind of got bad feelings about me

9 because, like I said, I was outspoken and I dealt with the

10 craft on'a basis of one to one. And I basically told the

11 craft, like I said: If you don't like it, tough shit.

12 That's the way it is. And I don't think Mr.'Merritt was

13 used to a QC supervisor telling the craft: Tough shit,,,s,

14 guys. I don't think he was used to it.- ~

15 JUDGE BLOCH: This was during what period of

16 your work there?

17 THE WITNESS: This was when I was in the QC

18 coacings department.

19 BY MR. TREBY:

20: O This interaction was when there was a dispute by

-21 a QC and craft person?

-22 A Yes.

23 O And was there some procedure that caused it to
,_

I ,)
x' 24 be elevated up the chain?

25 A It got elevated on a natural basis. Any time

1
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.1 - anything hit,.the craft would immediately go to my

. 2 supervisor, which was Mr. Brandt or Mr. Tolson, with a

f~)\- 3 problem that they couldn't get through me. If I wouldn't

4 go along with them, they'd take it to the next step higher.

5 JUDGE BLOCH: Is that different from Hanford?

6 THE WITNESS: A lot different; yes, sir.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: In Hanford basically the craft

8 stopped when the Oc told them?

9 THE WITNESS: They stopped. They didn't even

10 start until we told them to begin, and if they had a

11 problem they stopped and shut everything down and waited

12 for us to work it out. There was never any argument.

13 In fact Texas, out of all the places I have worked, the

-(d
s.

14 only. job site I have seen where the craft did it -- just

15 went ahead.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: You mean there were times when a
,

17 QC inspector said stop and they went ahead anyway?

18 THE WITNESS: No, I didn't say that. They-just

19 went ahead. Like if they were applying it and there was a

:M) disagreement, it-wasn't totally right but then again it

211 wasn't-totally wrong, they went ahead and said: Well, if

22 ~it's wrong we'll take it off the wall. We'll let Brandt,

23' Tolson, make the-final decision. Then when they had
(~,

ks 24 applied the material, the inspector went ahead and did the

25 work as it was; it went down to Brandt and Tolson; the
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1 decision was made there and at that time if it was take it

2 off the wall, they would take the material off the wall.

{Nx )L 3 or if it was to be left, it would be left.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: To clarify the scenario if the

5 inspector thought something was being done wrong he'd

6 write an inspection report at that point?

7 THE WITNESS: Yes.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: And the report would show a

9 deficiency, an "unsat"?

10 THE WITNESS: A "unsat" condition.

11 Find an example. Say curing. Let's see they had some

12 zinc on the wall and craft had cured it with water for a

13 number of hours and the inspector said: It's not cured.,.

14 Craft said: It is cured. Take it with a nickel and

15 you would brandish it with a nickel and it shined.

16 The QC says: No, you need a little bit more time.

17 Craft says: No, you don't, we are going to go ahead

18 and apply the material on top of it anyway.

19. Then it went down from there to Tolson or Brandt to say

20 it.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: Procedurally the difference was,

22 because you were using inspection reports there was no "stop
.

. 23 work" associated with an-inspection report?
p
K/ 24 THE WITNESS: Right.

25 JUDGE BLOCH: If it had been a nonconformance

. _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ . - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - .
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1 report as it was at Hanford, they would stop work?
'

2 THE WITNESS: At Hanford we could stop work any
p
"N / 3 time. Didn't have to put a "stop work" on it.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: Just write an NCR7

5 -THE WITNESS: You didn't even have to write an

6 NCR. Just say "stop work." Midland same way. Stop right

7 now, I would say, I want to talk to the engineer, find out

8 if that's how it is to be done. You could go and find it

9 outlined, and come back and say: No, they want it this

10 way; or: It's okay, you can just continue on.

11 There, there was no stopping.

12 BY MR. TREBY:

13 O After Mr. Lipinski left the site at the end of

O-4 14 July, can you tell us what was the next communication or

15 contact you had with them?

16 A I think.the next time I talked to Joe was prior

17 to his next trip coming down. Prior to that trip, I

18 called him and told him I had been made the lead in the

19 coatings department.

20 0 When did you do that? That had been the next

21 week? He left July 28th.

22 -A Yes. It would probably have been the next week,

23 right af ter I talked to Mr. Brandt.
(,T
'\

' 24 O By the way, when you talked to Mr. Brandt and he

25 indicated he was interested in you for the job, did he
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1 make any reference to the Lipinski site visit?

2 A Nothing that I recall. No, I don't think he did.
m

-) 3 Q Did he ask you whether you knew Mr. Lipinski?

4 A I don't think Mr. Lipinski even entered the

5 conversation.

6 0 Okay.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Did Mr. Dunham enter that

8 conversation?

9 THE WITNESS: No.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: No?

-11 THE WITNESS: Yes, he did. I take that back.

12 Mr. Dunham was the backfit QC lead. And I was going to be

13 the_cagoing work QC lead. And Mr. Dunham's name did come

14 up'there saying: Yes, Bill is the backfit lead.

15 BY MR. TREBY:

16 Q Now, just for the record to be clear, I

17 understand there are two Dunhams that work at the site?

18 A Yes.

;19 Q Could you tell us the_ names of the two Dunhams

20 and what their positions are?

-21 A I'm referring to Bill, which is'on day shift.

22 And then his brother -- I don't remember his brother's

_
23 first.name.

' 24 JUDGE BLOCH: Fred.

25 THE. WITNESS: Yes. Thank you. Fred was the
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|

1 lead on second shift for ongoing work.

..

2 ~JU'DGE BLOCH: I knew them well.
,O'
, 3ss/ 3 (Laughing.)
|

| 4 BY MR. TREBY:
!

j' 5 0 when he became lead inspector, what shift were

f .6- Lyou on?
!
| 7 'A First shift, day shift.

8 O So'the person you would have had contact with on

'

9 your shift would have been Bill Dunham?
,

10 A Yes.

i

i 11 O' And when he became supervisor of the QC

-12 inspectors in the coating areas, which shift were you'the

'
. 13 supervisor of?. (~ .

V
j 14 A . Day shift.
.

15 Q And did that include both the ongoing activities

| 16 and the retrofitting activities?
c:
'

- 17 ' A Yes, it did.

.18 O How many inspectors were under your. supervision? '
.

19 A Oh, heavens. In the neighborhood of 20;

'20 somewhere in that area.- The exact number --

21 Q Do know what the break down'was between retrofit
~

22 work and ongoing work?;

). .

there.were two -- two
.

t 23 A. Okay. If I recall right,
,_

AJ 24' gentlemen in the retrofit program. ETwo, possibly three,

25- in-the retrofit operation. . Yes. On day shift..

t

t

|

.

-- - . _ . _ . - - _ - _ - . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - --_ r-
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1 Q And the rest would have been in the ongoing?

2 A Yes.

' O)(_. 3_ Q And the two or three, would that have included
.

4 Bill Dunham?

5 A Yes.

6 O And he would be sort of the supervisor of the

7 other -- two or so?

8 A Yes. He would be in charge of the retrofit >

9 program. I didn't.know too much about the retrofit

10. program. It was kind of one of the things he would have

111 been handling all the why.through or he would have been

12 involved in, so I didn't know too much about that.

13 Q When he indicated earlier.that you had had some

.(~}. .\~ . 14 problems with the-inspectors in their attitude towards

15: work and the way they went about doing their' jobs, As that '

16- the same with , regard to both . types of work,- ongoing andt

"

. 17- retrofit inspectors? Or was it limited to one or the

f18 other group? k

19 A Okay. Now sometimes=.th'Isesinspectors -- you'
,

,

20 have to unddretand that some days the retrofit' inspectors

21 were.doing ongoing work. It just depended where the

22 ' demand came.

23 If there was a big- demand for ongoing worksthen: they1~

' fh . .

were'all working ongoing work and. Bill would be the only.
.

(N_). 12<4
~

\.
25 one workingi'the retrofit program. If there was no big

!

A/
s

-

*
'

.. 'g
l. 4
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1 demand then they would be working in the retrofit program.

2 O Were these inspectors all certified to do both

3 kinds of inspections?

4 A Not all the inspectors. Some were certified to

5 ~do retrofit and ongoing, and some were just certified to

6 do. ongoing work, depending on where the demand was for the

7 personnel.

8 O All right. Well, with regard to Mr. Lipinski's

9 next visit to the site --

10 A Okay.

11 Q- -- do you recall approximately when that was?

12 A The first part, somewhere in the first couple of

.{s,.
. weeks-of August. The exact date I'm not sure.13

)
- '' 14 -Like I say, I have seen these'and from'those I recall

15 7th, 8th, and 9th, or 8th, and 9th -- somewhere in there.

16 Q. And had'he communicated to you that he was

17 coming back to the site?

18 A Yes,.he did.
,

19 Q During that communications, did he indicate-

20 anything about what. follow-up or other activities he.might

21 have been doing as a result of his earlier. site' visit?

22 A He indicated ~to me that they wanted to talk to

23 him again; or that he had to come down and look into it a
,

b 24 .little bit more.

25 Q The same matters or different matters?

. - . .. - . . . , . ,_ . , , . . . . - . . . . - -. , . - , . - - . _ ~ . ..
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1 A I think it was basically the same matters.

2 Q Did he indicate to you in any way that he had
; -

_

,_/. 3 been preparing any kind of a trip report for his earlier

4 visit to the site?

5 A He told me he wanted to talk to me, he had

-6 something he wanted me to look at.

7 O Did he tell you what it was that he wanted you

8- -to look at?

9 A No, he didn't.

10 Q Did he ask you any information about things that

~11 you may have. told him during your earlier site visit?

12- A I think he asked me to look into a few things.

13 Q Do you recall what they were?
,_
(
'\- 14 A I think one of them was certification of

15. painters -- applicators. And traceability of material, I

16 -think -- just offhand.

17 -JUDGE BLOCH: Was it that broad-or did he give;

118 .you some details of what bothered him?

19" THE: WITNESS: More or less, these are what I

20 .want'you to.lookEat, certification of painters,

21 traceability materials -- see what you-can come up with --

22 it's your knowledge area -- as a supervisor -- as'a lead

23; .you can look into these terms ---into this.
,

~ k_.) 24 .(Discussion off the record.)
25 JUDGE BLOCH: The ' position will come to order.~

-

-
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1 BY MR. TREBY:

2 O Mr. Mouser, you indicated that Mr. Lipinski had

3 asked you to look into certain matters?

4 A Yes.

5 Q What were those matters that he asked you to

6 look into?

7 A He had indicated, like painter qualifications,

8 traceability of materials.

9 O Was his question that broad? Or did he have

10 specific matters within those areas that he wanted you to

11 look into?

12 A It was kind of a broad -- like: Wnat is the

13 operation for? Who does it? It was kind of a broad area,,q
'' 14 like the whole thing in a lump sum.

15 O Did he ask you to send him any procedures? Or

16 did he just ask you for some -- your verbal knowledge of

*17 the matter?

18 A He was asking me to look into it and he'd talk

19 to me when he got there.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: What's the rough date we are

21 talking about now?

22 THE WITNESS: 7th, 8th, 9th of August.

23 Somewhere in that area.

24 BY MR. TREBY:

25 O At this point you had assumed your new position

-

/
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1- as~a' lead inspector in the_ coatings area?

2. A -Yes,
p'
=\ / |3; Q. And did you now have access to the various

14 procedures and manuals, et cetera?
'

:5 'A' Yes,_I did. Yes, I did.1

6 Q As-a lead inspector what kind of facilities do

17. you get? Do you get an office? What do you get?
~

18 A' As a' lead inspector you are_given a desk and a"

9 chair and space.- That's about it.;

xl' " Q. Are.you_given.a copy.of-the various procedures?0
J. .

,

111- A- 'Yes, you are.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Was one of your first jobs as lead

i 113' inspectors to learn'those procedures?-
,I.

- ~14' - THE WITNESS: .Yes. First job is-to get the

15- ' procedures.and.to.go through them where you-have a --
.

16 basically --~an-understanding of them, what's required by._

~17 the' procedures. _Then from there,you get to know your: men-

18 , and then:you get to know the operation.
'

.. .19 _ JUDGE BLOCH _Was there any difference between:

20f 'what.you were'doing because your supervisor told you'to

'21' learn about those~ things and what Mr._Lipinski was asking

22- you'to do?

o. _

.23' THE-WITNESS: Yes. . Basically Joe' kind'of wanted

- ~242 'to'know what the operation was. My supervisor at the~ time
-

z
.was: more interestedL in me knowing the ' field operation --25*

_

r

f

bm '
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1 operation . in the plant, and being able to handle that.

2 Not as-much as any traceability of materials. That

O-Ns 3' would come with time as I dug into it deeper.

.4 JUDGE BLOCH: So what you were asked to learn

5 was what the practice in the plant was and not the

6- procedures?

7 THE' WITNESS: No. I was asked to learn the

-8 procedures, but the ones that pertained to the specific

9 areas that.we were concerned with, like coating

10 application in the containment vessel itself.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: So he wanted you to know what the

12 specific procedures were, but he didn't care too much if

13- you learned the system that they fit into?
O

14 THE WITNESS: The system would come with time.'-

15 It was kind of you were thrown into the middle of the ball

16 game and you had to-find out what the score wass on both

17 sides.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: It would be kind of hard to learn

19 what.the particular thing meant unless you were familiar

20 with the procedures?.

21 THE WITNESS: It was like I would look at the

'22 procedures and then find out what happened in the field.

23 Explain this to me in the field, that's why I would go on
,_,

I\ ') 24 a small JT with the inspectors and things like that. You

25 know?

.

s

+=w?W9- 'y-
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.1 BY MR. TREBY:

2 O Was there another lead inspector involved with

"

3 ongoing activities?

4 A At that time, no.

5 0: Had you replaced somebody?

'6 A I think I replaced -- well, thereha}dbeena
7 number of lead inspectors, from talking to Mr. Brandt.

8 Q Right.

9 A Mr. Dunham tried it at one time, Bill Dunham

10 tried it at one time.. Wallace? I can't even remember the

11 man's first name. There had been a number -- Bill Avery.

12 There had been a number of inspectors that had tried the

13 lead's position and turned it down. Done it for a couple
7,

:t' ') "- '14 of months and said, "I don't want anything-to do 'ith

15 it."

16 O And so they were now regular quality control

17- inspectors?

18. A Regular inspectors; yes.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: Did you say'that Bill Dunham once
~

20 turned it down?

21 THE WITNESS: He had the job for -- the _way I

22 understand it, and I don't know all the details, but the-

23. .way I understand it he had had the job for a period of
;,

24 time and told them that he didn't want the ongoing work,-

25- that he would take the backfit program.
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l' BY MR. TREBY:
|

;,- -
When Mr. Lipinski made this request to you, were2 O

f
-s 3~ you able to get.the information that he wanted?

4 A I looked into it a little bit, but I really

5 didn't get a chance to, you know, get everything that I

6 guess you could say pertains to it; no.

7 Q Did you call him back and give him what

8 information you had found_out?

9 A No. He came to the site. We talked at the site.

10 0 Well, can -you tell us about when he came to the

11 site? Do you recall the date?'

12- A 8th, something like that, of August. First --

13 O I believe it was the 9th --,,

; " 14 A -9th -- okay. 9th of August.

15 0 When did you see Mr. Lipinski?

'16 A I saw him the first morning he was on the site. .

:L'7 Q Did he come directly to your office?

18 A ~ No, he did not.- He went down to Mr. Tolson's

19 office.

20 O. And when -- then did he come to your office?

21 A No. Then I went up to see him at that time. I

22 _ knew he was on-site so I went up to see him.- I went up

23 and talked to him.
('T

Uss! ~ 24 O And-you saw him in Mr. Tolson's office?

25 A No. I saw'him in a conference room.
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1 O Was there anybody else in the conference room?
..

. .

2 A Not at -- not at that time, I don't think there

3' was. Later on in the day I know there were some people
'

,4 that went in there..
,

5' O -I'm just talking about the first meeting with

6- him?-

7 A The first meeting, no, I don't remember anybody

8 being in the conference room.

9 JUDGE BLOCH: That's the conference room with

; . 10 glass windows around it or not? Is everyone inside

11 visible from the corridor?

12 THE WITNESS: (Shakes head.)

- 13 JUDGE BLOCH: No.

^^ 14 .BY MP,. TREBY:

15 0 Where Li:s the physical. relationship of that'

conference room to Mr. Tolson's office?16 :

17- A Just down the hall, over, down the hall a ways.'

18 O Had he called you~to that conference room?

' 19' A Mr. Lipinski?

20 Q 1Yes.

21' A No, he.had not called me to that conference room.

22 -Q How did'y-a knowLhe was at that' location?

- 23- A: That's shore they had him the last time he came

.()/ .k- -24: on-site, was in.tnat conference room.
~

i,

25 O And you just went up there sometime in the early

,

.s . ,..-e,.m.-,.<-,g,, e--, a.,r, ,..-.,.y, , -e m ng ,y+,y,. _.,,,e,,,,.y.., ,,,,,,,ar,,,,.,n-- , . , , , , - , , - , , , - ,,,,-a- .. --,-n---.
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-1- morning:to see'ifthe was there or not?

2 A: It would have been -- would have been a number
,

LA
A,_) 3= f of reasons I- was up there. I think I just went up,

i 4 probably-to'take care of something in the vault or
,

5 something like that. He was there.

6- Q And what did-you talk about when you saw him in
,

'

7 the conference room?

8- A' He gave me a bad time about my new job.

9 0 What do you mean by "a bad time"?'

10 JL' . Basically saying, "Well, you finally got you -

11. anotherJjob'and you are going to be happy with this one";
~

12 jyou know -- just'me, between friends, a bad time about it.

13 O In a joking way?-
:O.
~(_/ 14 A Yes. In a joking manner; yes.

'

15' O Meaning he was really rather pleased for you,

16' ~but he wasn't going to put it that way?

117 A .Yes, basically; yes.

18 BY MR. TREBY:

'

~

He didn't indicate in anyLway that this-was a19 Q
'

20 mistake on your part to take'that job?

~21: JL He indicated to me that-I had~ bitten-off a big

22 . chew, and'that helhad a job ahead of me to take care.of
i-

'

' f M..
23 what wasLthere. I think that was part of the gist, was:

b-) '24- " Boy,7you've got your. hands full now. .You are going to

25 have fun with this."

_

d

4 '

.- .- , , , . . ,,._-,,-,:.. - ,,. - . ,,_ _.--- ~,----. - ..,- - ,.. .-- ,-- ,-
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1 O Did he -- he didn't indicate in any way that

2 maybe he might have recommended you or something like that,

[\_/.Q . 3 and said, "Look at the position I have put you in," or

4 something to that effect?

5 THE WITNESS: I don't think so.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: Did he indicate anything more

7 about the dimensions of the job you had taken on, the

8 specifics that you would have to look out for?

9 THE WITNESS: I saw him a few times throughout

10 the day and each time we had a tendency to talk about, you

11' know,.what was going on.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: What were some of the specific

13 things that you talked about that were problems that you'd
Q- ->am
'\# 14 have to think about and work on?

15 THE WITNESS: I got in a conversation with him

16 about -- like I say, I can't specify when throughout the

-17' ' day,'but there was a number of conversations:

18 Qualification of painters, how they were doing it, why,

19 and everything involved-in_ certifying the painter.

20 And then we talked about traceability of materials, how

21 the paint was being handled, what they were doing with it.

22 We communicated about what he felt -- or where he felt

23 there was, you know, some questionable areas. I guess you
,_

's-) 24_ go back to qualification of painters and traceability and

25 application material and the feelings that the inspectors
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1 had, you know, and just kind of everything all thrown into

2 a whole.

~ s_) 3. JUDGE BLOCH: Did you get anything about the

4 . basis _for his impressions about those areas?

5 THE WITNESS: I got just the sense that he had

6 talked to other inspectors where he got the feeling there

7 was trouble there. "He had talked to other inspectors

8 about that.

9 And then the feeling for the other things is that he

10. had, from application that was already there, that coating

11 was already-on the wall, he was questioning the ability of
~

12 .the applicators. He kind of wanted to look into the

.

qualification of painters that way.13-

'- 14 JUDGE BLOCH: You had looked at some of the+

15- paint with him. Did you have any understanding of what he

16_ meant by looking at the quality of the coatings on the

17 wall and questioning the skills of the applicators?

18 THE WITNESS: Yes, to an extent.

19 JUDGE'BLOCH: Could you explain it to us?

20 THE WITNESS: A good applicator won't end up.

21- with runs and sags'in their coating material, or high

22- millage, or that kind of thing.

23 A good applicator will_have a good even coat; won't
p.
(' '24 have a lot of voids, holidays in the paint, things like

25 that.

,
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1 JUDGE BLOCH: So was it his statement that he

2 had seen it or he thought this was a general problem?

13 ~ THE WITNESS: He felt that that these things

4 _were prevalent. How extensive -- you know -- kind of the

5 conversation is, you know, saying the walls are all white.

6 Here we are sitting in a gray room. But the hallway out

7 here'is white.-

8- He says well, you know, there's question about this and

9 this and this. It was kind of -- you know, I get the

10 feeling of generality, type. He might have seen a few

11 holidays or a few runs and sags and he felt that they were

12 throughout'the plant. That I couldn't, you know, I

13 couldn't'give specifics on., ; p.,
' l̂
 ' '- 14 JUDGE BLOCH: So you don't know really how much

15 he saw directly?

-16 THE WITNESS: That's right.

17. JUDGE BLOCH: At.that time did you have any

1 18 direct knowledge that either confirmed in~ your mind the depth

.19 of that problem or made you think it wasn't very great?

'20 THE WITNESS: Well, I was concerned about the

211 painter qualifications. Very concerned about it.

22 I talked ~to Mr. Brandt about it a couple of times. I

.23 was concerned about --
f3
'sJ . -24 JUDGE BLOCH: What did you share with'

25 Mr. Lipinski'about your concern about painter

.

'

k,*. -.-.--_------_._..--._____.n--..- _ . . - _ _ _ - - - . _ - _ _ . . - _ . - - - - . _ . - - - . . - . _ . - . - . . - - - . . _ _ _ . . _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . - - - - - - - . - _ _ . - - - _ . _ - _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - _ _
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1 qualifications?

2 THE WITNESS: I told him I was looking into it

3 right now and I kind of felt that they weren't doing it

41 -totally correct.

5 JUDGE BLOCH: Did you tell him what you thought

6 the problems were about doing it correct?

7 THE WITNESS: Yes. I talked to him, told him I

8 didn't feel that the craft should be certifying the

9 applicators. I felt that it should be a QC job.

10- JUDGE BLOCH: To your knowledge were they doing

11 that at that time?

12 THE WITNESS: Yes, they were. The

13 superintendents were certifying the applicators, the craft

(.')''~^ 14 foremen were certifying the applicators.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. . .sby?

16 BY MR. TREBY:

17 Q As you talked to Mr. Lipinski during the course

18 of the day did he indicate what-his purpose was on-site

19 for this second visit?

20 .A .The second visit, I took it from the feelings,

-21 and what he had said, that he was there to discuss with

22 the project management people concerns that he had brought

23 up in his first visit, and that he should, you know, look-

A/ 24 at them real close and make sure that yes, that is -- if

25 he called an item a problem, yes, indeed, it was a problem.
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1 Q Is this your -- did he tell you this directly?

2' Or is this --
- ./
( - 3 A' This is the feelings I got. He gave it kind of

4 on the basis that I'm here to talk to management and to

5 look at it a little bit more to see exactly what we've got.

6 O~ Did he indicate who else from the company was

7 :down.there with him?

8 JL Yes. There was another gentleman down there

.9 with him. 'From what I understood, he was with Cannon.

10 0 Did you know that other gentleman?

-11 A No, I did not.

12 O Did Mr. Lipinski ever introduce you to him?

13 A I don't recall if he introduced me to him, but I

~O- 14 'did get to know J.J. Norris. 'Taat was the other gentleman

15- involved with it.

16 0 Was this during the first site visit or the

17 second-site visit?

18 'A I think Mr. Norris was there the first site

19 visit.also. The second site visit I know he -- I think he

20 came down.the second site visit, too.

-21- .O Do you know whether there were any other people

22 from the O.B. Cannon Company at-either one of these visits?

23 A Okay. We are back to these, now. .(Indicating.)

(~).
'\~/ 24 From reviewing these, there was an official from Cannon,

25 Philadelphia office there,.with Joe. Came - --
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1 JUDGE BLOCH: The witness is indicating that he

.

is referring to the notes that Mr. Lipinski made.2

~( G
-( / 3 THE WITNESS: Before I looked at these last

4. night, no, I did not remember anyone being there. This

5 brought back to memory that yes, there was someone else

-6 there.

7 BY MR. TREBY:

8 O Did it bring it back to memory or are you just

9 taking at face value what's in those documents?

10 A No, it brought it back to memory because I

11 remember Joe introduced me to him.

12 O Had you had any discussions with any of the QC

13 inspectors that you knew from the Hanford site, now that
,_

( ') 14 you were the lead, as to whether they had had any''-

15 discussions with Joe Lipinski when he was there on his

16 first trip?

17. A I talked to Tom Miller and he had indicated that

18 Joe had talked to most of the people that worked for

19 Cannon at other sites; Joe had talked to him when he came

20 down.

21 Q Had you known Mr. Miller from a prior time?

22 A No , I had not. Not Mr. Miller; no.

'23 O But he was one of the QC inspectors under your
f'y'' 24 supervision?-

25 A Yes. He was on the second shift at the timer
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1 yes.

2. O Well, the second shift is the night shift?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Then he wasn't under your supervision?

5 .A Well,-yes, true.

6 O How did you know Mr. Miller?

7 A Just being one of the inspectors. ,

s
,

8 Q Is there an overlap, timewise, between shifts?

9 A Yes, there is. Yes, there is. There's about 30

10 minutes, something like that; 30 minutes to an hour.
t

11 Now, when you say he -- when I talked to Tom Brandt

12 about this --

'13 0 what do you mean by "this"?

t )'
,

' - 14 A Taking over the coating department.

15 When they made me lead inspector I knew.that some

16 period of time down the road I would be taking over the

17 department and that would include second shift.

18 -Q. Right.

19 A So,.I was getting familiar with everyone.

20 That's another reason, you know, I got_to know.the people

21 on the'second shift. I made it a point to stay over at' '

22 night to talk with them. f
*

'

I interfaced very closely with Fred Dunham, which was23
t

\> 24 ~his lead on second shift.

25 0 Was he the lead for- both ongoing work and'

.

- - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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l' . retrofit work?

2 A I don't know if there was any retrofit on second
m

ik_) -3 shift or not; but he was the ongoing lead, and I think if
'

4 there'was any retrofit, Fred probably handled that.

5 0 Is there a QC supervisor for the night shift?

6 A- There is a supervisor for the night shift. He

- 7 -handles the whole night shift.
t

8 Q Not just the' coatings area?
,

" 9 A Not just the coatings area.

i 10. O When you became the QC supervisor, would Fred ;

: 11- Dunham:have reported to you or to this supervisor of the

12 overall-night shift?

13 A' We had a little bit of a bone of contention overt--

p -.

'~' 14' that..,And I expressed it to Mr. Brandt, if I was going to-

15 take over the QC coatings department I would take over the
#

-16 whole department.. Because an operation can't function

17 .with 50 percent of the inspectors reporting to another man

18 and the other 50 percent reporting to somebody else. It-

19L just doesn't work. I told Brandt if that's the way you

20 want it - get somebody else. If you want me to take the

21' whole. thing and let-the supervisor on the second. shift

=22 handle any troubles that come up and let me handle any

23 administration and specific problems, if you don't -- all

i '( - 24 right. .If not, I won't stay lead. Tom said no, if you

t

:25 take over and if any proble.no the second shif t man can

_ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ - - - _ _ - - - - _ _ _ -_ - -___ - --- _-- - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ .
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1 deal with, he'll take care of that.

2 Now, if I got into trouble with the second shift

) 3 supervisor over it, I' don't know if he told Mr. Brandt
'4 that; but I made some decisions that affected second shift

5 and in turn the guy got a little uptight about it.

6 O Did you go back to Mr. Brandt,.the two of you,

7 and get it resolved?

8 A We did.

9 O How was it resolved?

10 A It was resolved that my decision would stand.

11 Q And was that resolution made known to Fred

12. Brandt -- Fred Dunham?

13 A I don't remember if it was. I think -- well,

- (9 -
'

' >' 14 they ended up doing it my way. So --

15 O Did you get any other reports or any indication

16' that Fred Dunham was keeping you informed of what was

17 happening?

18 A On a daily basis I talked to Fred. If he had

19 any troubles on nights he would talk to me or give-me a

20 call or something like that.

21 Q When you became the QC supervisor for coatings,

22 would kind of facilities did you get then?

23 A I moved out of the desk I had and moved into the
/7,
(_/ 24 next office, into the old supervisor's office, which was

25 one end of the trailer had a partition on the end of the
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1 trailer.

2 O So you had sort of an enclosed area?
/~N

(,) - ~3 A I had a private office -- well, it wasn't

4 private, I had another man in there with me.

5 Q Did this other person have anything to do with

6 the coatings?

7 A Yes, he did. I, like I said previous to this, I

8 had -- I felt there was a problem with the way they

9 handled the quality documents. I didn't feel that they

10 were being handled correctly.

11 So I made a -- I made a position in the coatings

12 department for a man to handle documents, to be

13 responsible for all the documents that were in the vault,(''3 '). 14 all the documents that were submitted on a daily basis,

15 for him to take those documents and review them to make

16 sure that they were complete and the inspectors would sign

17 their name, put the dates down, everything was complete on

18 the record before it was turned in so we wouldn't have to

19 go back down to the vault, pick it back up, take it back

,20 out, have him sign it, and go through the whole hassle.
P

21 That was taken care of.

-22 JUDGE BLOCH: When you did that hassle did that

23 also involve making up a deficiency paper? Something that

t''T
(_) 24 ; indicated there was incomplete documentation?

25 THE WITNESS: It isn't so much -- you have got
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1 to describe or define " incomplete documentation"; okay?

2 An incomplete document, okay? The way I feel about it

3 is-if the inspector doesn't sign it it's an incomplete

4 document. But then you have got to look at it, too: If

5 he has it signed but it doesn't tell where it was at, the

6 . quality of the item and everything like that, it's a

7' deficient document, not an incomplete document.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: So just missing the signature was

9 not in your mind a deficient document?

10- THE WITNESS: Right. That's something that

11 'could be corrected.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: That's assuming, I take it, that

. 13 .the person who was assigned to it had in his handwriting
O

~'
14 entered the other items?

15 THE WITNESS: Yes.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: But if it was more than just that,

17 just an inadvertent omission of something --

18 THE WITNESS: That was a deficient error.

that was a deficiency and there19 JUDGE BLOCH: --

20 was paper made up for that?

21 THE WITNESS: Yes.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: So during this time I take it

23 there were-quite a few deficiencies that were noted in
,,

kYf
24- documentation?'

25 THE WITNESS: There was -- put it in a little

. _ _ - _ _ _ _
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1 bit different light. There was a file cabinet full of

2 quality. documents that had to have reinspections done to

t''N
A,/ 3 close out NCRs or close out unsat con'ditions..

4 There had been old documentation that had not gone to

5 the vault yet, the inspectors were gone from the site and

6 these did not have signatures on them or didn't have a

7 .date on them or was missing a number. We'd get things

8 back from the vault that didn't have an inspection report

9 number on it. We'd put an inspection report number on it,

10 turn it back in. These were the problems he was handling.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: So, overall in terms of

12 documentation of the scope of this document problem, what

13 would we look for in order to see how the company was
_

''/ -14 keeping track, in writing, of the scope of'this

15 documentation problem?

16 THE WITNESS: Well, one way to look at that

17 would be the -- there's no formal system for checking in

18 and out. Well, there is -- excuse me, there is a formal

19 system for checking it out, but they don't -- you know,

20 just mark your name off a card and the card after is.

21 thrown away.
.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: I'm not sure what these cards are

.

that you are referring to.23

's- 24 THE WITNESS: I'm thinking out loud, I'm sorry.

25 JUDGE BLOCH: That's okay as long'as we

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. _ ._ _-
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1 understand after you are done with the train of thought.

2 THE WITNESS: We didn't so much list down --
. rm
s_) 3 like if he went down to the vault and got a document that'

4 needed an item that they didn't inspect -- an item that

5 . wasn't marked off and we went down and got it and said:

6 "Okay, this is not" -- went and talked to the inspector

7 and he said, "Yes, I inspected that, but I forgot to mark

8 it off," we did not have any way to track that. We did

9 not track that. We felt that it was just a correctable

10 problem, a correctable item.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: But as I understand you are not

12 telling me just that that happened occasionally, but it

13 was pretty frequent.
j_ )
t
\' 14 THE WITNESS: Well, you have got 18 inspectors

15 in the field. They are each producing a stack of paper

16 like this a day and you are going to go through that' stack

17 of paper every day and you are going to find many,

18 numerous miotakes, things that have just been left off.

i 19 Somebody walks'up, they are making checks on what is done

20 for today and somebody says, "What are we going to be

21' working on tomorrow?" We are going to be working in the

22 area. He flips the page. He's got three deficient items

23 he didn't check.
O
V/ 24 JUDGE BLOCH: On a day-to-day basis I understand

25 that. But on old documents -- weeks old, months old,

o
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l' years old -- was.that still a problem?
t
"

2' THE WITNESS: Okay. Those old documents were --

( 3 they were involved in -- I don't recall -- well, part of

.4 the backfit program. Okay?
.

!

5 They go back to the backfit program. I guess this is

6 the best way to describe it --

7 JUDGE BLOCH: If these documents are all related

'

8 to the backfit program, then that problem is one that was

9 documented by the Applicants. They were going back and.

10 working on it as a whole.

11- THE WITNESS: Right. Right.
,

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Was it just with respect to the

13 backfit program?

fi-'# 14 THE WITNESS: No. Showing an example of the

15' documents we'd have down there. Say we'd have to go back
,

16 'and do another inspection, they'd go down and get the old

17 documents, bring them down to our-office. We'd put them

18 in the file. When they got done with the reinspection of

19 the backfit program, those documents wouldn't get taken

20 back. The inspector would forget about taking them back.

21 They'd end up being in our file cabinet.

22 There were a number of unsat conditions, getting to

23 those documents --
O
's J . 24 JUDGE BLOCH: Were those.unsat conditions

25 subsequent.to the date that she backfit program -- was
,

f

- - - - _ . ._._.___-___m..m... _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
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1 this for the ongoing program?

2 THE WITNESS: Yes. This is for the ongoing one.
f)
(_) 3 Stuff you could come back and correct so we could take

4 those documents and change it from an unsat to a sat

5 condition. We kept the document there to track it.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: That's not a problem in

7 documentation, that's the way it was supposed to be

8 handled; right?

9 THE WITNESS: This is what I had this man

10 handling. These were problems to me because I felt nobody
,

11 was taking care of them; and I say the problem with the

12 documentation is --

13 JUDGE BLOCH: What I want to know is if there

' '- 14 was a documentation problem with respect to the ongoing

15 paint' program in that there were incomplete documents that

16 were a regular problem? Not on the date they were being

17 done, the supervisor on the job making'sure that everyone

18 was doing it right, but whether there was a problem of

19 incomplete documentation that got by that daily

20 supervisory check?

21 THE WITNESS: Yes. You had some that did get by.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. And when you say "some,"

fp 23 was it a real small number?-
I
\ _-) 24 THE WITNESS: Very, very small amount.

(. 25 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. You don't see that as a big

!
i

1- _- - -- - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _
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1 problem?

2 THE WITNESS: No. I don't.
.q-

l ,/. 3 . JUDGE BLOCH: I misunderstood that when yous

4 ' first made the remark.

5 THE WITNESS: There's a number of directions we

'6 were going on the numbers of documents we kept there.
i

7 That's why I say I had a problem with it. I specifically

8 did because I didn't feel that the inspectors were doing,

9 everything they could to take care of all these unsat

10 . documents.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: I was just trying to see if your

12 problem was my problem.

_

113 THE WITNESS: Okay. I

i.
% . 14- BY MR. TREBY:

. 15 Q Was your problem that there was a backlog ofg

'16- inspection paper that needed to be dispositioned in some

17 way or other?

18 A Yes.

I 19 0 And this person that you put to work;on it,fwas

'

,
20 he a QC inspector?

21 A Yes, he was. He'was a QC inspector.-

22- Q And so instead of sending him.out into the field

23 to inspect something, you had him going through these

:O, |

24 documents, identifying what needed to be done and advisings

25 you of that matter?

,

9

1> - _ . - - _ - - _ . _ _ - - - _ _ . _ - - - - - . . - - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ - _ - _ - - _ - - _ - . _ - - _ _ _ - - - _ - - - _ _- -_ .- - _ . - _ _- -- - - - - . _. - - _ _ _ _ - . _--
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1 A Yes. He was telling me -- he kept me informed

2 on a daily basis of what he looked at and what problems he
,

(,) 3 was facing with them.

4 O Let's take an example. If he found a document

5 that was a month old, as an example, and it indicated

6 something was "unsat" and there had been no follow-up,

7 what would he do?

8 A He would take that document, put it in the

9 inspector's packet that did the original work, and request

10 them to go out and look at it. And then either indicate

11 back to us in memo or indicate back to us verbally that

12 the inspection was done and they did correct thatt or it

13 is still out there and they still have an unsat condition.,
,

)
'# 14 0 You said indicate to you verbally?

15 A Verbally or in writingr yes.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: I take it that the verbal would be

17 if it's still unsat? But if it was sat he'd actually mark

18 it on the document and initial it; right?

19 THE WITNESS: Yes. If it was unsat he'd just

20 give it back to us and tell us it was still unsat.

21 BY MR. TREBY:

22 O Then you'd put that into a pending file or

23 something like that?
,

' '

24 A Yes. I made a list of those and went down and

25 presented the list to the superintendent and told him he

!

__ _ ____
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1 -had best get-this act cleaned up because I had a bunch of

2 documents I couldn't handle.

3 Q When you say " superintendent," do you mean

4 superintendent of the craft people?

5 A 'Yes. Coatings superintendent; yes.

6 Q Was it an overall superintendent or a specific

7 superintendent?

8 A A specific man.

9 Q Who was in charge of the craft people?

10 A Yes.

11 Q Applying the coatings?

12 A Yes.

13 O Did you share this office.with any night people?

O 14 A No.

15 Q That was your office?

16 A Yes. That was my office.

17 0 Were you able to' lock the desk?

18 A Yes, I was.

19- Q Now, to go back to the -- to this August 9th/10th

20 trip that Mr. Lipinski was making to the site, did.there

21 come a time when he showed you whatever it was that he had

22 indicated he wanted to show you during the earlier

23 telephone conversation?
(~g'

kJ - 24 A Yes, he did.

25 Q And what was it that he showed you?
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1 A He showed me the -- I guess you'd call it the

2 Lipinski trip report, I think is what they've tagged it

[.
N 3 now. It's a trip report.

,

9

4 That was his trip down in July.

5 0 When did.he show you that?
s

6 A He showed Ine that, I think it was the first day,

k7 close to noon or after noon, somewhere in that area.
1

8 O Was it one of the first things he did when you

9 first saw him or was it something that happened later on?

10 A It happened later on. I'd say the time period

11 is' kind of -- you know, I really can't pinpoint the time

12 period.
v

13 0 I can appreciate that. We are talking about
O
\# 14 things a year or so ago. -

15 A Yes. ;,,

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Even a year and a h&lf ;.ngo.
_

17 BY MR. TREBY:

18 Q Do you'know how this hubject came up?'

19 A You mean --
3

20 'O The trip report? Did hd show it to you or did

21 you ask him, "What is it that you wanted me to look at?"
\ (3

22c Or how did the subject come up betweEn the two of you? A.r /
\

23 A I think he might have handed it to me and said:
' !(

*

'' 24 "Here, read this." l[ think that's what it was. \

25 0 'Was there anybody else in the room when he did Y i
s

I $
,

, .

f

\

%
v'

j s

~m s. -
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'l' .that?'

2: A I remember at the time there were some other [

'3- Lpeople in the room, some other people down at the other

4- end of!the, tables doing some work. .

5 -Q LAre we-still talking about the conference room?
.

'

6 A Yes.

J7 ' O What did you do when he gave thie document to

8 you?

9 A lie basically told me, he says: "Here, take this

10 'and read this."

11 -I,had a handful of things, I remember, I was doing at

12~ that time. And I told him: "Okay, just give me a minute."

13 So, at that. time I disappeared and I made a copy-of the

14 report and. brought it back to him, brought it-back to Joe

15- and I said: '"_That's nice, I'll talk to you -- talk to

16 you about.it later."

17 Q- Did you tell him you were making a copy of it?

18 A. No, I did not.

19 'O How many copies did you make?,

8

20 A I made one copy.
p

21 Q. Why did you1make a copy of the report?

22 IA A schedule -- my schedule for a typical day was,

23 I was to be in 14 different places at the same time. And.

. n/
.

.

I basically didn't have time to sit down and go through-a/s- 24

25 report of however many pages it was, and read it through

t

.
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1 and sit down'and talk to him at the time. The easiest

2 thing for me to do, which I did all the time, was make a
,.

k_), 3 copy of it, sit down and go through it when I had some time

4 when there wasn't 1000 people talking to me; sit down so I

5 can digest the whole report.

6 Q Do you recall how long a report there was?

7 A Well, like I say, going back to these pages, I'd

8 say three or four pages.

9- Q Before you made a copy had you flipped through

10 those three or four pages to see what was involved in that

11 report?

12 A Yes, I did. I just took it and glanced through

13 it quickly to see basically what it was.
,_

- 14 'O About how long do you think you had the copy

15 from the time that Mr. Lipinski gave it to you to the time

16 that you returned it to him?

17. A Probably two minutes at the'most.

-18 0- When you gave it back to him, did you have any

19 discussion between the two of you?

20. A I just told him: "Well, here it is, Joe. I'll

21 talk to you later about it. I have got to go. I_have

22 some' things I have to do."

23 JUDGE BLOCH: Did any of the things that you . saw -

(~)
\/ 24 in the memo stick in your mind 'during those two minutes?'

25- THE WITNESS: Yes. Joe uses initials and I

| -
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I remember I told him: "What's this shit? All these

2 ' initials? Can't you spell?"
-

) 3 That's one thing I said to him, that's one thing that

4 stuck in my mind.

5 BY MR. TREBY:

6 0 What did.he say to that?

7- A He said: "Oh, I never got out of high school."

8 JUDGE BLOCH: You didn't notice the name "Zimmer,"

9 did you, while you were going through it?

10 THE WITNESS: Zimmer? (Shaking head.)

11 JUDGE BLOCH: So your impression of it at that

12 point is, "Here's another document I'll look at later."

13 You had no strong impression --
q-

14. THE WITNESS: Yes. I just looked at it at the-

15 time.

16 BY MR. TREBY:

'17 Q Did he have any strong pressure to talk to.you

18 about it at the time?

19 A I think he was kindlof pushed for time and.I

.20 think it was kind of short~for him at that time.

21 Q 'Do-you know why he showed it to you at that

22 .particular times then, if he had wanted your reaction to

12 3 - it?
'O
Js /. 24- A No, I don't.

'25 Q Did he show it to you in a casual fashion? Or

a-
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1 did he say: " Hey, this is something I really want you to

2 look at and give me your feelings about"?
rm,

:(_) 3 A It was kind of like: " Hey,_got something I want

4 you to look at." I took it as being casual.

5 of course, like I say, I looked at it here in the

li transcripts of the testimony from Joe, and I remember

7 distinctly, back to recall, it's got " interoffice memo" or

8 something across the top. So I took it as just a memo.

9 0 What were your feelings about being shown an

10 -intraoffice memo of another company?

11- A- I really didn't have any feeling about it. You

12 know, just --

~13 0 Was that a fairly common thing in your

.O 14 experience, to be shown an intraoffice memorandum from

-anot er company?15 h

16 A Yes. I have seen a lot of them, different

17 _ companies. Tons of them, in fact.

181 0 _Where is the copying-machine?

19 A There is.one in the vault and then there was --

20 - oh, there was copying machines, two or three of them in
,

21 - that' building.-

22 O Did.you have to leave the room to make a copy?

=23 A Yes, I did.
.(~h.
\/ 24 O Did Mr. Lipinski say anything to you when you

'25 started walking out of the room with his intraoffice

i

, w . ~ , . v
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1 memorandum?

2 A- I think he was tied up doing something else,
. . . ,

.- 3 looking in his briefcase or something like that, and I

4 said: " Hey,-I'll be right back" -- that type basis and I

5 just left.

6 O And you sort of walked out, made a copy and came

7 back into the room?

8 A Yes. Because I remember I had just came -- I

9 was on. my way to the vault with a stock of quality

10 documentation that had to be turned in. It was kind of

11 like, "Well I can take care of this when I get there,

12 deliver this to the vault and the copy and come back."

13 Q Did you do any other task when you went to the
7_s

14 -vault and dropped off those papers?'~

15 A Yes.

16- O When you came back, how many papers did you have

17 - in your hand; do you recall?

18 A I had the copy I made of the memo plus Joe's

19 original, and I think1I had a vault receipt and maybe a

20 folde r .~ And that was it.

21- Q What kind of folder?

22 A Manila.

_
23 Q Manila. Where had you put the copy that you

-/ 24' made?

25; A It was 'in the mess someplace, I think.

_
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1 O It doesn't sound like it's a very large mess to

2' me. It sounds like you have very few pieces of paper in

) 3 your Fan'd: one folder, two pieces of paper and a receipt?

'4' A Okay.

5 JUDGE BLOCH: I think we have a reference

6 problem. You dropped it on your desk? Is that what you
3

7 are referring to as "the mess"?

8~ THE WITNESS: That's about the truth. Like I

9 stick it rightuon -- no, I gave him the documentation in

10- the vault. I made the copy. I had the folder -- it would

11 probably have had to have been under the vault receipt.

12 BY JUDGE BLOCH:

13 Q No, I'm talking about when you returned to_ _.
.

Mr..Lipinski you had very few papers. You had gotten rid14

15 of all the papers for the vault?

16 A It was probably' laying underneath'the vault

17 receipt, and his copy was on top of the stack, his-

18 original.

19 O Do you know whether he saw that you had a copy

20 or not?

21 A. No. I don't think.he did.

122 | JUDGE BLOCH: How did he seem at this time? _Did

23 .he seem agitated-or normal or friendly?

24 THE WITNESS: Joe _is a little hyper. At that

25: time he was a'little bit-hyper.
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1 JUDGE BLOCH: He's generally that way? This

2 isn't something that you think of as unusual for him?
()
\_/ 3 THE WITNESS: You have to know Joe. He's got a

4 ' lot of hand movement and a lot of different things like

5 this. He was kind of excited about something or upset

6 about something. In a different mood than he was usually

7 in.,

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Did you ask him about that? What

9 that was from?

10' THE WITNESS: No, I didn't. You know, it didn't

11 dawn on me at the time, you know, why he was running

12 around. .That was kind of a normal routine, for people to

13 go from normal calm to totally out of this world in.less

14 than two or three seconds on that job.

'15 BY MR. TREBY:

16 O Well, after you returned this original document

-17 to Mr. Lipinski, can you tell us what happened at that

18 point?-

19 A I left. I think we had some conversation and I

20 le f t .-

21 Q Where did you go?

22 -A I went back down to my office. Let's see ---I

23 'might have went over to Mr. Brandt's office and I might
,

-/

.\- 24' have gone to my office. I don't totally recall. I might~

25 'have went to the building. I don't -- it was one of those
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1 things, I had 14 things to do.

2 O' What did you do with this copy of the report

(,-). 3 that you had?_-

4 A I took it back down -- well, it ended up down in

5 my desk in my center drawer.

6 0 Is there a lock to that drawer?

7 A Yes, there is.

8 Q What is your practice about locking your desk?

9 A Lock it all the time when I leave at night.

10 It's open during the day, but it's locked at night.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Did you read it before you decided

12 to put it in that drawer?

,

13 THE WITNESS: Like I say, it ended up in the

k/ 14 drawer. I rea'd it before -- like I say, I sit down and --

15 it strikes me to be after lunch, or after everybody left

16 ati ~ lunch or something like that, that I sat down and read

17 it.
.

18 BY MR. TREBY:

19 0 When you sat down and read it, what was your
,

20 reaction to reading the report?

21- A I was quite concerned with the_ report.

22 O In what ways?

23 A It hit on a lot of. items that'we had talked

| |- _

\_/ .24 about, items that Joe had questions and items that I had'

'

25_ talked to the other inspectors about. And it hit on

I
|-

t _ _
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:1 . things that were very near and dear to me, like
~

.
-2~ . qualification of painters and things like that.

: . ;

J . .3 Q Why did that give you a concern?

4 A Well, if the painter is not qualified to put on.-

5 the: coating you end up with nothing but a piece of junk,
~

6 'possibly. ~I.should say that.

7 So --

8' Q Was your concern the fact that it was written

9. . down? Or was your concern --

110. A No.

1 11 0 -- another kind of concern?

12: A: I was just concerned that I -- took it as not-so

13 - much being written down, but that it_was -- that I was
_

14 concerned in it.also. And-I was looking into it.

,15' O - Were you. surprised that that was the information-

~16 - that'was in that. report?-

17 A- I.was surprised it was in.that form,3being an.

18 interoffice-memo type.,-

19 ^ JUDGE BLOCH: Because what? -What.'was it about-

120_ - that-that surprised-you?'

21. - THE WITNESS: _Well, okayi past' experience,'I'll-
~

:22. ' fall'back on that.-

23 -Past experience is you have'a-consultant'come in. .You .
-

(J H24 sit-down with.him. He wants a meeting. He goes out and

25 ~does'his walkdown-he has-to do. He comes back, you have

,p

A

-
- -_m____-__.i_. _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.-_m_______.a____*_____:____m.m&-____u___>___w___.____.___________-___________.___m._m.-_._m. _ . _ - . _ _ - - _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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'

'l your meeting, he'gives you what he's found. He goes back
'

2.. :to his office-and writes up a formal letter and it is

,
3- formally transmitted to the utility. And I look at this

<4 Land here is an interoffice memo and it's not a formal<

5- . letter. -I thought, geez, this should be in a formal,

- 6' letter form, should be transmitted to the utility.

|7 JUDGE BLOCH: If it were a formal letter it.

8 would become a plant document too, wouldn't it?
:. t

~9_ THE WITNESS: That's most -- that's usually what

| 10 I've seen. Any consultants come in dealing -- like I seen

11: them come in'on concrete. They come in and give you a

12 decision on concrete, they give you their opinion on;s

!
. 13: what's. happened, their technical opinion, and they turn

Q?
.

.around and write a report of that and.give the report to14c.
o
i . 15 ~you.;

16: BYJMR.-TREBY:<

- 17- Q Did'you have any'further discussions with- .

ti :.

- 18 Mr.'Lipinski.about this report, afterzyou had hadithis -

19 Lopportunity.to read it?

. - 4!O A- I think we: talked later on aboutJit.

I 21~ LQ: Did you raise this concern-that you've just

_

22; expressed here, the fact that it was not in,a-letter form ~ -

-

.. -- 23 ~ at that time?
yy
-S . . 124 A, No, I;did not.*

L

25 ,Q HAny reason'why you didn't raise it? :

|c

.

*

h

-
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.
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1 A. I figured Joe knew what he was doing. Maybe
l

2. that's the.way they wanted it done.
-~

L((,). 3- JUDGE BLOCH: Did you raise it with someone else?

4 Someone in the organization?

5 THE WITNESS: No. The guy that was in my office,

6- I talked to him about it. I talked to Gary Yando about it.

7 I' told him I thought it should be in a letter form. I

8 says: You don't see these kinds of things in memo form

9 unless it's a rough draft.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: . If you had been at Hanford, would
~

11 you have ta1ked.to some supervisors about it to see that

12 it became a plant document?

E 13 THE WITNESS: Yes.
l', \

# '14 JUDGE BLOCH:- Why was Comanche Peak different in

15 that respect?
1

16 THE WITNESS: Well, at Hanford it'would have

-17 been a formal memo. That's like I say -- I took it that

18 it should have been letter form. I guess I probably

.19 assumed, from -- that it was going to become a letter form.

20 At Hanford we'-- that's all we saw was, we got a bulletin

21' thatLcame around every week that had all the letters
t-

12 2 attached to it from all the consultants they had in and

.

23 we'd read through these and sign off for them.

.l'')(/ 24 JUDGE BLOCH: Of course if it became letter form

-25 .in the position you had, you would have known about that;

c-

'

__
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1 right?

2 THE WITNESS: Yes.

. -) . 3 JUDGE BLOCH: Did there come a time when you^

4 _became concerned that the company should more fully

5 document 1the results of Lipinski's work?

6 THE WITNESS: The company being Cannon or Texas

7 Utilities?

8 JUDGE BLOCH: No. Texas Utilities or Ebasco.

-9 THE WITNESS: No. 7 -- so many_ things happened

-10 in asshort period of time between then: There was the

11 Dunham issue that came up; there was the continued

12 disagreements with craft and the internal strife we were

13 having with the inspectors and things like that. -And._q
'

-

-14 ~during' that period of time it's kind of like, you know,

15 that_ thing got shelved because there were other things I

- 16 - ' felt were more important.

17. -I took it for granted that Joe was going to make that

18 formal.. I guess that's the way'I can say - -make that a-

19 formal document. And.it turns out he didn't.

20 BY MR. TREBY-

21 Q 'You mentioned you discussed this document with'
,

22 Gary, I.didn't_ hear his last name?

- 23 A Yando, Y-a-n-d-o.
.-

' 24 Q Who-is this Gary Yando?-

25 -A. He was the one handling the documentation

. . . - . . _ ._ , _ _ ......- . . _ . ._._,.. _ - _ ._, __. , . . _ _ . , _ . _ _ _ . .-.
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,

1 problems I had.

2 O Sitting in the office with you?
(

'

- 3 A Yes.

4 O Did he have his own desk?

5 A Yes, he did.

6 O When had you discussed this report with him?

7 A I guess at the time I read it, read through it.

8 O Was he sitting in the office at that time?

l 9 A Yes. I think he-was in there at that time.

10 0 Do you recall how you discussed it with him?

11 A No. I really don't. He used to accuse me of

-12~ ranting and raving all the time,. incoherently. talking to

13 .myself. I think'I was over there shaking my head like,

-,.T

: '14 this, and he said, "What are you ranting and raving about.-

15 now?" And I think I came up with the point, this-is what

116 this is.

17 JUDGE BLOCH:- Is that the way generally you are?-

18 THE WITNESS: Yes.
L

j 19 JUDGE.BLOCH: At Comanche Peak or elsewhere,

L 20 also?.

|

21 THE WITNESS: Yes. Usually I just rant and rave.

; 22 People that know me understand my_ sane -- how sane I
U

'

_23 really am, sometimes,
fw

b' "24 BY MR. TREBY:

25 .O Did you go over'and show a copy of this document
,

(-

!

L -.
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1 that you were ranting and raving about to --

2. A- I think I let Gary read it; yes.

.(c(-) 3 0 'And do you recall what his reaction to it was?

4 A .Yes. He said -- kind -- the only kind of

5 gesture I got from him was: " Boy, there's a lot of hot

6 things in that one. This ought to really raise somebody's

7 temper." And that was basically the end of the

8 conversation.
,

9 I would like to go back on one thing. He wasn't in the

10 ' office at that time. He was out at another desk. We

11 didn't move-his desk into that office until later on.

12 Because you asked if he had his own desk. Yes,.he had his

13 own desk outside the office.2

- 14~ JUDGE BLOCH: His concern, if I_get it from you

15 right, was different from yours? You were concerned about

16 fixing the plant up. His concern was about someone's

17~ temper?

18 THE WITNESS: No. His concern was -- it's a hot

19- one -- about what it was - the indications in the report,

20- in'the trip report.

21: JUDGE'BLOCH: But what you said was, you said

22 -something about: "This ought to really raise someone's

23' temper."
,m

24 THE WITNESS: What I meant by'that is this ought* '
-

25 to really raise somebody's concerns, ought to get somebody

__ _
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~1 ~ really' concerned about it about the report. The items in,

. . 2 - the report.

~3' JUDGE BLOCH: You don't think he was talking

4: about repercussions from an existing --

5 THE WITNESS: .No, I don't.

6 BY MR. TREBY:

7 -- Q| I guess I'm now a little confused since you have

8 clarified the location of this desk.
L

9 A- Okay.
,

10' Q 'How did he know you were ranting and raving?

11 A When I: rant and rave, you kn'ow it.

~ 12 O Loudly?

13 A :Yes. . I get quite verbal.

. O^ 14 - Q- So he was outside and he.could hear you and he

15 came ---

16 A Yes. -

17- Q' Did he come in or did he call?L

18- A First he says: - What are you ranting;and raving-

1 91 about?.

20 . I:think-he come around the corner or he come around the
-

-.
. .

something like that.- 21 corner,
.

22: Man,'you ought to see'this. 1Then we got --

. q~ , ?23- O Then you discussed it?:
-

.

t .

t' -N - - - 24 '. A Yes.
'

:25 - Q !For a few' minutes? Not a long discussion?y

:
'

4

4

E

'

y .- ,,_.-----.g. _.,-ryi,,7 , , , , . ,,,,,,w#.,,u, ,,._,,y,, ,,,,,,,,%,g_-_wpe, %g,,,_,,,,,,,. ,gy,%,, , g y .,w y yy. .,.9,,,.,,,,,,.w- , ,
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1 A Not so much discuss, I think I said: Here, take

2 a look at this. And then we discussed it after he looked

- f3. x_j 3 through it.

4 It's kind of like we looked at it and said: Yes --

5 that was -- got some concerns. This ought to get somebody,

6 you know, ought to get some heat up on this.

'7 O Those kinds of comments?

8 A Yes.

9 Q And then what did this Gary Yando do?

10 A He went on with his work and I back into my

11- office, back in my office.

12 O And did you put the trip report away in your

13' drawer?

14 A Yes,.I put it in the center drawer; yes, sir.

15 Q 'IX) you recall having any thoughts about showing

16 an intraoffice memorandum of'another company to somebody

17 else at the Comanche Peak site?

18 A No. It's kind of like inspectors is one big

19' family. ' Things like that never-come into light.

20- MR. TREBY: The' reporter should indicate that

21 the witness shook his head "no" first before he made-that

22 statement.

23 THE WITNESS: Right.
fh
is) 24 . JUDGE BLOCH: You say "one big family," you mean

25 it'was.your view if there was a problem about the quality

w
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1 of the-plant it was everyone's problem? Is that what you

2 mean?
-s

-l )
^~/ 3 THE WITNESS: Yes. If there was something wrong

4 out there we are all involved in it because we were all

5 responsible for it.

6 BY MR. TREBY:

7 Q Did you ever get a chance to talk with

8 Mr. Lipinski about the trip report again?

9 A I think later that day. Either later that day

10 or the next day, I did get a chance to talk to him.

11 Q You did get a chance. And where did this

12 conversation take place?

13 A- It happened down in my trailer. And it was,s

-( \
'# 14 like I say it was a group of people in there and it was

15 one of these cases - did you read there -- you know, what

16 did you think of my report? And, . kind of like, after you

17 read it -- what did you think of my report?

18 Q Did you tell him what you thought?

19 A I says it's got --

20 Q Do you recall-what you told him?

21 A I said basically it's got some; good points.

22 Things we've got to look into. And then at that time,

23' like I say, there's a number of other-people in there he

\7 24 was trying to talk to, I was trying to talk to him and I

25 was trying to get people atraightened out on what was

k
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E 1 going on. It was just a communication and then we sort of

.2 staggered off in a different direction.
.;m
1,,) 3 .Q Did anybody else say what report are you talking

.4 about?

5 A I don't remember anybody else. It could have

6 been somebody else saying hey, what are you guys talking

7 about?

8 Q Do you recall discussing it, his report, or what

9 the findings were in front of any people?

10 A I discussed it with another gentleman, a

11 gentleman by the nLne of Dave Ambrose I worked with in

'

12 . Washington. I sat -- I sat with him. He worked in the

13 same department I did for Bechtel. In fact, I helped
(~)'
''~/ 14' train him. I gave him his OJT training and he worked for

15 me there at Comanche Peak and he's kind of like a -- you

16 could say another personal friend. Kind of like the guy

17 that you would sit down with -- if I got a' report in, call

18 him over and say: Hey, what do you think of this? Give

19 me some advice on this. Tell me what you think. Sit-down

20 and -- in that kind of atmosphere, and told him, I says

21 there's a report here. I think -- let Dave look at it'

22 also, you better look it'and then we can talk about it.

23 O When did.you do that?,.

p/
.( , 24 A The time on him, the timeframe on Dave I am not

25 sure about.

E

!
:

|
k

.
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1 Q. Do you recall whether it was before or after

2 'Lipinski left the sito the second time?

) 3 A I think it was after Joe left the site. Like I

4: say, the timeframe on him I am not sure about. I talked

5 to him all day. In fact, I would go~out in the field and

6 talk to him.

7 Q Kind of like a sounding board? You'd bounce

8 ideas off him?

9 A He was a very sharp inspector, yes. He knew the

10 operations, knew coatings in and out. He not being

1.1 perfect, I'd run into problems and I'd go to Dave and say

IF hey, give me some advice, tell me what you think about

13 this so I can make a sound decision.
I, )
' ' ' 14 Q Let's go b'ack to what you and Mr. Lipinski were

15 talking about. Apparently you had a very short

16 conversation about it the second' time?

17 A Yes. -Very, very short.

18 Q Did you get into any details? Or just give me

19 the general impressions?-

20 A Oh, just kind of general impressions. That I

21 wanted to look into some of the things and that I felt

22 they were basically concerns that we need to look into.

23 Q Did he=ask you whether there were any matters

' O)\~ 24 that needed to be corrected? Whether he had misstated-

25 anything? Was that one of the reasons he wanted you to

iI
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1 look at that document?

2 A No. I think it was a professional courtesy he

-(q-

3_j _ wanted me to look at. Something like I would do for him.

4 Say, hey-I just drafted this letter-type basis, take a

5 look at it. It came down on your job and this is what I

6 did. You know, I want you to look at it.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: And he was also using you for a

8 sounding board too?

9 THE WITNESS: Yes. Yes.

.10 BY MR. TREBY:

11 Q Do you know whether he had shown copies of his

'12 report to anybody else on the site?

13 A I don't know it for a fact, but here again my
p)a
\- 14 feeling is -- I feel that he might have discussed it with

15- someone else but maybe he didn't tell me he did.

16 Q .Mr. Lipinski had spoken to other people _that he

17 had known from the prior Cannon jobs?

18 A Yes, he had.

19 Q Do you recall whether he ever personally told

20 you :that: I'm showing this to Mr. X or Mr. Y, they also

21 gave me some information?

22- A No, he never said anything like that to me.

23 Q Did you notice whether there was any information

,p(_/ 24- in the trip report that was different from what you had

25_ given him? or in addition to what you had given him?
,
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1 A I don't recall the total contents right now of

2 the report, so, you know -- being four pages, I would
.r%
's 3 imagine he would have had to have made some more concerns

4 than what I had given him.

5 JUDGE BLOCH: Are there any' objections to the

6 witness reviewing the report to help answer that question?

7 MR. GALLO: What are we talking about? The trip

8 report?

'9 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes.

10 MR. GALLO: I was going to ask a question. We

11 have yet to identify the trip report that's in the

12 transcript as the document that Mr. Mouser saw.

- 13 JUDGE-BLOCH: We have to know which document he

' 14 was looking at. That's correct.

15 The first question will be: Was this the document that

16 you saw? Or how was it different from the one you saw?

17 MR. TREBY: I'm not uure it's in that.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: What are you looking at?

19- MR. SIMS: The document the witness has in front

20 of him right now is the. transcript of the December 5th

21 testimony in this proceeding. And bound into that

22 document, starting at page 22025 is a memorandum, at the

23 top it says, " departmental correspondence," dated August 8,

24 1983, to R.B. Roth, from J.J. Lipinski.

25' This was attached to another memorandum in the

-, . . - - - , .. .. . - .- . . , . . - . - .-... . . - . - - -
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1 transcript, an NRC memorandum of October 19, 1983.

2 So there is the notation at the bottom of the Lipinski
(~

A,,). memorandum marked Exhibit 1; presumably it was the exhibit3

4 to the NRC memorandum.

5 MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, could we have a

6 brief discussion out of the hearing of the witness?

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Off the record.

8 '(Discussion off the record.)

9 (Witness leaves the room.)

10 MR. ROISMAN: There are a number of copies of

11' the trip report with only minor differences in them, and

12 there's no way, unless the witness' counsel or the witness

13 are aware of that, that there are so many copies. I think

(~~
\ '; 14 it's highly unlikely that he would know whether the one

15 that's there is that one or one of' the many others.

16 Now, he might know the difference'between the copy that

17- eventually got sent to Merritt and looked down there in

18 the last paragraph -- if he used'it very carefully. I'm
,

'19 worried if the questioning might inadvertently trap the

20. Lwitness.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: We would know that --

22 MR. GALLO: Except there is one common

12 3 denominator: the formal one, the Lipinski trip report had

7)!(_f 24 the signature on it.

25 MR. TREBY: None of the others have one that I'm
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l- aware of.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: I would think if he were to say
r-

l_)8 3 this is what he saw it would be basically the truth except

4 _that his memory might not be up to the difference in the

5 last paragraph.

6 MR. ROISMAN: I am just wondering -- that the

7 witness be cautioned. Anyone's natural reaction, if you

8 look it over, you'd say yes, this is the one I saw. I

9 don't know if the existence of the signature is

10 particularly significant.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Do you want to draw his attention

12 to the signature?

13 MR. ROISMAN: That's why I want him out of the
_

'w ) 14 room. I don't know that that's not improper but I want to

15 at least say to the witness please look at the document

16 extremely carefully before you answer the question.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Maybe we ought to take our lunch

18 break.now.

'

.19 MR. WATKINS: It would be simple for the

'0 chairman to say to the witness maybe you can't identify2

21 this as the precise document but-if it sort of looks like

22 the one you looked at -- that. would be enough for our

. 23 purposes here.

y-)s'_ 24 MR. ROISMAN: He could be led astray to thinking
s

25 everything that looked like the document he saw was the
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1 document that he saw, when that's not so.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: If someone thinks it's crucial,
'

3 his attention can be drawn to the last paragraph. We

4 understand that I wouldn't understand the importance of

5 that last paragraph.

6 MR. SIMS: At least in terms of yesterday and

7 today in preparing, as far as I know this is the only copy

8 he's looked at. It was in the transcript. It isn' t . that
9 he's been comparing memo A to memo B and looking for

10 differences. This is presumably the one he's looked at.

-11 JUDGE BLOCH: Why don't we ask him back if he's

12 around.
4

13 off the record.
Q
\> 14 (Discussion off the record.)

15 (Witness returns.)
16 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Treby?

~17 BY MR. TREBY:

18 ~ Q Mr. Mouser, would you please look at this trip
i. .

.19 report. Please take your time in looking.at it, make sure

20 -that you are looking at it. carefully.- Take as much time

[. 21 as you need.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Will you tell him the question you

23 are going to ask him when he's done reading it?
,

O
C/ ' 24 BY MR. TREBY:

,

25 O The question is -- I believe the Chairman's-

|

|

!
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d. . .

!

: 1 - question actually.is, is this the report that you recall
D
| .

2. ' getting from Mr. Lipinski?
.

; Lx. 3 7C Yes. It~ looks to be the same report.
-

} 4 JUDGE BLOCH: If there were some small

.5 difference, I take it you probably wouldn't remember it;
.

6 ' isn't that right?

'7 THE WITNESS: Yes. It looks to be the same

8 . thing. .The front page is.
4

~9. BY MR. TREBY:

L 10 Q Do recall from your memory whether or not the

11 copyfMr. Lipinski showed you was a signed copy or not?
.

'

12 A No. I don't. ,

[
4 - 13 Q Did Mr. Lipinski, when he showed you the report,
,

' '
'

14- . indicate in any way that this was a final document? . One
!~

,

that was,already within the corporate. files?-15 -

L
' A - No, he didn't. I; don't remember him telling me ---' 16

17: Q Did he indicate.the opposite? That~that was a
j -

- .

18 draft and that was why he. wanted you to look at.it.so he

191 could make~ changes? . ,

~

20~ A- . No,.he didn't really'make'any indication in.

12 1 either direction. I-took it it was, like I'say,.a
,

122.- departmental correspondence, a. rough dra'ft, possibly a
-:

23 - rough draft of a' letter.- .
.

'24 -.Yes, this - .it''~looks like it.--

.

-25~ Q Now, it.looks like the. document. Would you look'~

T

t

d. -

!

,

u '
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1 atsit again and see whether there are any matters in that

2 document which are, well, similar to the matters which you

A_): 3 suggested to Mr. Lipinski?

4 JUDGE BLOCH: Do you want him to indicate which

5 ones are the same?

6 MR. TREBY: Yes. I guess, after you review it,

7 be prepared to identify those for us.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Maybe he can go through it and

9 tell you which ones are the same and which ones are

10 different.

11 THE WITNESS: Okay. From my original

12 conversation, prior to Joe coming down in July, the areas

_
13 he asked, -- or we talked about -- he -- was the quality

\2 14 of work and painter qualification, indoctrination.

.15 BY MR. TREBY:

16 O Where is that? What page?

17 A Front page, July 27, 1983.

18. " Peak had precast problems in areas in materials
~.

19 storage, workmanship, that's dealing with quality of work

20 and painter qualification, and indoctrination."

21- Those are areas that we had originally discussed.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: If you don't mention it does it

23 mean it's an area that you haven't discussed? For example,

(A_) 24 the ANSI requirements.

25 THE WITNESS: I -- ANSI would have probably come
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1 up in-a conversation but I don't recall it. It could have

2 -very well come up. In-fact I think ANSI did come up;

,'() 3- .whether they are meeting the ANSI requirements. Yes.

4- JUDGE BLOCH: That is in what conversation?

5 1 THE WITNESS: In the conversation I had with Joe --

6~ well, one of the times he was there. Probably the first
;

7 time he came on-site, whether they met the ANSI or not.

'

8 JUDGE-BLOCH: The late July meeting?

9 THE WITNESS: Yes.

;- 10 JUDGE BLOCH: That didn't come from you, did it?
.

11 Because you hadn't even studied the coatings procedures:at

12 that time?

. -
13 THE WITNESS: He asked me and I said I don't

14 know, I'd have'to look at it and find out.
,

.

15 BY MR. TREBY:

' :Lt6 -Q Before you leave page 1, let's go to the top.-

217 There's an indication of the individuals which were met
'

18 while on-site.
'

19 A Yes.-

; 20- Q Your name is not among those listed; is that
!

21 ~ correct?

22 A- That's right. It's not.

23 Q Was that anything that you commented on to

. ("\ ;
s_) 24 Mr. Lipinski?

25 A No.
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l' Q Did you have any feelings one way or another,
s

2 ~ whether your name was listed 'or' not as someone he had met?
, m,
(_) 3 A .No. I didn't -- it didn't make any difference

4 to me.

5 He, like I say, I took it that this was a rough draft
,

' He really dealt with6' or departmental correspondence. '

(

7 these gentlemen at the time he was on the site, other than
,

8 the tour I gave him.

9 O Would you have had any concerns if your name had

10 been listed? g,

11 A It wouldn't have bothered me one bit.

|- 12 O Okay. You were turning to page 2 before I
t

. _
13 interrupted you.

)'

E 14 JUDGE BLOCH: The top two items on page 2 for

15 July 27, are they things that you had nothing to do with?-

16 THE WITNESS: Yes. I had nothing to do with
w

17 those. .

18 BY MR. TREBY:

19 0 Let me direct your attention to item C, at the ,

20 bottom of page 2.-;

21 A Yes.

22. O Is that a matter that you and Mr. Lipinski had

23 discussed?
fN
Os,). 24 'A We' discussed it in text, about certifying the,

'
;

..

25 ' operation we:were going thr,cush to certify painters.- I
*

s .

- kr
'

.

-. t

A

- -.
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1 didn't get into how many there were on-site. In fact, at
t-

-2 that time I didn't even know.
7)
\./ 3 EXAMINATION

4 BY JUDGE BLOCH:

5 Q Do you know whether or not at that time people
,

6 were doing painting work for which they were not then
.

7 certified?

8 A I don't. They tried it later on and it didn't,

9 . ork.w
,

10 Q You mean while were you supervisor?

11 A Yes. They took the material off the wall and-

12 redid the wall. Which made a bunch of gentlemen extremely

13 unhappy with me.
7

'b-)- 14 O LIn other words, you detected that while you were
~~(

15 the QC supervisor there were non-certified painters doing

16 work for which they were not certified?

17 A Yes. Yes. And the work was corrected in the'

18 period of time that I was there. The work'was corrected.

19 Q How extensive-was it while you were there?

20 A .It happened twice.

'21 0; .Was there, at that time, an investigation of the

22 scope of that practice prior to the time you came there?
,

1

23 A- Not to my knowledge there wasn't. I was told by
'

X\ / 24 the inspectors: This happens all the time. This has been

25 happening all the time. |

l

. , . , - ~ , ,,. . - - - . , - . . , , - - , , . , -,w- - . , , . -. ,, n --.------ ,.- - - - - - - - - - -
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1 As I told the inspectors, well, it won't happen when !

2 .I'm here. And'indeed the material was removed at expense

L](_,< .. 3 'to Texas Utilities and reapplied by a certified --

4- ' certified applicator.

5. .O To your knowledge, there was no investigation of

6 the extent to which noncertified -- work was done by

7 noncertified people prior to the time you were there?

8 A THE WITNESS: To my knowledge; no.

9 DIRECT EXAMINATION (Continued)

10 BY MR. TREBY:
'

11 Q Let me direct your attention, now, to item E on

12 what is page 3 of the report, or transcript page 22027,

13 and ask you if that was an item that you and Mr. Lipinski
.I-s\

' ' ' ' ' 14 discussed?

15 A The only thing.we discussed in that item was:

16 That's the compressor. ThereLit is. I guess that's what

17 they are using. Because it had all the paint, you know,

18 hook ups for the paint and everything was on it. .The

-19 lines'I'm using to:seeing the painters use.

20 'That's the only real discussion we had.

21 -Q .Beginning at the bottom of that page, transcript'

22 page 22027, page 3 --

1!3 ' . JUDGE BLOCH: Before that, how about-F? Do you

' \- - -24- have any knowledge of P?
~

25 THE WITNESS: Availability of qualification

,

t
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1 inspection personnel was discussed.

2 When I took over I asked Joe whether he knew whether
,-

(_/ ~ 3 there were:any unemployed inspectors because I could tell

<4 immediately that inspectors / craft ratio was totally off

5 the wall. It wouldn't work.

6 So I talked to him about that and it shows up here.

7. JUDGE BLOCH: Well, when you say "it wouldn't

8 work," what effect did that have on the program?

L9 THE WITNESS: It had a very big slowdown in work.

11 0 What had happened is, you'd have five OC inspectors and 12

11 crews. There's only so much a man can do every day. If

12- 'you've got five crews out there working, and they are

13 taking it upon themselves, if the finished product is not
[.)'' ' ' 14 correct, that they'll remove it. And you are going out

15 there and you've got five people doing inspections and the

16 12. crews do more work in one day than 10 inspectors can do

17 in one day so you've got half that many. So you have a

-18 lot of work that's got to be inspected after the_ fact.

19- JUDGE BLOCH: To your knowledge this.doesn't

20' ' indicate -- you-don't know that this indicates that there

21 were problems with unqualified' inspection personnel doing

22 work at the site?

23 THE WITNESS: There was no unqualified

(~) ' . .

If they weren't\' .24 inspection personnel doing anything.

., 2 5 qualified to do the inspection they didn't do it.
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1- Inspector is a very -- it's kind of like putting a $10,000

2 man job doing a $50,000 a man a year job, they won't do it.
p
- (,) 3 I'm not getting paid for it, I won't do it. Inspectors

4 are that way.

5 BY MR. TREBY:

6 O Let me ask you about that because you indicated

7 you never received any certification.

8 A Right.

9- Q Were you qualified, then, to be a lead inspector?

10 A Most of my decisions dealt in management. And

11 the. decisions I made on quality, which I did make a few on

12 quality, were all based on my discussions with the

13 inspector and my past background in coatings.
O

1\_) 14 So, to.give you an example, if there was a problem that

15 came up and the coating inspector came up and said there

16 was not enough mils of paint on the wall.and the craft

f 17- said, yes, there was, it'came to me to settle it.

18 I'd go down and ask the inspector, t'ake some readings.

19 He'd take some readings.

20 What's your results? The results were low.

21 "There's not enough coatings on that wall. Get more on

'22 it."

23 If it was questionable, whether it was a few high'a few

24 low, average them out what do you have for an average,

25 'which you are allowed to do by requirements. Okay, you've
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l- .got enough. You don't have a concern. There's enough

2 coating on the wall to take care of it.

) 3 O Were there any special procedures that indicated

4 the amount or the range of amount of paint that needed to

5 be on the wall?

6 A Yes. It told you right in the procedurea how

; 7 many mil thicknesses, how much mil thickness you should

8 -have on the walls.

9' O So, was there much judgment involved in

- 10 determining whether or not there was the proper amount of

11 -paint thickness on the wall?

12 A There was a few times. It's just like taking --

13 okay, I'll go into paint. It's just like you have a man,,

- ( "'f ' 14 come through and you can spray this wall. And you are~ '

15- required to have 5 mils.of paint on the wall. And I can

16 get up there and, if I want to,-I can find an area where

17 that wall will fail. And you can have 10 other inspectors

18 come in and give them a square foot and say do it right-

19 there, you here, you here, you there -- they'll pass it

20 and I'l1~come and say I can find an area that it's not.

21 EXAMINATION

22 BY' JUDGE BLOCH:

23 0 What was the way they were supposed to do it?
p-
A /' 24 A Well, they'are supposed to find what's there.

25 But an inspector can find whether it's right or wrong. He
1

_ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ __ _. _ _ _ l
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1 can make it one way or the other. That might be a little

2 hard to fathom, but an inspector can make it one way or

() 3 the other.

4 Q- What you are saying is what's there is the same

5 but-depending on how he decides to do the test he can fail

6 -or pass the wall?

7 A' Yes.

8 O And either result is acceptable _for the plant?

9 A If he wants to fail the wall, he can fail it.

10 What I'm saying is, I wruld go up and say: Okay, I would

11 be in between the_ craft and in between the inspectors and

12 I'd say, okay, craft, back off. Leave us alone.

13 We'd look at the wall. He'd test the wall. With me

Q~\/ 14 there.. And I'd say, well, test it here, test it down

-15 there, test it over here.

16 O So your job was basically to.see whether his

17 test was representative of the wall rather than being a

18 biased sample? Is that accurate?

19 A Yes. Pretty much -- yes.

20 O' He's not supposed to pick out the one worst

21 place, it's supposed to be characteristic?

22 A Yes, that's.true.

23 O If he were to fail the wall, he would be wrong?

A_s) 24 A Technically. It's kind of a -- you know people

25 don't like to hear it -- it's kind of a give-and-take
i
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1 situation.

2 -The NRC, when they hear that they immediately (gesturing):
- !M
1) 3 Can't have give and take. But that's the real life.s

4 Can't'do it in the field.

5 0 okay, but the opposite can also be true, if he

6 wanted to pass the wall he could find a spot to pass the

7 wall,'can't he?

8 A- That's right.- That's why the inspector is a

9 . medium point. He's not for. craft and again he's not

10' against craft. He's not for the product and again he's

11 not against it. He's there to prove that that's a good

12 painting job.

(',).
13 If he wants to pass it, he can-pass it. If he wants to

- 14 fail it, he can fail it.

15 O So he has to be really an unbiased referee?

16 'A An unbiased referee.

17 Example, concrete. You can bring in a truck of

- 18 ' concrete that's.got a 4-inch slump. I can slump it and

11 9 make it 6. You can slump it and make it 4. I can slump-

20 it all day and make it 6, just by the way I'm doing it and

-21 I'm doing it within the requirements set forth in the

22 procedures and specifics. It's just like a weld.

23 If you go in and you look at a weld a.m it's got a
.|3
' 's / 24 little bit of-undercut, you can look at that in such a way

25 that you can-fail that weld. Then again, a welding

.

L E_ - ,
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1 inspector can look at it and say, measure it, get right

2' down on it and say: No, it's not, it's good. Just barely,

'3 but it's good.

4 Q So just seeing the procedure is not enough. You

5 really need good training in how to do it objectively?

6 A You have to have good objective training. It's

7 'more than taking a man out of college, certifying him,

8 give him the tools and will put him to work. You take him,

9 you: train him, give him OJT, and they are inspecto?s. The

10 guys with two, three years, they are inspectors but they

11 are learning. There's a learning curve there.

12 O Would there be a big difference in how you do a

13- test for Hanford and Comanche Peak?.

f)-s' 14 A The tests are all standardized.

15- O But we are talking about the fact you can do it

16 to find the pass point or low point?

17 A You can look the a the wall and say there's a

18 shadow here, that's a low shot. Another shadow here, I'll

19 check that.. But the shadow might only be this big.

20 (Indicating.)

21 -Q If you check the shadow at Hanford, what

22 happened?

23 A If you checked the shadow at Hanford, well, you
p
(_f 24 didn't find any shadows up there. If they went in and

25 said it looks like you've got a couple of shadows right
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_
'l here or the inspectors looked at them, they'd correct them.

:
,

.
2: -Q~ And if-you found a shadow at Comanche Peak?

: L3 ~AL Most of the time it was brought out.:

24 Q It was what?

5 A It was-brought out and corrected. Like I say,

6. it.justidepends on the inspector.

- 7 An inspector has a final judgment. If I'was to go down
_

L '8 L there and another inspector was to go down there and -if

19. -there's a shadow there, it looks.okay, here, here, here,.

- -10 _they've_just got a 6-inch spot that's no good. The wall
.

11- is acceptable. It doesn't hinder the quality of the wall..

E12 0 ~So.this doesn't have anything to do with the way *

.
-

- !-

11 3 - -you said, at_Hanford, craft would just stop_on the- !

; - - 14 inspection;-this doesn't have anything to do_with it?
,

-

| L15| A It affected it a lot.- The inspector -- you'd
,

16 get your.back-against the wall,.you'd be a-little upset,

17 .you'd say "I can't buyEthis. You guys didn't treat'me-
.

18' .right."'

19 Q .You didn't see it as ' hurting the quality of the-

20 -inspection? 'Sometimes it makes.you.more picky?

- 21 LA- ~It does. Inspecting has.two roles, quality and --

-22 quality can be poor workmanship or good quality can be a'

~

.23 bad inspector. There's two avenues you can go on that.
. f'$ ,

; T> / 12 4 I don'.t know,-I'm not an engineer. I'm not. qualified
,

25 per se to.make these engineering judgments. But I've got
;

.

c

&

f
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1 11 years' QC experience. And hopefully within that 11

2 years experience I'm able to make these decisions from my

f)(m/ 3 background.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Treby?

5 DIRECT EXAMINATION (Continued)

6 BY MR. TREBY:

7 O I just want to go back over one of the matters

8 you talked about, the availability and qualification of

9 inspection' personnel. First of all, did you have

10 authority to hire more people if you thought there were

11 more needed?

12 A Yes, I did.

13 O Did you need Mr. Brandt's approval to do that or-
,

'

-14 -was that something within your scope of authority?

- 15 - A Standard chain of command. I had the authority

16 to say: I need him._ Brandt-had the final word, saying "yes"

17 or."no."
18 O And I guess I also didn't understand the example

,

19 you were giving with regard to the number of crews out

20 there painting and the number of inspectors.

21 A Okay.

22 O I thought you had about, I don't know, 16 to 18

23 inspectors doing ongoing inspections.

(_yt,

/ 24 _A Okay.

25 Q And how many paint crews were there?
:

.
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.1 A It was in the neighborhood of 20, 25, 28, 30
:

_

2 crews. And you've got to remember, my stand is, a man

- . 3' will work five days, whether it's Sunday through whatever,

4 and get two days off.

7 5 -Where you've got 30 crews of craft, they work seven

6 -days a week. So,-on some days I would only have seven men

7 there, other days I'd have eight. Some days I'd only have

8 five. You still have.your standard amount of 30 crews and

9 that was always a big bone of contention with the craft

-10 saying: You can't support us, you can't support us.

~ 11 - Well, gospel by E. Mouser is I will not work a man more

.12 ~ .than five days without two days off. I don't give a shit
'

.

-13 -what theyfare doing.
;(

'2
- 14 Q Okay, the numbers you have given us.as to the

'15 number.of paint crews _and inspectors, are they more

11'6 realistic than the example you.gave earlier,when you are

l'7 talking about five crews?

18 A I have had 30 - I_have had 25 crews on-site and

19 five' inspectors.

20- 0 At which site?

'21 A Comanche Peak. That happened down at the Peak.

22- That was the first'-- first couple of weeks I was there.

- 23' They were always trying to'do it like the old way. When

c 1/]N- -24 they _ finally. found out that I would only supply X amount
.

. 25 of people,- then they . cut down the amount of crews they : had.

.

-
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1 Plus they started hiring more inspectors, too.

2 O Was there a lot of overtime with regard to the
%

. ( ,) - 3. .QC inspectors for coatings?

4 A Yes. The first week I was there, to give you an

5 example, I talked to some of the guys and they had worked --

6 they had 120 hours straight -- not 120 hours but like 10-hour

7 shifts. They'd work 12 days without a day off. Some guys

8 would work three weeks, four weeks, without a day off.

9 O And did you do something to change that

10 procedure?

11 A Yes, I did. I made up a work chart showing when

12 the man would work and the days off he would have.

13 0 Did it result, basically, in 40-hour weeks?
Oi
'LJ 14. A It resulted in sometimes 50. I tried to keep it

15 down to 50, but sometimes they'd end up working 50.

16 O What did the QC inspectors think about reducing

17 the number.of hours they were working?

18 A They were pleased.

19 Q Notwithstanding the fact that it might affect

20 them economically?

21 A After you work six-and eight months for, you

22 know, one day off every month, inspectors are independent.

23 They don't give a hoot what you are paying them. They
j%
') 24 want the time off.._.

!

25 0 -They are not interested in the overtime pay or
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1. stuff? I read in the newspapers, for instance, that there

.
2 are labor union problems and workers are unhappy because

/")
(_/ 3 they are not being allowed to get overtime. You are

4 telling me that in this particular instance the workers

5 didn't mind having overtime being taken away from them?

6 A It's kind of like -- a lot of them were

7 traveling from Fort Worth to the project and it's an hour

8 and a half drive one way. And by the time they got home

9 it was -- they could see themselves leaving the door again

10 before they even had time to get their rest.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: I infer it's different when you

12 are working 40 hours and you want to get the 10, or you

_ 13 are working 50 and they want you to go to 70.

^- 14 THE WITNESS: -The push is usually on. If they

15 did want to work overtime, I had no problem at all. I had

16 work for them to do. But most of them -- you can talk to

17 the lot of them -- wanted time for themselves. A few of

18 the gentlemen had places down Houston, that they wanted to

19, have the weekend off to be back home. And me being a

20 family man I-want time off to see my family. I' wanted the

21 same for them.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: I infer this is a big improvement

23 in their living conditions?

[)\- 24 THE WITNESS: .It made a big difference to the

25 lot of them. I wouldn't stand by and say "get busy, get

u
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.l' to work." I don' t work that way.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: But it still didn't get to the
r"N-(,) 3 core of that morale problem?

'4 THE WITNESS: You have to remember the core of4

5 the morale problem started way back here, and to get to

6 the core you have to dig a long ways.

7: BY MR. TREBY:

8 Q Did you see some progress, though?

9 A Yes, I did. I felt the inspectors -- well, I

10 instituted a program. If they had a problem, I said: If

11 you've got a concern about something, somebody la giving

12 you a hard time, somebody is on your case, you write it

13 down, give it to me in a three-part memo and I'll make
.g--

' \J 14 sure it gets to who it is supposed to be. The inspectors

15 say: Well, are you. going to use those three-part memos to

16 blackmail us? I said: No, that's communication from you

17 to me.

18 I said: Give me a three-part memo. When it's over and

19 done with I'll give it back to you.

20 O' Were you getting any three-part memos?

21 A I'had a whole file of them.

22 O Was the result that that helped morale? Were

. 23 you able to accomplish anything?
A
(_) 24 A Yes, it happened a few times. In fact I can

25 quote a couple of examples where the craft said: We -- OC
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1 can't support us. You are not supporting us. And that's

2 not the case. Indeed, the inspector was there in the

) 3 morning. Craft wasn't ready. He came back an hour <ater.

4 They still weren't ready. He went back and did another

5 job.

6 Now you'are not supporting us. He wrote that in a

7 three-part memo. Nhen they come down and holler at me I

8 would pull out the three-part memo: Do you want to read

9 it? Get off my back.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: You'didn't say it in those words;
,

11 did you?

12 THE WITNESS: No. I didn't. We have ladies in

- 13 the room.
D'

kl 14 BY MR. TREBY:

15 0 I guess I would like to understand one thing,

16- then. It did seem to me from what you are. testifying that

17 morale was improving,-you were seeing some actual benefits.

18 Why was it, then, that after a month or so in the job you

19. gave us complaints on the grounds that the inspectors were

20 not being so cooperative and responsive to your

21 supervision?

22 A I could see a never-ending battle. I thought I

23' 'could come in and take care of it and it looked to be that

) 24 there was just no way, the amount of problems they had

25 down there, that they could take care of it.

.

._ _ - , _ _ . . _ - - . - . _ _ . . , _ . , . , , . . . . _ - , ~ - , , - - - , , - - . - - - . - - .
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' -1. I, in turn, talked to Mr. Brandt and told' Tom, my --

.
2- thelonly way I knew to take care of it would be to totally

.. 3 shut the= coating operation down, let.the inspectors catch

4 up, let'them get'their paperwork done and give them all a

5 week off -- even if you had to give it to them with pay tog

r 6 'make them feel-better. Bring them back, start up with

-7 enough crews that they could handle it and notg
*

8 overpressure inspectors. And you'd turn your production
i~
'

9 from 50 percent back to 100 percent.

|: 10' -Q What was.his reaction to that suggestion?.

11 ~A Totally unacceptable, which I figured it would

12 be because at_that point-in time there was_no way you, , .

.
~ 13 could do that.

D.

:. 14 O Were they concerned about production?

15 A- Very concerned about production.
!'

a;
_ ?l6- O Did your process of-eliminating the -- this,'I

;

17- guess what you would call " excess overtime"cdown to more

118 ' normal-hours, did that affect production?

19 .= A Yes.- We had.run a little -- charted a little-

|20 ' production-type chart, and' I worked directly with the -

21 production man to do it. And after we started getting.
;-

22 -some better. conditions for the inspectors, there started

:23 to be less unsat conditions, more accepted, areas, better'

. .
.

(}^,-%.- ~ 24 ' work.

'25 -Q So that even though they were working less hours

e-
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1 ~; the production was going up?

J2 JL- Yes.

f- 31 |Q - If you assume that production means --

4 A: Inspection production. Quality inspection

5 production, yes.
a- ..

j - 6 EXAMINATION

[' 7 .BY JUDGE BLOCH:
i

8 .Q .I'm not sure I understand. I think you were; >

c .

saying that there were more satisfactory areas of paint!: 9
.

l '

! : 10 - - completed; is that right?
j'

11- A. Yes, more completed satisfactory inspection'

12 _ reports turned in, which in turn made less unsats.

2 13 !Q That means actually more paint was being put on.,

14 in a satisfactory way?'

15 A No.

116 0 -No?

:17 .- A - -More^ quality paint -- more sat inspections.

1:8 |Q A higher.' percentage of sat?1

'19 A Yes.

20 Q But the total ~ amount of paint.being put on-might

21 have been somewhat less?

'22 A Well,-I really can't -- I can't comment on that

~ ~

_ . 23 because I don't ---I wasn't worried-about how much they..

;- . ? L24 put.on-the wall. I was just worried that it was good.

'

L25 Q. 'I infer from that also that people weren't

>

u
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1 worrying about that; is that right? People weren't

2 getting on you about how much paint was going on the wall?
/m

b 3 A Oh, yes. They tried.

4 O But you just never got concerned about that?

5 A It's not my_ job.

6 Q How did they try?

7 A Well, I had -- I don't know if anybody has ever

8 talked about the production supervisor. His name was

9 Junior Haley. He weighed about 320 pounds and stood about

10 -6 foot 4 and he liked to get up in your face and point his

11 finger at you. I said: The next time you point that
,

-12 finger at me, I'm going.to tear it off and stick it in

13 your face. You don't treat me like that. I'm not a dog.
t
\' 14 If you do it again I'm going to take it off and stick it

15 in your face. After that he never bothered me. He said:

16- If you have_a problem I'll listen to you,:but if you come

17 just to gripe and bellyache don't bullshit because I

18 haven't time. That-helped a lot. In fact I backed him

19 down two or three meetings. I told him he didn't have any

20 reason to open his mouth. This helped out the inspectors

'21 a lot, too.

22 O It sounds to me like you didn't have any

23 problems with the inspectors. You had some with the

24 supervisors?

'

25 A Yes.
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l- 0 Which was really more important to you?

2 A I don't think you can say "more important."

3 They both kind of go hand in hand.

4 Q Because the problems with the supervisors

5 affected the way had you to deal with the workers --

6 A Inspectors.- Because if the supervisor was

7 trying to stick it to me, he could produce all kinds of

8 things we couldn't inspect, and make me look bad. Then

9 again, I could make him look bad. It was a mutual road.

10 If he cooperated with me, I'd cooperate with him. If he

11 didn't cooperate with me, I could make it hard on a man.

12 I'd make sure they found those light spots or found the

13 one pinhole in the wall.

(
14 0 What you wanted was kind of a win / win situation;

15 wasn't it?

16 A I wanted cooperation. IIe wanted them to work

17 with us so we could work with them. My big concern with

18 that_was so the inspectors could see that the craft is not

19 .trying to stick it to us, and that they are willing to

20 work with us and in turn make the inspectors be willing to

21 - work with them.

22 DIRECT EXAMINATION (Continued)

23 BY MR. TREBY:

C)\Y 24 0 I just would like to clear up one thing. You

25 were talking about quality paint versus nonquality paint.

L.
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l' A- Yes.

2 O Is what you meant the amount of paint that was

-(}/
-r

_ 3 found " sat" versus the amount of paint that may have been

4 found "unsat" but wasn't redone because then it was.put on

5 a nonqualification -- a nonqualified list -- on an exempt

6 log? Excuse me. I guess that's the term.

-7 Do you know what an exempt log is?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Why don't you indicate what your understanding

10 of an exempt log is?

11 A My understanding of what an exempt log is, is

12 there are certain areas in the plant that can't be coated.

13 Physically impossible to get to.,_s
e i

14 Say you've got two gusset plates on a structural beam"

15 that are welded together. Behind those two gusset plates

16 is 40 square inches of paint that you cannot physically

17 get on or_you cannot physically inspect after it has been

18 painted.

19- That needs to be noted on an exempt log, and put on an

20 exempt log and accepted by_ engineering or by the designer,

21 the A and E, as to being "okay."

22 In other words, it's an up-front list of-things that --

23 so, say the NRC comes in, it's an up-front list, here you
m-
'. 1 24 give them the list, you've got 47 square feet throughouts-

'25 the plant _ that's on the exempt list s this area, this area,
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1 this area, this area. These are areas that are not

2 inspectable or coatable. Those are exempt.

:k_s) 3 O Are those the only items that can be listed on

e

4 the exempt log, in your view?

5 A As far as I'm concerned, yes. If it's an area

6 that is coated and it's not right, and it's acceptable --

7 or it's accessible, it's no good.

8 Q It ought to be redone and not put on the exempt

9 log, in your view?

10 A Yes. If it's an area they come in and coat it

11 and then we put something up and you can't inspect it,

12 then it's inaccessible or.an exempt log.

13 JUDGE BLOCH: Why would that happen? Why wasn't
O
\l 14 it inspected before they put something up?

15 THE WITNESS: They do that kind of thing all the

16 time. The biggest is HVAC, heating / ventilating. They

17 come in, coap a wall -- and that thing just looks like the

18- sheen comes off and is ready, it's dry, cured out -- they

19 are up there just like that, putting -- hanging the

20 hangers and putting the duct work up. The right hand

21 doesn't know what the left hand is doing.

22 .In a case like that, as far as I'm concerned, the HVAC

23 comes down and you inspect it. But, a lot of cases they
,

(J 24 can go to the exempt log and the engineer will accept it

25 as part'of the exempt. That's the engineer's decision.
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1 Hey, ifEhe overrides my decision, that's fine. If he
,

2 wants to put his name on it, that's fine. I'm not going<

[ -. 3 to put my.name on it. That's up to him.

'4' MR. TREBY: I don't think I understand what you

5 mean by " exempt log." I guess I want to go back to what

~6 -do you mean by " quality paint."
,

7 THE WITNESS: I don't know in what context we
.

8 .got into that, but quality paint is paint that is in a

9 safety-related area. Nonquality paint --

| 10 JUDGE BLOCH: That wasn't the context.

11 THE WITNESS: I don't unierstand the context.,

: 12 JUDGE BLOCH: The context was in terms of your

13 saying there was more quality paint when you cut down the

i.(T)-

'- -14 ' hours..
,

15 THE WITNESS: Poor quality paint -- what I mean

16- was paint that was inspected and accepted.
~

17 Say, let's'see if I can describe it. More quality

I 18 -paint -- you had.30 crews painting. You can only inspect'

i. 19 what 10 crews'did. As far as I'm concerned, the other is
~

;

!' 20 not quality paint. It might be' applied as quality paint.

j- This.is the term that I have applied to it. .Okay?21'

12 2 When-I say " quality paint" in this frame, is 10 crews 1
,

;23 - put it on. .We inspected what 10 crews did. That's

24 quality paint.-
u -

25 If'12-crews did it and we only inspect what, 10, we had

,
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1 quality paint from 10, it wasn't quality paint from the

2~ other two.

. sQ
(/ 3 BY MR. TREBY:

4 O The other two hadn't been inspected?

5 A It might turn out to be quality paint.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: So you are really talking-about

7 'more inspections?

8 THE WITNESS: Yes. Inspections increased. The

9 square. footage inspected increased.

10 I have my own jargon for a lot of these things.

'll JUDGE BLOCH: That's why we ask the questions.

12 Everyone does that. We have to figure out what it means.

13 THE WITNESS: It is a little code we have as
~

14 inspectors, we try to set'it up so no one can understand

15 what we are talking about.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Now you know what a profession is.

17 MR. ROISMAN: He can be a lawyer.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: Let's take a recess.

'19 (Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the hearing was

20 recessed, to reconvene at 2:10 p.m., this same day.)

21

22

23

-| )(/ 24

25-

,
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1 AFTERNOON SESSIGN (2:10 p.m.)

2 Whereupon,,.

. n)3s- 3~ EVERT MOUSER

4 was resumed as a witness'and, having been previously duly

*

5 . sworn, was examined and testified further as follows:

6- JUDGE.BLOCH: Good afternoon. Mr. Mouser,

"

-7. welcome here. It looks different, it's the same process.-

8 You continue to im under oath.

9 DIRECT EXAMINATION (Continued)

10 BY MR.-TREBY:

11 O Mr. Mouser, did you show the trip report to anyone

12 -other than the' gentlemen you mentioned this morning?

13 A .That was Gary Yando and -- no, I don't think I
;_ ,

9' 4 14 .did'-- no, I didn't. The only gentleman I talked about

o 15 was the one I talked about this morning.

16 -Q Did'Mr. Lipinski ever ask you to keep that

17- memorandum confidential?

- 18 :A Not that I-remember; no.
~

19- Q- -Did he ever use language such as,s"This is.for

- 20 your eyes only,".or similar-type language?
'

21- A No.

*

22 JUDGE.BLOCH: I'm not sure what's.similar

' 23 language to that.

p): - 24 MR. TREBY: Well, " Keep it to yourself," or " Keep\-
s

- 25 it under your hat" -- those kinds of phrases?. ,

!

>

l

!

L __ -

--
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1 THE WITNESS: No. I don't recall anything like

2. that.

f)
if 3. BY MR. TREBY:

4 O Do you recall ever having any conversations with

5 other QC' inspectors, which indicated that they may have

6 .gotten a copy from Mr. Lipinski?

7 -A No.

8 -Q You mentioned that you had become acquainted

19 with Mr. Miller. Did Mr. Miller ever indicate that he had

-10 a copy of the trip report? '

11 A LNot that I recall.

12 O Was Mr. Brandt your supervisor when you became

-13 the QC~ supervisor?

-('- 14 A Yes, he was.

15~ .O What kind of relationship did you have with

16 Mr. Brandt?4

17 A Just a working relationship.- Just, you know, I
'

18 knew'him on the job and that's all.

19 O Was he approachable? Could you go in his office ,

s

20 ,and talk about matters related to work?

21' A .Yes. I could.

22 0 Did you ever go into his office and talk about

23 this trip report?

24 A No. I did not.

25 0 or any of the matters contained in the trip

,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ .__
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1 report? |
|

2 A I talked to him about painter certification. I l

(,/ 3 told him I was concerned about the way they were doing it,

4 and Mr. Brandt assured me that they were doing it I

5 correctly. And I asked him to, you know, produce j

6 something to show this.

7 O Did he do that?

8 A Yes, he did. We sat down and we talked; we

9 looked at the requirements in ANSI, it says in ANSI -- I'm

10 trying to recall it from memory -- but basically that the

11 superintendent, or his designee is responsible for the

12 certification of the painters. And, upon that explanation,

13 I said: Okay, fine, if that's the way they are doing it,,

! )
'' 14 on-site then that's the way we'll have to accept it.

15 I, at that time, told him that the program that they

16 had was not sufficient to handle that. They weren't doing

17 it correctly. They should be a little bit more extensive.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: Under the ANSI code he had just

19 shown to you or some other reason?

20 THE WITNESS: No. Just my only personal reason.

21 I didn't feel that having them go out and spray just a

22 flat panel-type affair would suffice to prove that they

23 could, indeed, apply coating material to channel iron,
,_

i

24 pipe, or something like this and do it correctly. You'

25 know, there's a bit of difference in that. That was my
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l concern.

!
'

>
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~

-I also. talked to production about it. I^ told tilem the'2 '
' '

y y
'

_.

same thing, I didn't feel that, you know, tyey were doing~3

i - ? '+
. 4 ~- .it quite' correctly.

"

L^ '! s 3
I

.
,

-5. BY MR. TREBY: \ 1, *

9 'g ( ' .,-

;6 :Q Did you ever talk to anybody, any one of-thes ,

.7 Applicants about this coatitigs material or paint material
3 p3

p '8 you had seen on the pallet . dck-ing the tone that you and -

!' '9 ' Mr. Lipinski had made on-site?
.N'|'

-10 -A 'Yes, I brought that up with the craf t G;

11 ' superintendent-and talked to him-'about it and told him j- ,

L 12- that it wasn't a good program, to have'the material 4 - '

j. ->
: 13_ ' '' setting out dhere. It hurt him as much as it hurt-us. i:

,
<

' b' ~ .14.,' Q And what was his: response to that?.
)

L 15- A Well, he was. interested in talk'ng?to'me'abouti

~

~

-16 it. . _He said that he . wanted my ideas. and that : they'd - see -
|

17- .if they could get-something that.would be satisfactory, ,

'wi
:10 both to .them<and to us.

:
_

19 JUDGE BLOCH: I'm sorry,'at thatwtime you-
3

:
I.

20' weren't even working as coatinga lead, were you? +
,

21 THE WITNESS: -No. Thist was af terwards.-

,

,, ,

22 JUDGE BLOCH: So after you became-a lead you

. .
23- remembered what you had seen with.Mr. Lipinskir is that:- [

' ~

'

-24. .what"you are saying?
,

25 THE WITNESS: Well, this was after I.became t

.

N ~

4, ,. .

,% k g

sN,s
n

. w

.
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'l supervisor,11n fact, did.I talk.to him about this.

12 JUDCE BLOCH: Were you talking about the

): 3. incident where you saw the paint on the pallet with
'

4 'Mr. Lipinski, or was it some subsequent time or times that

:5 you saw the same thing?

6 THE WITNESS: Subsequent times that I saw the

7| same thing.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: :Was it a regular practice?

19 THE WITNESS: _ Yes -- well, to bring it down on

10 the-back of the flatbed truck from the paint shop, and I

:11 got a'little concerned about that after being mixed.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: What about standing in the sun?

13 THE WITNESS: Standing in the sun -- I told him
_

.\ ^ 14' I'was very concerned about that because it cuts down1the

15 ! viscosity of the-paint. In' turn, it's hard for his

16: . applicators to put it on the wall; in turn, you get bad

17- product; in turn, you'get bad reports.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: Was there a history of.the paint

19 which showed'that it sat out in the sun?

20 LTHE WITNESS: That was pretty hard to track. 'We

21 had a' sheet tacked-to each can of paint that-came down and

~

22. we had on it the time mixed and where it was mixed and the

(23. inspector that watched the operation. That's the
. /3

' A.J ~ 24 --documentation that came with it. They ended up by being

25 just a small'2' tar 3 or 3 by 3 tag, and those tags could be
3

:
i-

?,

Lt
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l misplaced very easily. And I made mention of that to him,

2 but-that's the system they had, was the tags.

) 3 JUDGE BLOCH: When the tag was still with the

4 can it was pretty well documented, but even when it wasn't --

5 when it was with the ca'n it said nothing about the

6 . location of the paint between the time of mixing and the

7 time of use; is that right?

8 THE WITNESS: That's true.

'9 JUDGE BLOCH: Was there a procedure for noting

10 that something was out in the sun?

11 THE WITNESS: No, there wasn't.

12. JUDGE BLOCH: Did you ever discuss'these things,

13 'that.we juste talked about, with Mr. Lipinski?,.

N' Ll4 THE WITNESS: Not that specifically; no. That

15 was even after the time that-he was there, after the time

16 in August.

17 BY MR. TREBY:

18 .Q. But you have had subsequent conversations with

19 Mr. Lipinski;since August?

E20 :A- - Since' that August.

21 O' I'm not.asking you.when. I'm just asking you

, 22- whether you have'or have'not'had subsequent conversations

*

.. '23' with him?
fT
's): 24: A Yes. We.have --

L25- O 'And he knew that you were now the -- first the

[ ^ '
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1 lead inspector and then the supervisor of the QC coatings

2 people; is that correct?

3 A Yes. Yes.

4 Q Did he ever inquire of you whether you had taken

5 any . action with regard to some of the matters that had

6 been listed in his trip report in your position now in the

7 coatings department?

8 A I told him that we were looking into them, that

9 my concern was over the certification of applicators; and'

10 also I talked to.him about the coating materials. I told

11 him, you know, that it looked like we were going to get

12 something accomplished getting the system changed.

13 O What was his reaction when you told him what
,.

\ ')(

14 actions you were taking?

15 A He said fine, basically.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: .I'm sorry. This morning I thought

17 one of the areas that.he asked you to look into in August

18 was traceability of-materials?

19 'THE WITNESS: Yes.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Was this concern of yours about

21 . paint sitting out in the sun part of your concern-about

22 traceability of materials?

23 THE WITNESS: One aspect; yes,
y

4 ~

\_/' :24 JUDGE BLOCH: And so did you, at some point,

25 respond to Mr. Lipinski's request to you about
y

'

o

h

L_ _
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| 1 traceability of materials by talking to him about it?
!

2 THE WITNESS: I remember -- I think I mentioned

f )s , 3 the cards to'him, that we used 3 by -- 2 by 2 card, or tag,

4 for it, to maintain traceability from the paint shop down

5 to the point of use.

6 BY MR. TREBY:

7 O Did you ever tell him that the tags fall off

8 from time to time?

9 A Yes.

10 0 And did you tell him that that tag didn't

11 indicate whether things were sitting out in the sun?

12 A Yes. We talked about that.

13 O And about when did you talk about that, what

(V_h 14 date?

.. 15- A Oh, this is the latter part of August, first of
.

- 16 September; somewhere in that area.

17 O What did you do with the trip report after you

18 had your brief discussion with Mr. Lipinski about it in

19 August?

- 20 A Okay. When he was there?
.

21 O Yes.

22 A Okay. I went down and read it and then put it
~

23 in my desk, in my center desk drawer.
.?s

k )L 24 O Did it remain in your center desk drawer?m

25- A No , it did not.

h .. .. -c . .
. .

.-__ _ _ - - - . - _ - - - _
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1: Q Did you remove it from your center desk drawer?

2 'A. I did at.one time and disposed of it; yes.

. g-)3
.

'

s_ 3 0 can you tell us when that occurred?
,

4 A Okay. That occurred -- well, I'm not really

5 sure when I:got rid of it. i
1

6. O Do you have an approximate time?

7 A I could say a couple of weeks after he was there,
1
l8 a week after, something like that. Maybe two weeks.

.

9 O' Why did you dispose of it at that time?
.

10 A. At that time -- prior to disposing of the report,

11 there had been a break-in on my desk and a number of items

12 were taken and the trip report was moved and by looking at

13 the trip report I could tell that they had removed the
,,s

\" 14 staples, and I just assumed from that point that they had

. 15 .made a copy of it.

16 -Q Now, can you tell us.when you recall this

17 break-in taking place?

18, A No, I can't.. I can't recall the dates. I

19 reported it_to security.

20 O Do you' recall when you did that? Can you tell

21 us what month we'are' talking about, anyway?

<22 A Oh --

23- 3) To the best of your recollection?

: 24 A lit-had to have been August, September---

25 somewhere-in that area.

_ _ _ _ . - ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ '
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1 Q Do you know what your job description, or what

2_ position you held at the time that your desk was broken
7-
(_) 3 into?

4 A Supervisor. QC supervisor.

5 O And when did you become the QC supervisor?

'6 -A Latter part oftAugust, somewhere in that-area.

7 O You were not the QC supervisor at the time that

8 Mr. Lipinski came for his August 9th and 10th site visit,

9 were you?

10 A No. I was the lead at that time.

11 Q And, as I understand your earlier testimony, at

12 .that time you had a desk which was located in some space

13 in the trailer?
A

14 A Yes. It was located in front of the QC-

15 supervisor's cubicle, or the office space he had in the

16 end of the trailer. I was just one desk in front of it.

17 Q When you became the supervisor, you then would

18 move desks; correct?

'19 A Yes.

~ 20 .O And you moved all the materials wiEhin the desk?

21 A Yes.

22 O Do you recall-moving the trip report from one

.
23 desk to the other desk?

y,

~\_-)l
24 A It was in the papers -- all the papers were at-

25 the desk. There was a number of personnel evaluations,

.

,

L
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1 personal papers, things like that. That specifically --

2 O I would like to clear up something we discussed
,m.
,
'

' (_s 3- earlier this morning and that is, when you had gotten the

4 trip report from Mr. Lipinski and you were reading it

5 during the lunch hour or something like that I had

6 understood your testimony to be that you were sitting in

7 .your sort of separate office, reading it and muttering to

8 yourself. And this caused your QC inspector, who was

9 working on quality control documents, to come and talk to

10 you. I don't understand how that could have happened if

11- you were still the lead inspector at that time.

-12 A How it could be -- oh, I see what you are -- I

. 13 . guess in all the back and forth -- I'm getting the days,

'

14 the times kind of jived together. But that was, indeed,

15 -the time when I was outside, there in front, and Mr. Yando

16. .was out on the other end of the trailer, down doing the

: ..

work on the other end. And I did, indeed, mutter to17

18 myself-there about it,-did talk to him about it also.

19 0 . What --

20. A And I guess I'm getting the two different places

'21 mixed up, is what I'm doing.

22. O Okay. I just want you to be sure of your

23 testimony. If there's anything else you want to correct --, " . ,
.

V 24| A- |When I was out, sitting out'in front as a lead

'

25~ and when I got to supervisor, I moved into the office --

t
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1 and, like I say, I don't even recall the days that I moved

2 in. It could have been the 20th of September, the 10th of

()N 3 August -- I don't recall those dates.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: It sounds to me that you prefer to

5 recollect yourself as supervisor rather than the job as

6 lead?

7 THE WITNESS: Well, I had the job as supervisor

8 and I had the responsibility, and he was there and I had

9 both jobs. I knew I was going to be taking over, so I

10 went' ahead and did the job, the job that was to im done.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: No , I just meant why you pictured

12 yourself in the other office instead of the open office.

.
13 BY MR. TREBY:

,)!

\/~ 14 O Are you sure it's Mr. Yando, still, even though

15 we are talking about a different location?'

11 6 A Yes, I'm pretty sure it was Mr. Yando because

17 he's the only one.in there doing documentation.

18 O Was he doing documentation work even before you

19 became the supervisor?

20 A We had talked about-it prior to this.. I don't

# 21 recall if he was, but I know we had talked about it.

22 O Was that something that you could have initiated

23 as the. lead inspector?
,

k.J 24 A Yes.

25 O Would it have required the supervisor's, approval,

c--
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l' who at.that time I assume was Harry Williams?

2 A' Yes. I think Harry probably would have went )

'q/ 3 along-with me without any problems. In fact I think I had
~

l

4 ta'lked to Harry about having something like that done.
;

I

5 0 And now, just to be clear since we, perhaps,

6 have confused you by moving between August and September -- |

7 A Yes. You jerked me back and forth. |

8 Q. I want you to be very clear. What desk do you

9 think was broken into?

10 A The one I was sitting at. That's kind of a

11- blanket. statement? It would have had to have been the

12: desk in front'at the door of the trailer -- just back of
'

13 the door of the trailer.-
-

14- O So'this would have occurred before you became

15_ ' the supervisor and were still the lead inspector?

16 A- Yes.

- 17 Q Now, this desk, was that your sole desk or was

18- that a desk that you shared with anyone?
,

19 A No , that was my sole' desk.-

20 _Q . And did that desk also contain_a. key so that it

L 21' ' could be locked?

22 A -Yes, it did. In fact.I made it a point to bring:

<. .
23 -my center drawer down from my desk on the hill and put it i

| f3A,) ' -- 24 in this~one.:

Are the-drawers interchangeable?-25 O ;

.

We '- "*-M e efs- - @ - ep at-yg - e4 y n ,my-p er e g y q-- q,y ep- c-Dyw>y,, oye yc gp ' 9 ,,ew-yyw9,,p= w.Wp4 -- me-*--P9my g@se 9 y - - W -
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1 A Yes, they are interchangeable.

;2' O Interchangeable -- thank you. j
~rs ,

(_) 3 Now, you indicated that you reported the break-in to
{

4 security?
|
|

5 A Yes.
|
:

6 Q When did you report it to security? That is, i

7- how soon after you became aware of the break-in?

8 A I noticed it that morning and called security.
,

9 Now, this could have been happening for a number of days.

10 'And the reason I noticed it was that the desk drawer was

11 half open, and on this desk you just turn the lock and a

12 little arm comes up. And that was not in the slot that it

.
13 should have been in; it had been pried down and not put

'

14 back in the slot. So they could have been getting in,.you--

15 know, all the time along.

16' O Would you have noticed whether somebody had

17 gotten into your desk?

18 A Yes,=I'would have.
,

19 Q. How would you have noticed that?

20 A _Over the years I have kind of, I guess you could

21 say, established a strange type of way to handle things.

22 All my papers that I have that are pertaining to-personnel
~

-23 _or matters like this,'that I'm very interested in, or are
'(~%
'w.I 24 important, I put to myfcenter desk drawer on.one side and'

25 I lay them face down and I leave them in a stack with

,

-
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1 nothing else around them.

2 O And if they are disturbed in some way you would

(n_) 3 notice that?

4 A -Yes, I would.

5 0 And did you notice that at any time before you

6 found the desk half opened, or partially opened?
,

7- A No. I had not.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Had you been in the drawer so you

9 would have?

10 THE WITNESS: Yes. I got in every day. I had a

11 .special -- a lot of people have special things that they

12 use in-their desks, pens,_ pencils -- that's the way with

- 13 me. I have a special pen that I use all the time and I

\ 14 get in there -- keep it locked up.

-15 BY MR. TREBY:

16 Q Do you have a practice of locking the desk every

17 night?,

18 A. Yes, I do.

19 O How do you know that you have done that every

20 night?

21 A It's just second nature with me to lock it.

22 O Who did you report it to with security?

23 A TUGCO security.
grN .
\_)- 24- O 'Do you know the name of the person you reported

25 it to?
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1 A No , I don't.

2 O What response did you get from TUGCO security
. , - - .

; .s_/ 3 when you reported this break-in?

4 A They came down and talked to me about it.

5 O Did they make out a report?

6 A- I did not see a report.<

t.

7 'Q. Did you see anybody taking notes when they came

1. 8 ' down tx) talk to.you about it?

9 A Yes, I did. The gentleman who was talking tx) me

10; had one of these 3 by 5 spiral notebooks and he was

11. writing information-in it.

_12 O Do you notice-whether TUGCO has'a' specific form;

l'

13 that is used when an incident.of that nature occurs?
,

'

' - 14 A Prior to this time I did not. But I have~an

-15 incident report here-in front of me that I had looked.at,.

Ifi that has a'-- just says: " Corporate security; incident

17 report."

18' This, I_ guess, is from another: break-in in another desk,

19 .so I docknow now that he did this, but at the' time I-did

i
20~ not. I didn't know they had a form or anything.n

p.

21 .O _ What-sort of items were taken-from your desk

22' ' drawer?

q .
23 A There were two_ personnel evaluations and one of

,

'24; my pens was missing and the report'was disturbed. It.was
,.

25 facing -- it was= laying face up.
_

+

,.

(i

L
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1 _Q Which personnel folders were taken? >

2 A- Well, let me -- it wasn't folders. It wasn't
/- ,

(_/ 3' personal folders. It was personnel evaluation.

4 -One for Walter Elliott, and Margaret Locke, I think,

._ 5 were the two that *iere taken.

6 MR. WATKINS: What was the first name, excuse me?

7 THE WITNESS: Walter Elliott, Wally Elliott, and

8. Margaret Locke?

9 BY MR. TREBY:

10 Q . Did security ever complete their investigation

11 of this break-in?-
'

12 A- I~never heard that the investigation had been

. 13 completed. I'did hear that -- all right, _and-I was told

[)N- ~14~ that there was a man that spent time in the trailer, a

15 security guard that sat in the trailer and one that sat

16 outside'in~a truck.
,

17 O Did you personally observe anybody sitting.in

18 the trailer?

- 19 . A I did not. This was done on second shift. The

20 man was in the trailer'on second shift.

21- O Did you ever hear any comments about that from

22 Mr. Fred Dunham,_who would have been thw lead inspector on

?23 ~ the-second shift?
,~-
,

- 24 A- .Yes, I did. Fred come in.to me one day _and.was

.25 complaining about having security sitting in the-trailer

-,;
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l- and why they were there? I told him that there was a

.2 break-in and they had tried to -- were trying to find out

) . 3 what went on.

4 Q Did you tell anybody else, any of the other QC

5 inspectors that there had been a break-in?

15 A No, I did not.

7- O Had there been a break-in in anybody else's desk

8 in'the trailer?

9 A Not to my knowledge; no.
~

~ 10. O Yours was the only desk-that was broken into?

'll ' A Yes.

12. O Would you have had those personnel materials as
~

_
13 the lead inspector?

- 14 A Yes.' '

15 Q Did you put in a claim for this personal pen

16 that was taken from you?'

' 17 A No, I did not.

18 -Q Why not?.
_

19'. A~- I just replaced it on my own. In fact I think
-

.

20 the pen.came from TUGCO,. so --

.21 JUDGE BLOCH: Did you share with anyone your

22 observation that the staple had been removed from the

23 ~Lipinski' report? The trip report?
y-
\_s 24- THE WITNESS: I don't recall saying anything to

25. anyone about it; no.

;

e r , , , - - - - - - , . ,--.,,,,- ., -- --- ,_,,,,,. . . . - , . , , - - . , - . , , . m.. , - - - , ., , , , - ,
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~

l~ JUDGE BLOCH: When was the first time that you

2 did mention that to somebody? Was it right here or was it
, ,

Q 3 sometime before this?

4 THE WITNESS: Sometime before this. I talked to
'

5 Tom-Brandt. He called me one day back in November. And

6 then I talked to Billie Garde, also, about it.

7- JUDGE BLOCH: But at the time that the break-in

8 occurred, you didn't mention that to anybody, as best you

9: can:-remember?

10 THE WITNESS: I don't recall -- no.

- 11 JUDGE BLOCH: Did it occur to you that you might
'

12 mention that to somebody?
.

~ 13. THE WITNESS: No.
f
\ 14 BY MR. TREBY:

15 O' Exactly what~information'did you give security
_.

I 16 when you reported the break-in?

17 A I told them that ~ the:-- what had_ happened, that-

18' the personnel evaluations were taken and-that a pen was
~

.19 ~ stolen.
'

20 O That's all you told them?

21' A Yes.'

,

,

. 22 O Was-there_any reason why you didn't mention the

- 23' fact that this trip' report had been disturbed?
~

_p
lsh 24 A- -None whatsoever. It's_ kind of.- you know, it'sy

25 . kind of hard to prove it.. .You assume.they make a copy,

|-

tm

!

^;;

._

_ - - - _ _ __ _
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1 you are making a lot of assumptions to security. And when

'2 you make an assumption to a security guard they
.m:
(_)'- 3 immediately, you know, start making all kinds of wild

L4 things. That's why I didn't make any assumption, to that

5 account.

6 Q Well, you at least did not report it to the

7 security guard?

8 A No, I did not.

9 Q Or the security person?

10 A. I did not tell him.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Did you mention that this was in

12 the desk in addition to the personal matters?

13 THE WITNESS: He asked me what was in the desk

14 and I said a number'of other items, but I said those were

15 the only ones that were taken.
,

16 BY MR. TREBY:

17 Q Did'you mention to Mr. Lipinski that your desk<

'

18 had been broken ~into and the staples appeared to have been.

'19 tampered with on the. security -- on.the trip report?

20 A No , I did not.

21- -Q Is there any reason why-you didn't tell him-

'

22- about: that?

.
2 3 '.' 'A' No. No reason at all.'

/~Y
. Just that, you.Know, cit

V- 24 .never'came up.

25 JUDGE BLOCH: Is this something that you

w
. - . - _ . - - - ,
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.1 realized at the time that it happened that that staple had

.

2 been taken out, or was this something you thought about

Od 3 later when you knew the report had been leaked?

-4~ THE WITNESS: It was kind of an afterthought.

5- Items like that I try to -- you know, I put-the staple in

'6 one' direction because then everything fits together and

-: 7 you don't have troubles. At the time it was in the back

8 of my mind, but then after I was notified that the trip

9 report was out, I started putting things together and it

10 dawned on me that yes, indeed, that's what had-happened.-

11' JUDGE BLOCH: So that might have been the first

12 time that you - realized it?

13f THE WITNESS: Yes.,.

'14. BY MR. TREBY:

15 Q -Now, you indicated earlier that you had disposed

' 16 : 'of the trip report?

17- :A Yes.

18 . Q '- What-was the-' time relationship between the.-

:19 - . break-in and when'you-disposed of the trip report?

'20 1A- Not too long after that..

21 O What does'that mean in, terms of' days or weeks?,

~

22; Are we' talking': days or are we talking weeks?

23 A- 'We are talking days.-

.. .

p/ '
.s. L24 Q -why.was it that you decided to dispose of the

J25. . trip report?

cx
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1 'A I really don't have a reason for it. Just
1

'

2 getting rid of it.
.

~

3 -There's a lot of things that I got out of the desk that

14 I felt'might, you know, might not be good to have in there.
,

-5 I don't'know the specific reason right now why I got rid

6 of it; no.
4

7 O Did you get rid of any other items out of your

8 -desk at the same time?

^9 A Yes. I disposed of a number of things. Old
,

- 10 copies -- copies of old reports and things like that, that

11_ I had been keeping.

1 - 12 O Why would you have been keeping. copies of old

, - 13 _ reports?
,.

' 14 . ?L . To check on unsat conditions'and things like

15 that; items that were -- you know, there might be one item

'16= that world be of. interest to me to'go and look back into.

I 17 Just kept a copy of that.

'

: 18 JUDGE BLOCH: These things,-you-also had a file-

19 withgsuch things--and you had a person working on-them

20 . regularly; right? -What-was.the difference between the-

21 ones you kept in.your desk drawer and'the ones you kept-in:

22 :the file?

'

: 23. .THE' WITNESS : ' The ones I kept in my desk drawer
f'T -
N_l: . :2<4 - were copies of:these, and they might cover one specific

- 25 ~ item;-like we hadione ceiling down in the-containment that
=-

;
. . , , .

r
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'
1 had high chair shoes that were showing up. And there was

2 two reports on that, so I kept reports on those.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: High chair shoes?

4 THE WITNESS:- Rebar polyester chairs that had a
'I

5 plastic cup or a shoe on the bottom of them and that

6 showed up a number of times. I was just keeping the copy
,

7 of the report. It was always -- if we have another one in

8 I'could pull that out and say, " Hey, we have a big problem

9 here, that's something to take care of." It was just to

10 remind me what was going on.
'

11 BY MR. TREBY:
~

12 Q- When you disposed of the trip report how did you

i 13 . dispose of it?.
.

f - 14 A ~I threw.it away. I don't remember if I wadded

15. it up or tore it up.

16 Q You don't recall?
.

17- A No , I' don't.

. i

18 O And did you dispose of it in a trash can in your

19 office? Or did you take it somewhere else to dispose of

20- it?

21 A- I disposed of it in a trash can in the office.

' ~ 22 O Did-you think that you needed to handle it in

..

23 any special way.or did you just treat'it as any piece of
- r'T
h~/ 24- -paper you were getting rid of?

25 A I-just treated it as a piece of paper, getting

4

5
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1 rid of it.

2~ JUDGE BLOCH: Then why did you wad it up? Do

3 .you wad up everything you throw away or just throw it in

4 the trash?

5 THE WITNESS: I have to throw it a little ways.

6 I just wad it up --

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Helps your aim?

8 THE WITNESS: Yes.

9 BY MR. TREBY:

10 0 I don't know whether you said you wadded it up.

11 I thought you said you didn't recall?

12 A Wad it up into a small wad or a big wad -- tear

._
-13 it up -- I wasn't sure. I wasn't sure whether I had to

' 14 throw it a cross.

15 JUDGE-BLOCH: At the time you did that were you

16 concerned that someone might find it?

17 THE WITNESS: No, I wasn't.

18 BY MR. TREBY:-,

'

19 O Was there anything about this report that would

20 cause you to think that it required any kindlof special a

; 21 handling?

; 22 A Yes. .There was one spot. The part about Tom

23 Miller in.there; what Brandt said about'having him at'the

24 airport -- I thought that was kind of a " shady" comment.

25 0 Under those circumstances, did you think that

i

i
i

. - - , . . . . . . - . - , - , ,.----...,--.,-,..n , , ~ - , . - , . . - . . . _ . .-,..-,_., - , , ., . - _ . . . , , . , . - . . , - .
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1 you ought to treat this document in any special way?

2 A No.

.
3 O Do you ever bring home documents from the site?

4 Papers or stuff that you want to keep --

5 A Yes. Papers I was working on, things like that.

6 But I never brought any documents that were produced --

7 always were made -- kept at the site. Something I never

8 took was any documents.
1

9 O Did it ever occur to you to bring this trip

10 report home and keep it at your home rather than in your

* 11 desk drawer at work?

12 A No. Not really.

13 0 In your subsequent conversations with>

("T,

\2 14 Mr. Lipinski, did he ever indicate that there was anything

15 special about this trip report or ever ask you about it

I 16 again?

17 A Yes. He asked me about it later on; yes.

18 0 when was that?

19 A I guess during the conversations we had over the

20 last six or eight months; or even the last year, in fact.

21 O Well, did there come a time when you became

22 aware of the fact that other copies of the trip report

23 were on-site?

(~/h
'

s_ 24 A Yes. Well -- not when I was on-site, I did not.

25 I didn't know whether there was anything else there.
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1 Q When did you leave the site?

; 2 A October 20-something.

-

- 3' O Towards the end of October?

4~ A Yes.
)

5 Q And up to that time were you aware that the trip

6 report had surfaced on-site prior to your leaving'the site?

7 A No. I had not -- I didn't know anything about

8 it.

9 Q Did you tell Mr. Lipinski that you were going to
,

10 resign from your job at Comanche Peak?

'

11 A Yes, I did.

12 Q Did you recall about when you told him?;

13 A Sometime in the early part of,_ middle of October;
_,

_t -

14 prior to my leaving.

15L Q When you told him that' piece of information,.was

16 that during one of these conversations, telephone

17_ conversations that you and he had?

18 A Yes, it was.

19 0 Who initiated that telephone conversation; do

20 you know?-

21 A 'That I don't recall; no.

22 On-that who initiated the conversation -- who initiated

.
23 the initial -- about my?

'

24 O Yes.

25 A It was probably by me.
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1 Q Well, I guess one of the things I was asking --

2 I have two questions, I guess.
s

(_) 3 A Okay.

4 0 One, you are the one who told him that you were

5 leaving?

6 A Yes.

7 Q He didn't ask you: "Are you leaving?" You told

8 him?

9 A I told him I was leaving..

10 Q I guess the second question I have is, had you

11. called him up to tell him that or did this just come up in

12 the course of some telephone conversation where he had,

13 called you first?_;

14 A That I don't -- well -- I don't recall if he had

15 called me or if I had called him.

16 Q Did you sometimes call him?

17 A Yes, I did.

18 O The fact that'you were leaving the-Comanche Peak

19 site,:was that pretty important news in your view?

| 20 A It made my wife terribly happy; that I had a
>

| 21 different job, yes. You know.

22 O Is that something that you would -have shared

23 with Mr. Lipinski? .Did you have that kind of relationship,
.o

':(_) 24 that you would share that kind of information with him?

| 25 A -Yes.

|

_

,
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1. O Would you have called him up to tell him

2 something like that?
p;(.) 3 A Possibly; yes.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: Didn't you call him before you

5 knew you were going to leave the site?

6 THE WITNESS: Well, I talked to him a number of

7 times, him calling and me calling. I'm not sure how many.

8 There was a few times in there. And like I say, it could

9 have been me calling him or him calling me, one or the

10 other.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: This morning you had difficulty

12 ' remembering whether you had called him about a job. Did

13 you call him about a job this time, before you had one

i\
. 14 lined up?

.

15 THE WITNESS: No, I did not.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Why not? I don't understand.<

17 THE WITNESS: Cannon is kind of a last resort'

18 type, for me, as far as I would be concerned. .

19 JUDGE BLOCH: But he had contacts in-a lot of

20 plants,.too, didn't he?

21 THE WITNESS: Yes, he did.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: You just didn't want to impose on

23 him or --

k_m) 24 THE WITNESS: Well, at the time I was-looking at
/

25 a specific job and I had, well, maybe-five or six
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1 different resumes out. I was looking at a specific job.

2 So I wouldn't have been talking to him about that.

I) 3 JUDGE BLOCH: You just didn't have a need at

! 4 that time?

5 THE WITNESS: Right.<

6 GY MR. TREBY:

7 O Was the type of job you were looking for the

8 kind that you ultimately got at the Midland site?

9 A Yes, it was,

10 0 When had you submitted your resume to Consumers

11 Power?

12 A Well, I had submitted it to a contract

_
13 organization and I had submitted it in -- back in March or

>- 14 April of '83.1

15 O Going back to this telephone conversation when

16 you were telling him that you were resigning your job, is-

17 it your recollection that you don't recall talking to him

18 about the trip report at that time?

19 A I don't recall saying anything about iti no.

20 0 Well, did there ever come a time when you told

21 him that you thought the trip report was on-site, _at the

22 Comanche Peak site?

23 A I don't recall saying anything to him. It was

(n-) 24 kind of hard to pick up, you know -- a 15, 20-minute phone

25 call. There were so many things we discussed.
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1 Q Have you had subsequent conversations with

2 Mr. Lipinski about this trip report and its appearance
, . . -

I 3 on-site?
.

4 A Joe has asked me two or three times -- two times,

5 I think -- about the trip report. He's asked me if I had

6 a copy of it or if I have a copy of it.

7 O And what did you indicate to him?

8 A I told him "no."

9 O Did you ever indicate to him that you at one

10 time did have a copy but that it had been stolen?

11 A No , I did not.

12 O Is there any reason why you didn't tell him that?

13 A Not reason at all.

O 14 Q Did he ever ask -- did he ever indicate to you

15 that he was upset about the fact that the trip report had

16 become public?

17 A I think I got that- feeling from him from talking

18 to him, you know. On the basis of that -- "You-remember

19 that trip report that I let you look at? Did.you e*rer get

20 a copy of it?" Or "Did you ever have a copy of it," or

21 something like this? Just from the tone, the way he

22' reacted about this, I got the_ feeling he was very

_

23 concerned about it.
/~'T
(> 24 Q Did that play any part in your decision not to

25 tell him that you had made a copy?

.
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l' A No.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: He asked you point blank whether

) 3 you'had a copy of it?

4 THE WITNESS: Yes, he did.

5- JUDGE BLOCH: And you said "no"?

6 THE WITNESS: I said "no."

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Can you think back, why you.said "no"?

8 THE WITNESS: I thought a-lot about-it over the

;
- 9 last two or three days and the only reason for it is not

f 10 to get -- get into it, is the basic idea.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Did a company official ever ask-
'

.

12 yo'u the same question? Even after you had left the site?-,

_
.

13' Someone working for TUGCO or'Ebasco, .ever ask you whether-

[ 14 you had a copy of that report?

( 15 THE WITNESS: Tom Brandt talked to me in

| 16 November of this year, October or November, somewhere in-

17 that area.
t

18 JUDGE BLOCH: He called you at h'ome about that?_ -
4

19 THE WITNESS: Yes, he did.,

L

; . 20 JUDGE BLOCH: That's.of this~ year.-- 19847

; 21 THE WITNESS: . Ye s .1 Excuse me.
i

'

22' JUDGE BLOCH:~ Not!'83.

23- THE WITNESS: He talked to me November of '84,"

f 24 and that's the only time I recall anyone from TUGCO
o

25 ' talking to me about it . .

e
i

.

F

4 .

<
.

L_
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1 JUDGE BLOCH: No one from security called you?

2 THE WITNESS: No.
,

k_x) 3 BY MR. TREBY:

4 Q What did you tell Mr. Brandt when he asked you

'5 in November of 84 about the trip report?
s

6 A The same thing that we have been discussing here,

7 that I got a copy, made a copy of Joe's report and, after

8 putting one and one,together, I figured out that it was
s

9 taken and copied. 'And from there, Tom told me -- then is

10 when I actually -- let's see, I actually found out --

11 let's see, October of 83, November of '83, that it went'

12 public from Mr. Don Driskill at the NRC; that Dunham had

13 made it public or went to the NRC with it.
,_

I 14 O How did you find that out?+

15 A Mr. Driskill came up to Midland, Michigan, and

16 talked to me in the latter part of November of last year.-
,

17 O What did Mr. Driskill ask you?

18 A He wanted to talk to me about the Dunham case,

19 and he asked me some questions, as near as I-can recall,.
f

20 about the Lipinski trip report.

! 21 Q Did he indicate why he.was asking you any

22 questions about the Lipinski trip report?

- 23 A He told me that it was given to the NRC by an

. 24 individual. I later found out it was Mr. Dunham.-

| 25 .Q Did he ask you if you knew anything about it?
|

r
,

5

.
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>

l- A Yes. He asked me if I had seen it. I told him

2 "yes."

3 O Did you tell him that you had been given a copy
~

4 of it or made a copy of it from a copy you had seen from
.

I

j 5 Mr. Lipinski?

i 6 A- I don't recall if I told him that or not.
! 6

7 O Do you recall whether he asked you that question?.

8 A No , I don't.-

9 O But it's your recollection that when he inquired

10 about it was when you were at the Midland site as opposed

'

11 to the Comanche' Peak site?

12. A Yes, the Midland site.
'

i
'

_

. 13 JUDGE BLOCH: Your testimony is th'at you can't
.

14 remember what you told Mr. Driskill about whether or not'

15 you had a copy?

.1 ' THE WITNESS: Yes. I don't remember if he' asked6

.~ 17 - me or if.I-told him, or what, about the. copy of the report.'

18 He did mention the Lipinski report, and I told.him that I --
|

19- he asked-if I had seen it and I told-him "yes."'

20- JUDGE BLOCH: Specifically on whether or;not a..

21 copy existed that you had, you don't recall whether or not
.

22. you told him that?

__

.

23 THE WITNESS: .Yes. I don't recall if it came up- -

24 in the conversation or if he asked me: "Did you have a

25 copy-of it?" I don't recall that. But I know I told him-

i

.

;. ~

l

- ,-.,.a. , , . - , - , , . _ . - , , . , - - . _ . . . , , . . - . . . . - _ . . - - , . . . - . . ~ _ - - . . . _ , _ _ . . . . _ . . . , , - - - . .. _ . . . . . . . . ,
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1 that I had seen it, that-I had seen a copy of the report.

2 BY MR..TREBY:

3 0 Was that one of the subjects he had come to talk

4- to you about at Midland or was that just something that

5- came up in conversation?

6 A That I don't know. His first concern was the

7 Dunham case. And I think this just came up in the course

8 of the conversation.

9 O Is the trip report an item that you feel le an

10 imp'ortant item,_and something that you would have a pretty

11 clear recollection of?

12 A Well, I didn't put -- like I say, if they would

. _
13 have made it a. formal letter I would.have made, you know,

* A 14 more note of it. But --

15 JUDGE BLOCH: I'm not sure what the question

16 means, Mr. Treb .j

17 BY MR. TREBY:

'18 O I guess the question is, I'm -- 1[ am trying to

19 get at what importance, if any, Mr.. Mouser placed on the

20 trip report and.whether it is something that, you know, he

21 would have good recollection of, or whether it was a
~

22 document ' that he treated fairly casually; and to the'

23- extent that he's being forced to recollect. stuff now, he

' O
ik / 24 can, but it is, you know, like any other piece of paper

'

25 that might have come across his desk over the course of
<

t

, . . . , , , . , - - . . . , . . - . . - , . . - -7 -,. , r v , ---,%-,+--y,.#,4~.-- c--m, ,
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1 time?

2 A I would probably have treated it on a very

(Oj 3 . casual basis.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: Before you said that you thought

5 the things in the report should be followed up on.

*

6 THE WITNESS: Yes. That's why it was a casual

'

7 basis. Just like it says in the departmental memorandum.

8 And a formal letter would be, you know, something --

9 letter form with a Cannon letterhead and things like that

10 that I would, you know, take more in formal stride.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: As supervisor did you at times

12 refer back to the document-to see whether you knew some of
.

13 the answers to the problenis that were raised in the?
,_

14 THE WITNESS: No. I remember looking at it, you' -

15 know, that day, sometime that day. I don't.specifically

16 remember looking back at it. I remember I was concerned,
,

17 like, about some of the things it brought forth.
~

18 JUDGE-BLOCH: But you didn't go back to make

19- sure you knew the answers, that the plant was okay,

20 despite the fact of what Mr. Lipinski had found?

21 THE WITNESS: No. I didn't go back to look at

22 it in that aspect- no.

23 BY MR. TREBY:
(k
(j 24 O Do you recall whether the NRC inspectors-or

125 investigators either'-- I'm sorry -- are you aware of the

, .-. . - . ,. .- - - - , - _ - . - . . , , - - -. . . _ - .
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1 difference between NRC inspectors and NRC investigators?

2 A If you mean resident people -- resident

) 3 inspector and then -- or the criminal investigator? I

4 understand it.

5 Q Why don't you tell us what your understanding is

6 of-this criminal investigator?

7 A Okay. I understand the criminal investigator

8 looks into allegations that are made and then the

9 inspector is the resident man. That's my understanding of

10 the difference.

11 O Which category would Mr. Driskill fall under?

12 A- I felt he was in the criminal investigation end

13 of.it.

/~')s\- 14 O Do you recall whether there were any NRC

15' investigators, such as Mr. Driskill, on-site.in' October of

16 '83 before you had :left the site, looking into the

17 Lipinski trip report?

18 A No. I don't. I don't' remember any. They come

19 .and go a 1ot in different areas, so - .I would say~"no."
~

20 Q Let me just clarify that because I may have

21 asked you a compound question.

22 ' Number one, do you recall-whether they were on-site in

23 October of '847
.N
'(_) 24' A The investigators?

25 Q Yes?
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1 A I do not --

? O I'm sorry. '837
4 . n

(_)- 3 A '83, I do not recall whether they were on-site.

4 Q And do you recall whether they were looking into

5 the Lipinski trip report?

6 A No , I do not.
.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: If they were not on-site?

8 BY MR. TREBY:g
i

9 Q If on-site -- all right.

10. Well, would it refresh your recollection, Mr. Mouser,

11 if I told you that Mr. Lipinski's notes indicate that

12 during a telephone conversation of October 3rd, 1983,

_
13 there was a discussion about the trip report popping up

t,

14 around the site?

15 A I don't remember hearing about it; no. Like I

16 say, I don't remember anything happening, but it could

17 have been.

18 JUDGE BLOCH:- Could the witness read that

19 portion of it because maybe the words will remind him. -Or

20 maybe they won't.

21. THE WITNESS: What day again?

22 MR. TREBY: October 3, 1983. And it would be of

23 Mr. Lipinski's weekly summaries.

(~)1

\/ 24 MR. SIMS: Mr. Treby, this is the weekly

25 activity summary for the week of October 3rd? The note I
,

T y - -- w ,v--- v .--- , - * , y- -- - , , , ~ - + - - * - - - - , - - -c- -- , , .. - --+ - -e-- + ~ e -
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1 see here is the note about Mr. Mouser resigning.
.

2' MR.-TREBY: Read on.

. 3 MR. SIMS: Maybe.I just couldn'1t read it.

4 MR.~GALLO: Read my copy. (Handing.)

5- MR. TREBY: It's only two lines. Why don't you
,

6' read it for record, Mr. Mouser.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Read it for me, anyway.

8 THE WITNESS: What'it~says is,."I take this-

SL -telephone communication with E.-Mouser,~Ebasco, E . M .~ ,

10 indicating myself, to resign this date" -- no, "to resign,

11 this~date,; effective 10/21/83, J.L. report is poppingrup-

12 around site. E.M. will try to track down. NRC to come

..
13 back.10/13" -- or is it 10/23? 10/13. 'And it's got:

'

14 miscellaneous --

15~ JUDGE BLOCH: I think it~says 10/4.

16 THE WITNESS: 10/4? -Okay. 10/4.

17_ ' JUDGE BLOCH: Made famous.by ham radio stars.

-18 BY MR. TREBY:

-19. Q Now that you have read.that notation in,

20 Mr. Lipinski's diary, does that do anything to refresh-

E -21 your recollection or are you just reading.words in;the

p 221 -diary?

23- ;A I am just reading words:in'the diary.- I-. don't ,

( 24 - recall that at all.- In fact, other than what's-down here

25 I remember sometime in october I told:him that'I was

i'
i

-

t-
9

3 -

, ,,_-,w_-._. , .~._,,,,._.,,._,,,,,,%,#_..,,-J,,,..m_m,,,_,#._,,y,,,ry..-y,#,,..,,,.,,._,,.w.,....-_.,%,...,.,...,,_.,,,m., , , , . /..,_
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1: leaving, but I-don't remember when it was.
.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: Do you recall at all-whether or-

] ), 3 not he asked you to look into why the report was popping'

4. up-on-site?

' S THE WITNESS: No. I' don't. I don't recall that

6 at all.
,

-7 JUDGE.BLOCH: - Do you recall when you spoke to -

8 Mr.:.Lipinski.about resigning, that you mentioned you were

9 going to take another job? ,

'10 THE WITNESS: . Well, I told him I was going to.be

11 resigning.- I don't know whether I told him that. I. don't-

12 remember if I told him where I'was going. IJprobably did.. - i

3

.

tellchim I was going to Midland throughya contract shop.:-13 -

14 But as to when I~did that and tie.it altogether; no, I

15 can't. I can't recall that.

16- JUDGE BLOCH: Did you resign before or after you

-17- had the new job?
.

~18 THE WITNESS: - I resigned after.- In fact it.was-

. 19- . about a week after I told them that I would accept-the

J20- - position in Midland that'I told _them_at Comanche Peak that

21 I'would be leaving..

: JUDGE BLOCH - If I understand' correctly,.you are22

C
.

L23 saying you don't have~a clear memory of-whether'or not you

I A )f 24 . told Mr. Lipinski, at the time you told him that you
~

-m

25- . resigned, that you had a job? :

-

4

2

.

4

e

:
*

.-i

<
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1 THE WITNESS: Well, I told him -- when I told

2 him I resigned I had a job. I told him -- you know, I

3 wouldn't resign anything until I did have a job. Put it

4 that way.'

5 JUDGE BLOCH: So at the time you told him you

6 resigned you told him you had a job?

7 THE WITNESS: Yes.

8 BY MR. TREBY:

9 Q Did you discuss with him the reasons why you

10 were changing jobs?

11 A No. I didn't.

12 Q Did he inquire about it at all, if you recall?

13 A No. I can't recall anything about that.
. ,_] .

14 0 Once you changed jobs and moved.to the Midland''

:
15 site, did you continue to have the telephone conversations

16 or contact with Mr. Lipinski on the same frequency that
,

17 you had had while you were down at the Comanche Peak site?

18 A No, I did not.

19 Q Can you explain why there was a change?

20 A When I went to Midland I went into a different

21 type situation. I wasn't able to, you know, to contact

22 Joe as freely as I did when I was at Midland -- or at

~ 23 Comanche Peak.
.e x

/ 24 Q So it was more of a job restraint? You'didn't-;

25 .have access to a telephone and free time?

f
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. 1 A Well, for the first month of' October -- excuse
;
* 2 me - first month of-December -- November, I did not have

)- 3 ~ complete access. After the point of December, I --
. ,

E 4' November, excuse me -- December -- I did have access to

I 5 the phone. But was too busy at that time.

j ~ 6 JUDGE BLOCH: Let's take a recess now.

7 (Recess.) +-

8 JUDGE BLOCH: The hearing will come to order. *

,

9 We have just ascertained that the. hearing will reconvene +

i[
'

10. at 9:00 a.m., this Saturday, in this room, unless-we
.,

- 11'- should unexpectedly' manage to finish today..

,

'

12 BY MR. TREBY:

[ . 13 0 .-Do-you recall having.a conversation with
i:

'

..

, ;- - 14. Ms. Garde about the trip report? >

:

| 15 A Yes, I do.

.16 O And could you tell us on what d$te or dates you-

h- |17_ . had those conversations?.
i

i

, I can't tell you exact days, but it was prior --
.

18 A
i.

! 19 -well, it was during Lipinski's testimony that she talked
L
F 20 to me. That would be after --
j :.

L 21- ,Q Sometime'in November? . Late November of '847

E 22 .A Yes.

23 -O And_how many conversationsDdo you: recall having
_

oq
~

(~ 24~ with Ms.. Garde?

i 25~ A Three.or four.
i

!
p
!

|-
|

|
I
,

'

..v.-a<r--._.~,=w-
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1 Q And do you recall discussing whether or not

2 Mr. Lipinski had given you a copy of the trip report, with

- _3 her?

4- A Yes.4

5 0 'And could you tell us what information you

6 provided Ms. Garde on that subject?

7 A I told her the same thing.that I told you here,

8 that I got it from Joe, I copied it from Joe -- I made a

9 copy of Joe's report.

10 Q Did you indicate to her whether or not

11 Mr. Lipinski knew that you had made a copy?

12- A I think I told her Joe did not know I made a

13 copy of it.

14 Q Were you positive on that subject? Do you

15 recall what your language was to Ms. Garde on that matter?

i 16 A I think I told her that Joe didn't know I had a--

'

17 copy.

18 Q Did you discuss whether or not Mr. Lipinski had

19 ever asked you whether or not you had a copy, with

20- Ms. Garde?'

21. A I think she asked me about it.

22 O And do you recall what your response was?

23 A I think I told her "no."
q.,

(-(/ 24 Q "No" what?

25 LA No, I said'no, I'didn't have a copy of it.

I

t-

_ - . , . , . . . ._ _ . - . , , . , , . . - _ . _ _ . _ . . . . _ - . _ - . _, _, __. _._ -, .-
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1 MR. GALLO: I'm sorry, I missed that last answer.

2 What was-it? Could I have it read back?
-

3,) 3 JUDGE BLOCH: He told Ms. Garde that he told

4 Lipinski that he did not have a copy of it.

5 MR. TREBY: Could we have the reporter. read back>

6 the-question and answer?
'

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. If yuu prefer.

8 (The reporter read the record as requested.)
.

9 MR. WATKINS: Could we have the question and

10 answer?

11 MR.-TREBY: Could weR ave the question?

12 (The reporter read the record as requested.)

13 BY MR. TREBY:
A
I 14 Q Do you recall whether you discussed with hert

15- whether or not Mr. Lipinski had ever asked you whether you

16 had a copy of the report or not?

17 A Yes. .She asked me if Joe had talked to me about

18 it.

19 O And what answer did you give her to that.

20 question?

21 A I think I. told her "no." That Joe had not

22 talked to me.

23 O Is that consistent with the testimony you have

, /9
. \._/ 24 given us here today?

.

25 A No , it's not. I have recalled since then that

. . _ - _ - - - .
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1 Joe had talked to me.

2 Q Do you recall discussing with Ms. Garde the
q
\_) 3 company's security investigation into the break-in?

4 A Yes, I did.

5 Q And can you tell us what information you

6 provided Ms. Garde on that subject?

7 A I told her basically the same thing: that I had

8 talked to TUGCO security and that I thought that there was
e

9 a report thot was made up about the break-in, and I said,

10 if -- TUGCO should have a copy of it.

11 Q Did you identify anyone at TUGCO who would have

12 such a copy of a report, if one existed?

_
13 A I don't recall if I identified anybody in

'#'

14 particular. I think I told her that it would be, probably,

15 security -- TUGCO security.

16 Q And is that your best recollection of your

17 discussions between yourself and Ms. Garde?

18 A Yes. Now, jumping back one thing, I did tell

19 her that a gentleman that -- during the Dunham trial this

20 item came up in preparation for testimony and I had talked

21 to one of the TUGCO lawyers about it.

22 O And did you identify the lawyer?

23 A Yes, I did.
,-

(_) 24 O And what was his name?

25 A Mr. Bruce Downey.
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1. O What did you tell Ms. Garde about Mr. Downey?

2 A I told her Mr. Downey and I had sat down and we

(')\s) 3 discussed the possibility of the Lipinski report coming up

4 in the TUGCO/Dunham proceedings; and I told her that I

5 made mention, or had told Mr. Downey about the break into

6 the desk and that -- for him to look into the security

7 report.

8 Q And did you ever have any further discussions

.9 with Mr. Downey on that subject, in -- while you were

10 continuing to prepare for the Dunham proceeding before the

11 Department of Labor?

12 A No, I did not.

13 JUDGE BLOCH: What was the date of this
/ \

\'-) 14 discussion with Mr. Downey?

15 THE WITNESS: Oh, February -- 17th?

16 JUDGE BLOCH: '847

17 .THE WITNESS:- Yes. February 17, 18, something

18 like that.

19 BY MR. TREBY:

20 Q Do you have any personal knowledge of whether or

21 not Mr. Downey has a copy'of the security report?

22 A No, I do not. He said he would look into it and

23 that's the last that I heard of it.

24 MR. TREBY: Thank you, Mr. Mouser. I don't have

25 any further questions.;

.

f

,

I
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1 JUDGE BLOCH: Off the record.

2 (Discussion off the record.)
(_, 3 JUDGE BLOCH: In the off-the-record discussions

4 both through the agreement of the parties and the flipping

5 of.a coin, we decided that the order of questioning should

6 be Mr. Gallo, followed by Mr. Roisman, and then Mr.

7 Watkins.

8 Mr. Gallo.

9 CROSS-EXAMINATION

10 BY MR. GALLO:

11 O Mr. Mouser, you had indicated that you had

12 previously testified in the Department of Labor hearing

13 involving Mr. Dunham; is that correct?

O
i/ 14 A Yes, I did.

15 O Have you testified as a witness in any other

16 proceeding?

17 A No, I have not.

18 O Have you been -- I take.it, though, that you

19 have been interviewed by NRC inspectors or investigators?

20 A Mr. Driskill was the only one to interview me.

21 O All right. I want to take you to August of 1983.

22 You are out at the Comanche Peak site, and I believe by

23 your testimony that it was approximately August 10 that

'24 you met with Mr. Lipinski and this was the day that he

25 showed you the trip report. Do you recall your previous
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1 testimony about that time span?

2 A I think it was the 10th, yes. Somewhere in that

p)
's, 3 area; yes.

_

4 Q Now, is it your testimony that you -- that

5 Mr. Lipinski gave you the trip report to read; is that

6 correct?

7 A Yes.

8 Q And I think you used the words: And then

9 shortly thereafter you disappeared and made a copy of the

10 trip report. Is that correct?

11 A Yes, sir. I -- right in that area, yes.

12 O And was the purpose for leaving the conference

. 13 . room at this time to go to the vault?
/

b 14 A Yes, it was.

15 O Was Mr. Lipinski aware of the fact that you were

16 leaving the room for that purpose?

17 A I don't know that.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: Was there a line of sight by which

19 he would have seen what you were doing?

20 THE WITNESS: No.

21 BY MR. GALLO:

-22 O And upon your return to the conference room, you

.

23 returned the trip report to Mr. Lipinski; is that correct?

iN-) 24- A Yes, I did.

25 Q Do you recall whether or not he gave you the
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1 original of the trip report to read? The hard copy of the,

2 trip report as opposed to a Xerox copy?

. 3 A I don't recall. I took it that it was the

4 original.

; 5 O Do you recall whether.or not the copy he gave

6 you to read was stapled?
?

7 - A I think it was.

8 Q I believe you testified that the time interval
<

9 between the time you left the room and returned, and also

10 gave Lipinski the trip report back, was approximately two

11 minutes; is that correct?

12 A Roughly that, yes. Somewhere in that area.

13 O And at this time did you tell Mr. Lipinski that,

14 you were going to make a copy of the trip report?-

15 A No, I did not.

16 O Did he inquire of'you as to where you had gone
.

17 to?

18 A No, he did not.

19- O Do you know whether or not he noticed you were'

.

20 missing from the conference room?

21 A No. I don't think he did.

22 Q Does that mean that you don't -- is it your

23 testimony that you don't think he knew you left the room?,

4 jq
\_/ 24 Is that your testimony?

25 - A I. don't think he knew I was gone. I don't think

:

,

, -wa-~, ,,.,..,----...yv.,.---., ,ye ,n. , . , , . . ,.,,,-,,.,y,,,,,,,,-w-r-, ,-m,,----.y--,- - - - , - - - -w--en .--
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1 he noticed me leave.

2 O Why is that? I mean -- let me restate it.
,

.

3 Strike that question.

4 On what basis do you believe he did not know you left

5 the room?

6 A After he handed it to me he looked through his

7 binders for some things -- I said, "Just a minute,"

8 somewhere in the statement, " hold on, I'll be right back" --

9 something to that --

10 0 Is it your testimony he was distracted at the

11 time you left the room and he didn't notice you leaving?

12 A He was in his briefcase, yes. Looking for some

13 stuff, looking through it.
_

L/ 14 JUDGE BLOCH: Do you recall when you returned to

15 the room?

16' THE WITNESS: When I came back to the room I

17 think he was still looking in his briefcase for something.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: So you think he didn't notice that_ >

19 you were gone at all?

20 THE WITNESS: I don't think he noticed I was

21 gone.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Of course what you don't know is

23 what happened between.the time you left and the time you
10
(/ 24 returned?

25 ThE WITNESS: That's right.
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1 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, is that right? Did he say

2 anything that led you to believe that he didn't know you

3 were gone?'

4 THE WITNESS: He didn't say anything. When I-

5 came back,-handed to it him, it was just like, "Oh,

6 okay." I don't think -- I could say he didn't make notice

7 he knew I was gone.

8 BY MR. GALLO:

9 Q Did he indicate to you at this time that he

10 believed that you had read the trip report in that

11 interval of time that you were out of the room?

12 A He, on the' basis, said -- I told him I would

13 talk to him later about it. And he said "Oh, okay, we'll

'-) 14 talk later about it." Something in that fashion.

15 JUDGE BLOCH - I don't understand. You didn't'

; 16 indicate to him that you hadn't read it yet?

17 THE WITNESS: I just told him that I would talk

18 to him later about it. He said okay. You know --

19 something in that --

t

20 JUDGE BLOCH: You didn't say I'd read it later?

21 THE WITNESS: No. I just said, "I'll' talk to'

22 you later, Joe. I got to go."

23 He said, "Okay, I'll see you later. We'll talk later

D
w./ 24 on."

25 JUDGE.BLOCH: So he showed you the report. Did

_ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ . . ..-_ .-- -..~ _ ._ _ _ . _ . . .
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l' he ask you whether you had any initial reactions?

2 THE WITNESS: No. No, I don't remember. It was

)' 3 kind of like -- he had something else on his mind and I

4 had something else on my mind. It was kind of gratuitous --

5 passed in the dark.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: You can see that it would appear

7 to the casual observer that this report would have been

8 fairly important to him, and yet he didn't ask you what

9 your reaction was, even as a friend?

10 THE WITNESS: Well, at the time, you know, being

11 busy, we really didn't get a chance to talk about it.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: But he wasn't busy enough to reach

13 his hand into the briefcase and pull it out and hand it to

14 you; he knew he did that. And then he wasn't too busy to' s-

15 take it back. But he was too busy to ask you about it?

16 THE WITNESS: I was on my way out. I told him,

17 "I'll talk to you later on it." He said, "Okay, I'll see

18 you later." So away we went.

19 BY MR. GALLO:

20 0 I believe you indicated, Mr. Mouser, that you

21 had the feeling -- and correct me if my characterization

22 of your prior testimony is wrong, that you had the feeling

23 that Mr. Lipinski had discussed the trip report with

(]s
-

24 someone else at the site during his trip there on the 8thm,

~ 25 and 9th of August'of 1983; is that a correct statement of
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1 your testimony?

2 A Yes. I feel that he had talked to someone else

/^)/ -( 3 about what he had done. I don't know if he talked to them_

4 about the trip -- specifically about the trip report. But

5 I got the feeling that he had talked to someone about what

6 he had done when he was there. That could have been back

7 in July or in August.

8 Q Well, is it your testimony that you beileve he

9 gave someone else at the site a copy of that trip report?

10 A No, it's-not my testimony that he did that. I

11 don't know if he did or didn't.

12 O Do you know who he might have -- who at the site

,
13 he might have discussed the trip report with?

14- A A number.of the inspectors that had worked for-

15 him previously. He could have talked to any one of them.

16 O It's a poorly phrased question. I'm thinking

17 now in terms of the timeframe of August 9 or 10. Who

18 might -- do you know who he might have ' discussed the trip

19 report with at that time?

20 A .No, I don't.

21 O What is the basis for your feeling that he did

22 so?

23 A I guess just a gut feeling thau he probably had.

I
\_/ - 24 JUDGE BLOCH: That didn't come from a

25 conversation?
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1 THE WITNESS: Well, these are all kind of

2 running together now.

(_)j
r

3 JUDGE BLOCH: Is there something you are not

4 sure about because you've gotten a fresh recollection?

5 That.could happen. You know, your memory does sometimes

6 recall things you haven't recalled before.

7 THE WITNESS: I can't -- I guess the best thing

8 is, I just had a feeling that Joe had talked to some other

9 people when he was there originally in July, the latter

10 part of July. And he told me he was going to talk to the

11 second shift people and some of the inspectors, and so I

12 have a feeling he did talk to them. And that's why I just

13 took it as a gut feeling that he had discussed with them

14 what he had found, which would basically be the trip

15 report.

16 JUDGE BLOCH:. So was ic based on your knowledge

17 of the way he operated in the past? Or was it just a

18 surmise on your part?

19 THE WITNESS: Just a surmise on my part.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: The way he treated the report with

21 you suggested he thought of it as a very unimportant

22 document; right?

L23 THE WITNESS: Well, from being a departmental

O
\_/ 24 correspondence, I -- just like a memo.that I would run off,

25 you know? A number of the names across-the heading of it
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1 and everything, he could give a copy to everybody.

2 In fact, looking at it here, I notice that Tom Miller's

O'qj 3 name is on it. So from looking at it I would say if those

4. people were the ones he was talking to, then he might have

5 given a copy to Tom. Where my name wasn't on there, you

6 know, it didn't make any difference.

7 BY MR. GALLO:

8 Q But as I understand your testimony you don't

9 know whether he gave a copy to Tom Miller; is that correct?

10 A I don't know for a fact.

11 Q Did you ever ask Tom Miller about that?

12 A No. I never did.

13 Q Now, let's turn to the subsequent conversations
G
k/ 14 you had with Mr. Lipinski. I believe it was your

15 testimony that on at least two occasions he asked you

16 about the trip report; whether or not you had a copy. Is

17 that correct?

18 A Yes.

19 -O Do you remember when those conversations

20 occurred? Let's take it a step at a time. Did they occur --

21 do you remember whether or not they occurred in 1983 as

22 opposed to 19847

23 A He might have talked to me in '83. I know he

24 talked to me in '84 about it.

25 O Do you remember when in 19847
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1 A He talked to me in July, right after -- well, he

2 talked to me in December of '83. December -- right after
r

( .) 3 I got my other job. I think he talked to me at that time

4 because I know we talked at Christmas. Prior to Christmas

5 I talked to him there. And then July of '84 when they

6 shut down the plant I talked to him. I think he mentioned

7 it then. That's just by recall.

8 Q Did he ask you whether or not you had a copy of

9 the report? Do you recall that?

10 A Yes, he did.

11 O And what did you tell him?

12 A I told him I did not have a copy of the report.

_
13 Q Well, that was factual at that time, wasn't it?

\' '' 14 A Yes.

15 O Because you had destroyed the copy by that time?

16 A Yes.

17 O Did you understand his question to be did you

18 ever have a copy of the trip report?

19 A He -- I think he might have indicated at one

20 time, "Did I give you a copy of the report?" I told him

21 "no."

22 O Do you recall whether he asked you whether you

23 had ever obtained a copy of the report during his trip to

q(/ 24 the site in August of 1983?

25 A I don't recall, you know, specifically like that.

i

i
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l- Q' You indicated that you told Ms. Garde that you
~

2 -couldn't recall those conversations; is that correct?

; 3 'A Yes.

4- Q What has occurred since your conversation with

5: Ms. Garde that caused you to remember those conversations?

6 A I have read the transcripts and seen some papers

7 _that had this information in it. I sat down and thought

8 about it and, yes, indeed, that has happened.

-9 Q Now I'll ask Mr. Treby's question. Are you

10 parroting back what's written in Mr. Lipinski's notes and

-11 weekly summaries? Or is this'your recollection?

12 A- With the aid of these notes, it's my

- . 13 recollection. You know, I ca'4't give you specifically

14 what we talked about, but yes, we -- yes, he did talk to

15 me. ~I know we had the standard thing, all but this year,

16- at Christmas we usually talk. And then when the job _was

17 getting shut down I talked to him'then.

18 Q And you specifically recollect that he asked you
i

: 19 whether or not you had a copy of the trip reports is that-

1: 20 correct?'
:

! 12 1 A- I think what the context'was, basically on the

h4 22' idea "Did I give you a copy of that report?"
L

23 I said "no."-

:.
* - 24 JUDGE BLOCH: What kind of a recollection do you-

; '25 have of that? Do you have a recollection of where you

!'
!.
i-

?

!.
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1 were at the time? What was going on? What kind of a

2 recollection is it?

3 THE WITNESS: The one for Christmas -- I don't

4 even remember that -- well, it would probably have been in

5 my office at the site, the weekend prior to Christmas last

6 year.

7 And then the one in July would have been prior -- would

8 have been in my office, prior to shutdown of the plant.

9 Probably the day before the shutdown of the plant.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: I asked you what kind of a

11 recollection you had. You said "would have been." That

12 suggests that you are thinking if it did take place it

13 would have had to have been there?

O\/ 14 THE WITNESS: Yes.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: But it doesn't sound like you have

16 a recollection of it?

17 THE WITNESS: Not a total recollection. Trying

18 to pick all of this back up.

19 BY MR. GALLO:

20 0 Mr. Mouser, do-you recall calling Mr. Lipinski

21 in October or November of this year?

22 A I called Joe and talked to him about it when I

23 was calling about jobs,'as I previously testified. I was

i
N/ 24 calling a number of companies and I could have possibly

25 . talked to him at that time; yes.
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'

1 Q Do you recall whether or not he asked you at

2 that time whether he had given you the trip report?

( 3 A No. I don't recall.

4 -Q During these conversations with Lipinski where

5 he asked you about the trip report, whether or not he gave

I 6 you a copy, do you recall whether or not you voluntarily

7 told him that: "Yes, I got a copy from you; I Xeroxed it
i
'

8 that time when you gave me a copy to read back in August

9 of '83"?

10 A No. I never did.

11 O Is there any reason why you didn't do that?

'
12 A No.

13 JUDGE BLOCH: Did he ever mention the meeting he

-(
3- 14 had with Tolson and Merritt with a tape reporter present,

15 with a stenographer also?

16 THE WITNESS: No. He never did.

17 BY MR. GALLO:

18 0 Is it possible that you didn't mention how you

'19 obtained the trip report from Mr. Lipinski because you
,

20 were fearful of disrupting your friendship?'

21 A That could have been part of it; yes.

22 O Are you still good friends with Mr. Lipinski?'

.

23 A The last that I know of; yes.

;' (9
\_/ 24 0 Would-that friendship -- would you let that

25 friendship in any way cause you to tell other than the

F

4 m . _ . . . . - . . ..,._,,.,..,..e ,r,_. _..,,-...,c. ..,._,.-.,,--eewy.,,_..-rww-. , , , , , - .--.-,.w.r--
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1 truth.here today?

2 A No, sir.

(,)/(~
3 O You are certain about that?

4 A Yes, sir.

5 Q Do you recall ever telling Mr. Lipinski during

6 the telephone conversation when he asked you about the

7 trip report that you didn't know how it got distributed or

8 leaked on-site at the Comanche Peak plant?

9 A I don't recall anything like that.

10 Q This telephone call, or this conversation you

11 had with Lipinski in December of 1983, or that you

12 indicated around Christmas time --

13 A Yes, sir.

\x' 14 0 -- as best you can recollect it was at this time

15 he asked you about whether or not he had given you a copy

16 of the trip report and you said "no," is that right?

17 A Yes, sir.

18 O It wouldn't possibly be earlier, in October of '837

19 A Like I say, I don't recall all the conversations

20 we had.

21 Q Do you recall -- now, you didn't leave the site

22 until roughly October 21, 19837

23 A Correct.
(~N
-( l 24 O Do you recall the trip report being circulated

25 at the Comanche Peak site and in the hands of various QC
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1 inspectors during the early part of October 19837

1 2' A- I didn't know it was circulated until I was

f- |3 notified by Mr. Driskill.

4 0 That was when, again?

5 A In the latter part of November.
,

:

6 Q Latter part of November. You were on the*

,

7- - Comanche Peak site in the first two weeks of October 1983,.

8 weren't you?
.

9, A Yes.,

10 Q And you just have no recollection of the trip.'

11 report surfacing at all, at that time?
.

'

12 A Not at all.

. 13 JUDGE BLOCH - Do you remember.ever reading a

. O.
,- 14 newspaper article about the trip report surfacing?

15 THE WITNESS: No, I don't.
1

16 JUDGE BLOCH: At any time? .The answer was "no."
f 17, THE WITNESS: Oh, yes -- no..

18 MR. GALLO: I have no further questions.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Roisman?j

20 CROSS-EXAMINATION
1

:21 BY MR. ROISMAN:
1

22- 0 Mr. Mouser, when you took your job as lead for

' 23 .the paint inspectors, and then later -- at that time, you;

) 24 knew that it was intended that you should ultimately

25 become their supervisort-correct?

2

1

0

_ _ - _ . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - _ _ - - _ - _ - _ . _ _ - - - - . _ . . _ - . - - _ - - - . _ _ . - - - - _ . . _ _ - - - - - - _ _ - - - - _ - - _ _ - - - _ - - - - - - _ _ . - - - - - -
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1 A Yes.

2 Q Just a matter of transition period?

-O(,/ 3 A Yes.

4 Q And did Mr. Brandt give you any specific
,

5 directions or guidance as to how you were to deal with the

6 problems that he described for you as existing in the

7 paint coatings program at that time?

8 A He told me to straighten them out the best I

9 could.

10 0 What did you understand that meant?

11 A That meant to'go in and find out exactly what
d

. as wrong and figure out how to handle it and make it so12 w

13 it would work.,

p):
-\/ 14 Q And what did you understand going into that?

15, Before you had completed your look at that, what did you

16 think the problem was?

17 A Okay, I had talked to some of the inspectors

18 prior to that. I had already -- I knew of some hard

19 feelings that they had with Mr. Williams, and then some

20 hard feelings they had with the craft personnel.

21 Q But what about all these problems that you had

22 discussed with Mr. Lipinski and that you had become aware

23 of in your conversations before he even got to the site?
(~x:(.) 24 What about those problems?

25 A Like I said, we were looking into them after --

. - - . _ _ - - - . _ _,..~.... _ __- . - ._- ~ _ . - . .~ . _ - - - . _ - - . - . _ ._- -
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1 you know, after I got in there.

2 Q Did you and Mr. Brandt discuss those problems at
,,

(_) 3' the time that he gave you this promotion, or this new

4 position?

5 A- Nc, we did not.. Not those specific problems.

'6 O Why not?

7- A Tell you the truth, I don't know why we didn't

8 discuss those.

9 0 I mean why didn't you raise it?

' 10 . A I don't know why I'didn't raise it. I can't '

11 answer that.
,

12 O I take it that the logical thing to a person
,

13 moving into a new position would be to share with their

\ - 14 supervisor any information they had that might indicate

15 that there.were problems with the new job, and either to

16- get that person's advice or to make sure that that they.

17 knew there were problems and not to expect great progress L

18 instantly; isn't that true?

19 A .Well, in a case like with the coating department

R20 down there,;I knew some of the inspectors. Some of them

21 were kind of, you know, a little bit off the wall. And I

'22 kind of felt in my own mind,,too, after talking to Joe',

. 2:3 , .that instead of. going immediately to Brandt and saying,'

.O
"xs) 24 " Hey, I've got this, this, and this," to kind of see what

25 it-is for myself and let me make a decision and then go

,

I

yg-+ - - ,, ee---- ,m-,,,N,,. , .,,ng . ,
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1 talk to Brandt. Because, you know, just taking over, I

2 don't know if those things are right. That's the same
n
(,,) 3 thing I told Joe: "I don't know if those things are right.

4 This is what - have been told, look at these areas."

5 0 And that took place, as I remember, between the

6 time that Lipinski came to the site the first time, which

7 was the end of July, and the time that he came to the site

8 the second time, which was around the 9th or 10th of

9 August, that you became the lead?

10 A Yes. I became the lead at that time.

11 Q And when you were discussing your decision to

12 leave the job some two months or so after that, I believe

13 you testified this morning that the principal reason for
7_s
i a

57 14 that was that the QC inspectors were essentially not under

15 the -- they weren't acting under your control. They
.

16 wouldn't respond to what you were doing.

17 And then later in your testimony you also discussed the

18 problems that were created by the craft, both for you and

19 the other QC inspectors, and pressures that they placed

20 that made it harder for you.to be.able to work with the QC

21 inspectors.

22 Which was a more important consideration? Was it that -

23 the craft people were making it impossible for you to do
fw

(_) 24 the job you had to do with QC inspectors? Or was it that,-

25' the QC inspectors themselves were simply beyond control at

e
-. - .. .. . - - . _ - _ _ __ . . _ _ - _ . , . . . _.
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1 this point, for reasons that happened before you got there?

2 A It was kind of a 50/50-type basis. If the craft

(_) 3 would make it so we could hand 3e the inspectors and make

4 it so we could get along with the inspectors, we could

5 turn it around and g?t on with what they were doing.

6 Q How much of the problem was caused by the real

7 substance underlying paint coatings problems, like

8 traceability or inadequate training of painters or those

9 kind of substantive issues that you and Mr. Lipinski had

10 discussed? How much of your reason for leaving was your

11 feelings that those problems weren't being adequately

12 addressed and that that was making your job difficult?

13 'A Oh, that had some to do with it. Percentagewise,
O
k/ 14 I would probably tag it probably 20 percent. I don't

15 know -- just an off-the-wall figure.

16 Q Did you feel that the company response to the

17 painter qualification issue that you and Mr. Brandt

18 discussed, were you personally satisfied with that

19 response? That that was a satisfactory resolution of the

20 question: Why is it that draft people are doing paint

21 supervision -- excuse me, are doing qualification of

22 painters instead of OC?
-

23 A I was not personally happy with it.
n
k-) 24 0 -Was it your understanding that what Mr.'Brandt

25 was telling you was that~since the NRC standards said that

W - - - _ - - . - _ _ - .
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1 the supervisor, meaning QC supervisor, could make the

2 determination of painter qualifications, or delegate it --

f) 3 A No, it said supervisor -- craft supervision was

4 responeible for certification of applicators.

5 O So, what he was showing you was something that

6 was explicitly authorizing craft to certify craft for

7 doing painting. And there was no -- no loop for QC to be

8 .in; is that correct?

9 A Basically. And I told him the vehicle to -- my

-10 personal feeling, the vehicle was that QC should do the

11 inspection for the craft. That was my concern.

12 It's fine for the superintendent to certify the man but

13 the superintendent needs the inspector to inspect the

14 panel in accordance with the requirements the man is going

15 to be applying it to the wall for the man-to be qualified.

16 0 In other words, your reading of the NRC standard

17 was that the certification was essentially a formalistic

'fB thing, but that the supervisor couldn't give that

19 certification until a QC inspector had said: "This man

20 has now applied paint properly and I, as an inspector,

21 ' attest to that fact"?

22 A Yes. That was my feeling. That is what I had

23 dealt with previous to that with Cannon having .the craft
fA.
(/ 24 personnel certified by the superintendent and the paperwork;

25 maintained by quality and quality looking at it, making
,

l.

L
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1 sure that, yes, it can be applied in accordance wit'a our

2- procedure. And he did do it that way: the craft being'

3 the responsible organization, being the superintendent

4 signing it, certifying the man, but the inspection and the'

5 operation being watched by QC, which was not being done

6 there.
,

7. O And that, I take it, is the only plant that you

8 have been at where you've seen it done that way?

9 A Yes. That's the only plant.
J

10 JUDGE BLOCH: In the period August 8th through

11 loth, do you know whether or not Mr. Lipinski saw some

12 tests being conducted for certification?
4

4
. 13 THE WITNESS: I think he did.

p.
4h* 14 JUDGE BLOCH: Do you Know at that time what the

15 procedure.was.that he saw being implemented?

116 THE WITNESS: I don't recall offhand the.

| 1'7 ' procedure, at all.'

d

18 JUDGE BLOCH: If QC inspectors were looking'over

19 the work that was being done by the craft at that time --

; 20 do you know whether or not they.were?

21 THE WITNESS: To my recollection, I have to say

-22 no, they were not.

23 .-JUDGE BLOCH: And if they-were, would it have
sm.>

k-) .24' been'the'first time?

;- - 25 THE-WITNESS: That I don't know.
~

b'
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1 JUDGE BLOCH: Did do you know of any time prior

2 to that that it was done?
/~T
(_,/ 3 THE-WITNESS: No. I didn't have anything to do

4 with the department prior to that time, so I didn't really

5 know then.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: What-was the basis for your belief

7 that QC inspectors did not participate?

8 THE WITNESS: I had talked to some of the

9 quality inspectors and they told me that they really had

10 nothing to do with the certification of the craf t and that

11 it was all done by craft supervision.

12 JUDGE-BLOCH: And Mr. Brandt's comments

13 suggested the same thing, didn't they?

' ' 14 THE WITNESS: Ys s .

15 BY MR. ROISMAN:

16 O Now, when'you were describing the difficulties

17 that you were having with the CK: inspectors, I have down

18 in my notes something to this-effect: That they would not

19 follow orders and that you couldn't reprimand them or you

20 couldn't discipline them when they didn't do that. Am I

21 remembering correctly?

.22 A Yes, you are..

[. 23 ,Q Why:couldn't you? Didn't you have the authority
c
(_ -24- to discipline them?

25 A I was told by Mr. Brandt that any disciplinary
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1 action had to come through him. And at the time, you know,

2 as far as I was concerned any disciplinary action should

7 ,)(_ 3 have been done by me up to the point of firing the man.

4 And I felt that I was being told by Mr. Brandt that if I

5 had to.take the guy and tell him you know, "Get your ass

6 out there and hit the road," from what he said I didn't

7 have the authority to tell the man that.

8 Q Did you go to Mr. Brandt and ask him to exercise

9 the authority and discipline people?

10 A Yes, I did. I talked to him a couple of times

11 about it.

12 Q And what did he do?

13 A He subsequent told me to take care of the matter..
O
k l' 14 He said go ahead and tell them, you know, to get to work.

15 O Well then, you did have the authority to

16 discipline them?

17 A After a period of time; yes.

18 Q Well, but as I understood your testimony this

19 morning it was because you didn't have the testimony to

::20 discipline them, that's one of the reasons why you ,left?.
21 A Well, the point to discipline a man is it gets

22 down to the point of catching a man sitting on a scaffold-

23 asleep -- which I did catch an inspector setting on a

b
3_/ 24 scaffold' asleep -- you don't fire the man.

25- Q' could you send him home without pay for three
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1 days?

2 A No, I couldn't.

(h
(_/ 3 0 could Mr. Brandt?

4 A Yes.

5 Q. Did you go to him and ask him to do that?

6 A I went and talked to Mr. Brandt about what could

7 be done about taking care of this. And he said, "Well,

8 you catch him asleep, bring him to me at that time,"

9 which I wasn't able to do at that time -- and I says,

10 "Well, I'm not going to go back --

11 JUDGE BLOCH: He might be very heavy?

12 THE WITNESS: Yes. I'm not going to go back-and
i

13- say: "I caught you asleep this morning. Let's go and see-

14 Brandt."v

'

15 So in that one case I didn't do.<

16: Another case, you tell them to get up and go to work,'I'

17 had an example of a man who came in 6:00, ate breakfast ~at

' 18 .7:00, supposed to be at work at 7:00, and you'would tell.

19 him and tell him-and when you jumped on his case it would

20 take him 30-minutes to check his car, 30 minutes to get.to
-

21 the lab, 30 minutes to get his tools and 30 minutes to get
'

22 on the scaffold, and you tell him, " Hey, get to work,"

23 "I'm working, man. I'm going right after it."

[~~ >~-) '24 It might take1him 15 minutes to make a shadow, but

25 there's nothing you could do to it.

.
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1 JUDGE BLOCH: Did you say 15 minutes to make a

2 shadow?
<x

(_) 3 THE WITNESS: Some of those guys, it took them

4 that long to get into the sun.

5 JUDGE BLOCH: I thought it had something to do

6 with the shadows we were talking about this morning.

7 (Laughter.)

8 BY MR. ROISMAN:

9 0 I thought you said at some point you had gone to

10 Mr. Brandt and he told you, "Okay, I'm giving you the

11 authority to deal with these problems."

12 A "I'm giving you the authority to jump on them."

13 Q You mean to yell at them, but not to take action
('T
'\ /- 14 against them?

15 A If I'm going to yell at a guy I'm going to fire

16 him. That's my nature.

17 O And you didn't have that authority, that

18 additional authority was not given to you?

3 19 A I talked to him. I would set him down and say:

20 " Hey, you get caught, buddy, it's your ass. You are'gone.

21 One more shot and that's it. "

22 I guess I'm kind of -- when it comes down to inspectors

23 I'm kind of lenient on the whip a little bit. Brandt got

- . 24- onto my case about th'at.

25 'I do jump on them and chew them, but when I really get

< _
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1 upset, it's the point you start hollering at a guy, it's

2 different than chewing on him when you are hollering on

) 3 him --

4 O I'm not sure, you said Brandt got on your case.

5 -For doing what or not doing what?*

6 A For not bringing more cases to him.

7 Q I see. Not bringing them into his office for

8 disciplining?
1

9 A Yes.

10 Q And is there any pattern to those who were the

11 most obstreperous? Were they the more rigorous inspectors-

12 or the least rigorous inspectors? Or were.they in any

13 particular category?

(_/1

\- 14 I assume some were better than others in terms of-

15 following orders and doing the job?

16 A Yes.

17 Q But were the ones who went out on the field and

18 did a lot of inspections also good at their inspections?

19 Or were they the weaker ones and the ones who were really

20 good didn't tend to go out:as much?

21 A The ones that got there and got out and got the

22- inspections done were good inspectors. The ones that drug.

23 their feet were not motivated inspectors. When they-did
,.,
i \

. 24 get motivated they were good inspectors also. 'It's just's/

25 getting that motivation involved.-

. . . - ._ _ .. _ _ . -- . - . . . _ , -.. - _ -. . .- - . . - . . - _ . . - - -
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1 O Were any of them more inclined to sign off on

2 things than others? More inclined to accept the craft's

'

3 work or let it go?

4 A Well, there were some that it would -- it's kind

5 of a -- there were some that would go out and do a more
i

6 thorough inspection than others. And sometimes they would |
I

7 find things additionally wrong. Sometimes they wouldn't. -l
|

8 The ones that went out and did a good, sound inspection, )

9 was a good inspector.
'

10 Q Did the fact that the procedures that were in

11 use at Comanche Peak were less extensive -- and I take it

12 by that you mean less defined and explicit than they had

: 13 been at the WPPS 2 project where you had been -- do you

(]/'- 14 think that in any way contributed to the problems that

15 existed between the craft and the QC7

16 A. Yes, I think that helped out a lot.

17 Q How?.

18 A Well, the inspector would- say: "Well, this is

19 not the way we did_it in Washington." And the-craft would

20 say: "Well, thiscis not Washington. This is Texas. This

21 is not the No. 2 site in-Washington ---this is Comanche

22 Peak."

23 Q. Do you think that there was more. room for
. |' y

'\_/f 24 argument with the_ Comanche Peak procedures than there was

25 room for argument with the WPPS procedures?

.. . . ,,.. _ . . - - - - -- - - . __ - ____ - _ __ --
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1 A There was room for argument with Comanche Peak

2 where WPPS told you, "This time if you end up with this
fm.
'_) 3 condition you do it this way." If you end up with this(

4 condition you do it this way.

-5 O So there were many more opportunities, then,

6 where the craft and the OC could start with a legitimate

7 different interpretation of what the requirement was that,

8 in their system, would ultimately go up the line for

9 resolution by the supervisors?

10 A Yes.

11 O And do you think that if the craft --

12 JUDGE BLOCH: That was ambiguous. There was

13 more opportunity at Comanche Peak or more oprortuniti at-
,.

'

14 WPPS?-

15 THE WITNESS: More opportunity at Comanche Peak-

16 for that to happen.

17 BY MR. ROISMAN:

;18 O And was.it your experience that in.those
.

19 conflicts the OC inspectors were losing a lot? That is',

-20 the final determinations made by Mr. Brandt and his'

21 counterpart, or Harry Williams before you and his

22 counterpart, were that the craft was right and the OC was

23 wrong?

/')
\_/ 24 A I think they took exception to -- when it came

25 down to it, .the decision was made-by Brandt or Harry

<

k.
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1 Williams or Mr. Tolson or someone in that chain of command

2 that the craft was right and that the inspector was wrong
(.
(._) 3 and that that's not the way that it's done here. And the

4 QC man took exception to that, saying, "Well, basically

5 that's not the way we did it in Washington," or that's not _

,

6 the way we did it in Midland or Grand Golf or something

7 like that.

8 O But I guess my question was do you think that

9 that was happening, that the QC inspectors, as you

10 understood-their problem, perceived that that was

11 happening frequently? T~nat is that frequently they were

12 being overruled by taking the other end of this ambiguous.

_
13 utandard and interpreting it against the QC position and

\/ - 14- for the craft position?

15- A Yes, it was being done that way.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: I'm sorry, the question was in

17 terms of how they felt about it and your answer was in

18 terms of how it was done do you mean both that they felt

19 it was being done that way and also it was being done that

20 way?

21- THE WITNESS: They felt it was being done that

22 way too; and, yes, the decision was being made for the

23 craft side. In some cases I was told by the QC inspectors,
./"i .

. it.\f 24 "This is the way we did it and this is the outcome that

25 ended up," and they decided to-do it the same way that the

. . __ . _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ - _ , . . _ ._ -. . - . .. _ _. .
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1 craft wanted it done.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: Did you have an impression as to
. _

f 3 whether this was within the permissible range of

~4 interpretation? Or did you think that sometimes the QC

5. guys looked like they were right?.

6 THE WITNESS: I felt that craft and QC were both

7 .righ't in some cases. Some cases the inspector was-

8- overstepping his bounds.

9 I had one example of where they had one gentleman

10 taking many reading checks on a wall or on a plate. And

11 the. craft man was really upset, jumping up and down:

'12 "He's taking too many readings, he's.taking too many

13 readings." My~ reply was: "If he has got'to take 1000

N- - 14- readings to make sure he feels good about that. wall, he's

15 the one who has to sign for it, not you. You be quiet."

16 Then again, ifLit takes thefinspector-that many

17 -' readings-is he doing his job like h'e should?''Is he.
~

:

.18 overdoing it or is he trying to make a problem-with

[ '19 himself? There's a lot of problems. involved.in it.-

' ~

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Would that problem of how many,.
.

21 readings to take have . been resolved by. the procedures ' at

22 WPPS 27-4

23 THE WITNESS: Yes, it was, and it did turn out
,n

h ~24 ~ to.be resolved down there also,
e

. 25 -JUDGELBLOCH: At' Comanche?'

!.

I
L
i

i

<
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b ,

' l'- - THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
'

L T. e

' | . 2 JUDGE BLOCH: When did they revise that in the

-3 . procedures?

b 4 THE WITNESS: I'm not sure of the exact day, but |
F

g. . I know there was a change in the procedures made.5
,

6 JUDGE BLOCH: While you were supervisor?
-

[ 7 THE WITNESS: Yes, while I was there; yes.

[ -8 BY MR. ROISMAN:

[- 9 Q You indicated that before-Mr. Lipinski came to

| 10 the site you had occasion to. talk to two-QC inspectors
~

,

,

i ll- ' whom you'had known who'were in the coatings area to gather
i-

' 12 - information that-you then later reported.to.Mr. Lipinski,j

cl3 even before_he got to the' site. Did you tell him who the

l'
"

,

14- people-were that you had' spoken with?1

15 A .I might have mentioned theiriname - .yes. As:a
:

-16 . matter.of: fact I think I did. I think'I. told him'who the.._

i

one' man'was.b 17 :

18. O- Who was that?
.

!' 19- A Mr. Joe D'Archambault.
'

L20 -Q Was : thats the onef you sat with .at the c same ~ desk,.
-

;

- : 21~- I think you mentioned?

~

22' A 1Yes, I' sat _with him-at the:same desk. ;

. 123 -Q And the other?
'+/~ , -

- h _- 24 ~ rA A' gentleman by-the name of Jerry Artrip. . Jerry:

'

25 and Joe were Kind of riding'back and forth together.- They

2

-

-

-

:
i

4 a

, eh - ,w ww...-y-.- -,---,%,,, ,w.,,,,,,e,..,, mew.,,%., . .%.m p,,%., ,,y..m%,,,,,,, ym w.,,% gg. 7 g, ,,, rq% ,-m.,-, ,. w .g 9 wsm .g .e ,,..y w . 9, % .,T
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a
1

1 were kind of inseparable at the time, so they were both-

,

'2 together when I talked to them the first time.

~() 3 Q Do you know whether or not Mr. Lipinski made

__

4 some special effort to follow up with the two of them when
n

,

5. he~.came to the site?

6 A I don't know whether he talked to them or not.

' '7 Well, he had to talk to Joe that night because I think

8 he stopped and talked to Joe D'Archambault the night he

9 was there.

10 Q Now, "the night" --

! 11 A. When he stayed over to see the second shift,

'

12 talk to the second shift.

13 O He was on the second shift?
.

~\ l<4 A Yes, Joe was on'the second shift. I think he

15- talked to him at that time.
3

16' O -Now, I believe you testified that the -- that
: .

.

| 17 _you were told that their areas of concern were

18 traceability, painter qualifications, and materials

; 19' storage. And that.these were things.that they thought

20 really should be looked into.and they were upset'about it.

! 21 Did they.give you any details when.they talkedLto you?

22 A' No. I don't recall the details. I remember it

23 was kind of a -- you know -- these are areas that. Joe
n=

,b. - 24_ could.look at.

12 5 0 Well, I mean, for instance, I think you've

i

k

4

1
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1 testified here that on the question of traceability, it

2 troubled you after you became lead and then supervisor

p/., _

%_ 3. that the tags didn't tell you the whole history of the

4 paint. They told you its origin, but not necessarily

5 where it had been before it got to the application point.
m

6' And also that sometimes they fell off.
.

7 A Yes.

8 Q Were they explicit enough to mention that that

9 was the aspect of traceability that they were concerned

10 with?

11 A No, they didn't. They didn't say anything about

12 that.

13- O So that at least from what you were able to tell(')
9%/ 14_ Mr. Lipinski, you couldn't give him any particular

15 guidance: "Go and look at tags." He just had to'know-

1116 that traceability was something to look at, but not
~

17 necessarily what it was about traceability?

18 A Yes. Just gave him kind of a broad -- broad

19 range to look at.

_

20 0 And what about painter qualifications? Did they.

21 'give you some -- did they discuss with you the fact that

22 the painters were being qualified by_ craft without QC

H23 involvement?

. ('h .

w,/ 24 A No. I think they told me the way -- to have him

. 25 look at the'way they certified applicators.

i

k
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1 O Again, that was the way you passed it on to him?

2 A Yes. Again it could have been in the way they

) 3 were certifying applicators, the way craft is certifying

4 painters, something like that.

5 Q Did either of these two inspectors indicate to

6 you that they had raised these two concerns with their own

7 management and that they had not had satisfactory

8 resolution of them?

9 A No , they didn't -- I didn't ask them anything

10 about that or they didn't say anything about it at that

11 time.

12 0 You indicated that when you took Mr. Lipinski on

13 a tour of the plant during his visit in July that you had

\ / 14 checked with your boss and your boss had said it was all

15 right. Who did you mean? There was some ambiguity about

16 who your boss was at that time, since you were an EBASCO

17 employee but working on the design change authorization.

18 A I worked for a gentleman in the design change

19 group by the name of Ron Michaels. Ron Michaels is the

20 gentleman I had talked to.

21 Q So it wasn't Mr. Brandt?

22 A I think it was Mr. Michaels. There was a change

23 in there at that time and it could have been Mr. Michaels

_
24 or a gentleman by the name of Pete Bush. They were both

25 in there at the same time.
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1 Q But all I want to be clear about is you didn't

2 mean your ultimate boss who was the senior EBASCO employee
(.
s,j - 3 on the site. You meant your boss to whom you regularlyi

4 reported?

5 A Yes. My daily supervisor.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: While your mind is on that walk,

7 do you recall whether you looked at any retrofit areas

8 with Mr. Lipinski?

9 THE WITNESS: Yes. I think we did.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: Did you recall what those areas

11 looked like to the two of you at that time?

12 THE WITNESS: I think what we looked at was some

13 concrete walls. And I remember seeing -- I don't know if
O
\/ 14 it was retrofit, if that's retrofit or not, but we looked

15 at some walls-that had been previously done. In fact

16 that's where we ran into some of the inspectors.
-

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Do you recall any signs that there

18 was a lot of testing-being done?

19 THE WITNESS: Yes. That's what brought it .to
,

20 our attention, because there were a lot of dolly holes on

21 the wall.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: So you know now that those were-

23 retrofit areas?4

'~).I/ 24 THE WITNESS: Yes.m

25 JUDGE BLOCH: Were those areas particularly poor

4-

O

e -- -- . - ---s - - , - . - - , , e r . - , , - - - g-~- 9 . - . - - - y,, -,- - -
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1 from-the standpoint of the goality of the coatings?

2 THE WITNESS: I had no real way to tell at that

3 time.
4

4 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, were there a lot of runs and

5 sags?

6- THE WITNESS: There were some runs and sags in

7 the area; yes.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Were they the kinds of things that

'

9 you now know were not acceptable under the QC standards

10 that were then in effect?

11 THE WITNESS: Yes.i-

,

12 MR. WATKINS: I'm not sure --

13 JUDGE BLOCH: "Then in effect" meaning at the
G

14 time you took over as lead.-

15 MR. WATKINS: .There was a "not" in there that-,

16 confused me.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: I caught Mr. Roisman's disease.

18 Excuse me -- were those areas acceptable under the

- 19 procedures in effect at that time?

20 'THE WITNESS:' No, they weren't. Finally they

!

21 -involved the retrofit program.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Roisman?

23 BY MR. ROISMAN:

-('''1 -24 Q- -You indicated that you and Mr. Lipinski talked' s_/.
. -

25 for a few rinutes, I think in a conference room, just
,

i

.w , - - - . ....+-,,.w, ,,..--..-,,n.----- - , - - - - - - , , , , . , . - , , , , r .,r, r - - ~ - - - - - ~, --~1-- -
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1 before he left the site at the time of the July visit.

2 And I believe you indicated that he seemed to feel uneasy
_

(,/ 3 because of the reaction that he had gotten from the

4 management of the company to the problems that he had

5 raised.

6 Can you remember in any more detail the exact

7 conversation that you and Mr. Lipinski had at that time?

8 Let's start at the very beginning of it. How did you

9 happen to be there and be having a conversation with him?

10 Did he ask you to come and see him? Or did you stop by?

11 A I worked right there, in the vault doing -
,

12 documentation review for the DCA group. It's only a few

13 steps from the vault area to where he was at.
,

s

14 0 Okay.

15 A I had wanted to, you know, talk to him before he

16 was to leave that night. And I think we got into a

17 conversation, basically that, "I know I won't be back"

18 type thing, because of what had happened. And just, the

19 people he had talked to, he indicated that -- talked to-

20 Tolson and Mr. Merritt and Brandt, and he had feelings

21 that, you know, they weren't happy about what he said by

22 the reactions they had given him. It was, I guess, a gut

.

23 feeling, by the way he was acting and from what he said,

3 ~)3\_ 24 that they weren't too happy with having him there.

25 Q You just said two things. One, they weren't

,

-t- r- - ---.-e ,w.. -n ,, , , v.-----e - , e <e-, n. -e,c en- eg- , ,e . --
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1 happy with what he said. I take it that that's probably

2 pretty natural, since he was not giving them good news

) 3 about a part of that program that was fairly important to
:

4 them; correct?

.5 A Yes.

6 -Q But you went on and then said they weren't happy

7 with him there.

8 A The feeling I got from Joe is that Mr. Tolson

9 did not know that he was coming. And it was kind of like

10 a surprise on Mr. Tolson's part that Joe was there, and

11 Mr. Tolson did not appreciate or like or have good

12 feelings about having him there. It's kind of like having

_
13 .sombb'ody-cote in to audit you and show up tomorrow and say:

/ -14 "Hi, I'm here to audit you."

15 "Oh yes, who sent you?"

16 Q Well, even that sounds -- you are describing,

17 that as a " fairly natural reaction," and yet what you>

18 testified to was that Mr. Lipinski felt uneasy about the

19 way he'was treated, as though it was exceptional.

20 A To him.

21 Q Can you remember what it was that was

22 exceptional?

23 A To him it would have been exceptional. He's
. . .

(_) 24 used to working around -- as compared to WPPS, he's used
'

25 to working where what you had to say, everybody sat down,

.. _ _ __ _ _ .-_, - _ . . _ . . _ - - _ _ . . _ - . _ - . _ _ . . _ - --
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1 they looked it over really good and they digested it

2 before they would come back to you and said: "This is not

3 right, you didn't look at this, you didn't look at this,
:

4 you didn't look at all the facts involved in it." And I

5 think this is the way Joe reacted. He was not used to

6 that approach that they had down there, that Mr. Tolson

7 had; that, you know, "This is good and this is the way it

8 is."i

9 Q I believe you testified that there was a certain

10 sort of immediate understanding between you and
;

11 Mr. Lipinski as to what he was talking about, thus he

12 didn't have to talk about it a lot?

13 A Yes.
:p
\> 14 O What was the basis for your part of the

15 understanding? How did you know immediately what it was

16 that he was talking about when he talked about the way

17 they had treated him?
,

18 A From working in the design change group, when we

19 would bring up questions or problems in that design change

i- 20 group,. they would tell us: " Don't worry about it. I'll

21 take care of it. That's not your job."

22 O Well,'would it be fair to say that the

23- prevailing attitude at the plant was that, A, they didn't

(~h
(./ 24 want to hear about problems; and, B, that they discouraged-

25 people from bringing them forward?
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1 A I think they wanted to hear about them, but the

2 way they reacted to them discouraged the people.
7s

(_) 3 O And how was that?

4 A They would get upset. They would kind of give

5 you cross-examination as to, you know, like we'll say:

6 " Hey, I looked at this and it looks bad to me." "Well,

7 what makes you an expert?"

8 Q And who were the people who, from your own

9 personal experience, you had observed doing this?

10 A Okay. Mr. Tolson is the only one that I had,

11 you know, seen come back on that keel saying: "We'll take

12 care of_it. That's all right. Don't worry about it."

13 Mr. Tolson is the one that I had seen do that previously.
(%' ')a

14 Q Had you, at that time, had any interaction with

15 Mr. Merritt and had the tensions between the two of you

16 developed yet?

: 17~ A Not at that time. Also, I recall a lot of

18 hearsay from the other inspectors on the site that had

19 been there for some time, you know, as to the different
!

| 20 things that Mr. Tolson had done. His attitude toward
!

I 21 people bringing problems up.
i .

,

; 22 Now a lot of that is from hearsay from other inspectors.

23 I dealt with Mr. Tolson twice. The first time was a total

' (s_/'') 24 shambles and the second time wasn't so bad.
?

j 25 Q _ What were those?

F
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1 A. Design change, the way we were going to set up

2 design change authority, way to handle DCAs and CMCs and

3 items like this.

4 O Well, which one? You said the first time was a

5 total shambles and the second was all right.

6 A The total shambles was we presented to him the

7 way that we felt, from doing an investigation on it,

8 exactly how it should be done.

9 O How? Could you be more specific? How what

10 should be done?

11 A By reviewing each individual DCA, and each

12 individual CMC; and going through and reviewing each one,

13 categorizing each one into areas, breaking them down by
('N
kl 14 building and revising the paperwork and verifying that,

15 yes, it was done; and all the requirements are met and it

16 -is signed off and everything like that.

17 He, at that point said flat: "No. That's not the way

'18 I want it done. You don't have the total concept in

19 mind." He got all upset about that.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Let's slow up a little bit. I'm

21 sure Mr. Roisman was going to ask what was-the job you

22 were doing? I don't understand. What was it-you were

23 setting out to have Mr. Tolson accomplish on these CMCs?
,A

(_) 24 THE-WITNESS: Okay. On the job I was doing, I

25 would take a CMC, a component modification-card, and I

- . _ . . . _ . . _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ -_ . _ . _ , . . . _ . --
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1 would take it and I would pull it out. If it was on a

2 quality item, I would take that on down to the vault, pull

'(~')
t.s_f 3 the documentation out, review the documentation to make

4 sure that the CMC was noted on the document so that the

5' work was done - in accordance with that CMC.

6 If it wasn't on the card, then they had some backfit

7 operation to do, to go back down and reinspect because

8 there has been a change in design of the item.

9 JUDGE BLOCH: So what you were doing was to

10 check to see whether the documentation that was in effect-

11 at the time was available to the QC inspector who was~

12 doing-an inspection?

,
THE WITNESS: No. I was verifying that.the13

N
. 14 documentation that was in effect at the' time did indeed

15 cover the design change that was done.

16' In other words, I'd take the CMC,.look at it, go down

17- and look at~the documentation. On the bottom of the

18 ~ documentation would be the= travelers or the inspection

19 report or weld report or something like that. And if they

20 put down on the bottom, " CMC 1492, rev. 1," and I;had CMC

21 1492, 2, nowhere in the documentation was there any

22 reference in that package.for that new CMC-2. .So that

23 meant that'they had to go out and reinspectithat item to
~

-- 24 verify that it was-up to the change in the design that was

25 brought out by that-CMC.
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1 JUDGE BLOCH: So your job was to find out

2 .whether or not the CMCs had resulted in work that was then
(~
( 3 inspected?

4 THE WITNESS: Yes. And then I was also

:5 responsible for some that had been done'that, if it did.--

6 if it did say " rev 2," I was responsible to go to the

7 field, look at the item, and, indeed, to make sure that it

8 just-hadn't been changed on paperwork and not inspected.

9- JUDGE BLOCH: And was part of your job having to

10 do with seeing whether there was a pattern of problems

.11 that were arising with -- as a result of the CMCs?

12 THE WITNESS: Yes.

13 JUDGE BLOCH: What was that part of the job?
O

14 What was the problem there?

15 THE WITNESS: We were to see if -- like one

-16 standard hanger, if they make up one CMC for plant-wide

17 changes. So we'd have to go back to every hanger-of that

18 style and that number and. look it up and verify that that

19 was done for every one of them.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Now, maybe I can understand

21 the next part of what Mr. Roisman -- I'm sorry-I couldn't

22 figure it out at all.

23 BY MR. ROISMAN:
f~

3_)/ .24 Q What was it that you had proposed to Mr. Tolson

25 and what did he respond to with regard to that process

|
..

..

._ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - __ _ _ _-_ __ ___ _ _ __ A
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1 that you just described?

2 A Okay. We went in and responded to him. He ,

( 3 asked us what we were doing. We went in and told him:

4 This is what we have decided to do.

5 0 And that's what you have just described to the

6 Chairman a moment ago?

7 A Yes.

8 O All right?

9 A I'll go through it again. What we had decided

10 to do was make up the computer program.

11- In that computer program to include pertinent

12 -information off the CMC, and to verify that by entering

13 the appropriate documents that that CMC affected.

()\\~ 14 The appropriate documents would be any quality

15 documentatien for that hanger, for that cable tray, for

16 that conduit support. And we would go out and look at all

17 the documentation; and then additional things we would do

18 ' is add, oh, heavens, the location, type of hanger,

19 whichever, pertinent to that CMC.

20 And Mr. Tolson says: "No, that's not the way I want it.

21 I don't want it that way. It won't work. You don't

22 understand what you have been told." And that's why I say

23 it was a total shambles. He didn't agree with anything we
Lf'%.
A_) 24 had to say.

25 JUDGE BLOCH: Did he tell you how he wanted it

!

. .
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:
1. done?

2 THE WITNESS: Yes, that's not how he wanted it

3 done..-

4 JUDGE BLOCH: How did he want it done?

5 THE WITNESS: He wanted it simply just the CMC

6 listed ~and then the design change documents listed. He

[: 7 -didn't'want the additional inforuation put on the computer

8 and I don't think he wanted to program it; I'think he

'9 wanted just a loose-leaf-type list made up of these CMCs.

10 BY MR. ROISMAN:

11 Q Is it that what he wanted-was to backfit the

12 documents to the component rather than make sure the

:13 component met the documentation?
,

D' 14 A No, it wasn't so much to backfit the

15 documentation, it was to verify that the documentation'was

16 - there and did reflect what the CMC said.

17 O As I understand'it.that's what the computer

18 program would have done?:

19 A Yes.

'20 0 But his approach to it, that last link never

21. would have been made. That.is you'd never know whether

' .22 the last design change or last component pod any

_23- indication, was in fact-in place in the field and had been-

> r~%..I )' :24 inspected by a QC inspectoriafter it was in placeLin thes

25 field? ,

,.

-

-_.
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1 A Yes. And the system he wanted, like, say --

2 what.you are saying is correct -- the system he wanted to

3 set up would not draw that last one out; would not show

4 the-final CMC.

5 .O It would also miss the CMCs along the way that

6 had not been properly integrated into the system as well?

7 His approach, Mr. Tolson's approach?

8 MR. TREBY: Mr. Chairman, I think I'm going to

9 object. I don't know how much further we are going with

10 this, but this is certainly way beyond the scope of what

11 this deposition was called for, which was to talk aboilt

12 the Lipinski trip report, various occurrences -- or

13- conversations before, during, and after-Lipinski's trip

14 and to talk about coatings matters. We are now talking' -

15 about a subject totally outside of coatings. And I guess --

16 JUDGE BLOCH: That' sounds like his response. I

17 understand your point. Do you agree?

18 MR. ROISMAN:' No. It seems to me the question

19 was and is the basis for Mr. Lipinski's views and
.

20 Mr. Mouser's input to those. One of those pieces of input

~ 21 was Mr. Mouser's perception of Mr. Tolson; and this event,

-22 on which I have virtually no more questions beyond the one

23 that's pending -- but that's.neither here nor there --
/

.!j '24 .goes to the basis for Mr. Mouser's statement. It happens-
_,

25 that his perception of Mr. Mouser arose outside of
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1 coatings -- had nothing to Go with coatings; arose outside j
1

. .
2 ~ the Lipinski trip,-so couldn't have had any feelings about

~ ) ~3 .Tolson. But yet it formed the basis of the trip reports

4 -and formed the meeting of the minds, if you will, between

5 Mr.| Mouser and Lipinski on the 28th of July.-

6 JUDGE BLOCH: So it's only this one question-

7 that you want to ask?

8 MR. ROISMAN: Yes. But my point is that I think

9 that line is legitimate because that's what it is going at:

10 how it is that Mr. Mouser has his views on Mr. Tolson.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Watkins? -Your comment?
,

12 MR. WATKINS: Just so long as there is only one
,

13 question.- I would add this is a-discovery' deposition, so --'

4

\- - 14 JUDGE BLOCH: One question, sir. Or thereabouts.

115 MR.-WATKINS: No. 1.

16 (Laughter.)
.

17 JUDGE BLOCH:- I have.never' heard a lawyer.ask<

:

i; 18 one question. You have a paradox there.
>

19 MR. ROISMAN: To meet Mr. Watkins' concern,

-20 would the reporter read the pending question, please?
'

.21 (The reporter read the: record _as requested.)

22 JUDGE.BLOCH: Would you like to answer that,

E 23I please?
'

- 244 THE WITNESS: Yes, that is true. I have to add

~25 .one'other item. I left;Mr. Tolson hanging. After many

-.__J..='__.- _..L- - _ > . . - _ - . - - _ _ . . _ _ - - - _ _ - .- -. _ _- -_- - _ _ _ _ . _ _
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1 long discussions among our supervisor and us we went back

2 down to Mr. Tolson and he did agree to do the system the

(~)S(_ 3- way that we had originally wanted to do it. We did

4 confirm to him that that was the best way to do it.

5 BY MR. ROISliAN:

6 Q Your supervisor then goes back to this gentleman

7 who you mentioned earlier, either Michaels or the person

8 who --

9 A Peter Bush -- yes.

10 0 -- who replaced him?

11 A And Mr. Tolson did in fact agree that what we

12 had was a better system than what he had originally set

13 forth,

p/
-

k- 14 Q And is that the second meeting that you had?

15 A Yes.

16 O You said one was a shambles and the other

17 everything had worked out all right, and that's the=second-

18 ene?

19 A Yes. Yes.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Treby, there's enough here

21 that mightsbe relevant to the work of the task force on

22 documentation so that I hope ~to_just be aware of

23 Mr. Houser's views on this.

-fm) .(_ ~24 MR. TREBY: I think this is valid information

25 for discovery.

- - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ -
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1 JUDGE BLOCH: We are done.

2 MR. TREBY:- But my concern and the reason I

iP(}m,- 3 raised the objection so the record. is complete is that

? 14 there is a possibility at some point that people may ask

5 that this whole record be put into this -- this deposition

6 record be put into the evidentiary record.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Would you object to that?

8 MR. TREBY: I'would think that this subject here

9- appears to me to be outside the intimidation matters,

10 JUDGE BLOCH: I haven't ruled on that.

11 1 MR. ROISMAN: Okay. Because I-think the only.

12. ' arguable matter is whether it's outside the scope of the

.

' 13 - deposition. I think it's the heart of the intimidation

14 -issues before the board.

15 JUDGE.BLOCH: I-hope the Staff working

1 46 intimidation will consider what Mr. Mouser has said and

'17 his familiarity with these questions.

18- MR. WATKINS: I'm confused about what-that'means.

19 What information?-

;20 JUDGE BLOCH: -The last few pages of this.

-.1 transcript.:2
-

12 2 MR. TREBY:- I' understand what the Chairman-is

23- asking is that we:makeLaure that theLtechnical review team

:f~)\ . is aware of-the information that's.being, developed in this5- 24

125 deposition.

.
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1- JUDGE BIOCH: Just this last few questions,

'

2' questions of CMCs and the relationship between Mr. Mouser
,

. ) *
3 |and'Mr. Tolson.

4 BY MR. ROISMAN:

5 O Mr. Mouser, you indicated'that at a subsequent-

~

-6' ' time-relationships between you and Mr. Merritt -- by

- 7- " subsequent" I mean subsequent to the time'of July,. late
'

~ 8' July 1983 -- that problems developed between you and.

5L Mr. Merritt. And I wondered if you could tell us when did-

i- .10 ,that first happen?

11'- :A~ -It. happened'when:I was down in the. coatings
'

. ,

12' | department.

.

13 -Q What happened?_ What was the'first event iti -

12 ..-- ;14 which that began to crop'up?

-15 : A' 'It was kin'd of'a hard-thing to' stick my --
- 3 ,

; - ' 16 -- totally stick my fingerJon, but it developed (whenLthey.had.

17 .the ---this - .they had.'a barbecue between the crafts and-

_ 18 the QC.

19 1 'O Just'for. coatings.ortall'--'

:
;

_ 20' J A' - Just coatings. The craft- for, ' you- know, :just
;;
'

* I 217 Lthe coatings department for QC and: craft coatings 1 And'

22 (none of the.QC fellows showed?up.1 Well,:there_was one man

*:23 that showed up.--

- - 2 4 .. 1And I got the feelingifrom the reaction that the:
:

E

:25 ? superintendents.and that gave,was that they were upset
~

? -

;y

4

=

%
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1 because~he didn't get more QC people so show up.

'2 O Did you show up?
n
3,,) - 3 ~ A No, I did not.

4 O So it's more than just that you didn't get other

5 people to show up, you yourself didn't go?

=6 A That's right.

7. O And did Mr. Merritt communicate anything to you

8 about that personally, directly?

~9 A No, he did not.

^10 Q How did you know of his upset about it?~

11 A I got the -- I talked to a few of the craft

12- people and I was told by them that they --- that there was

-

La little bit of bone of contention that, you know, they13

'L / 14 didn't feel that maybe I had put my foot forward far

15 enough._ I think one of the reasons is, like I say, I

16 didn't show up any more than inspectors didn't show up.

17 Q -And was that a semi-organized protest?

18 A You mean by the inspectors?
,

19 :Q Yes.

'20 A Well, if -- I don't know if you mean " protest."

21' But it's free choice.

6 22 O Well, but was it.just that there was a strange
,

23 coincidence that almost all the inspectors, all-but one,

'- ) [24 had other engagements on that-day? Or was there some
,

25 reluctance to go to the barbecue on the part of the

_ _ . _ . . _ _ . . _ . . , . . , _
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1 inspectors?

2 A There was a lot of reluctance to go to the

) '3- barbecue. They did not want to go. They felt that it was

4 Ljust a big ploy to get things ironed out, which it was.

5- It was to help make -- get the hard feelings gone. -And

6 -the inspectors didn't feel that was the right way to do it.

7 O And I take it you agreed with that?

8 A Well, I don't drink so I have no use'for those

'9 affairs. If.you go and get sloppy drunk, which is what

10 they always turn into, I have no use for that.

.11 O Maybe I misunderstood. When I go to a barbecue

12 I usually go for the ribs. I take it that's a euphemism

.
13 for a beer bust?.(

? - . |14 A. That's right. I.have no use for drinking. I

15 would like to eat the ribs, but --

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Regardless-of the type of party,
~

17 .was a party a helpful idea to help smooth it out between

18 craft and OC7

19 THE WITNESS: I think 'it would have been if they

,20 had done it right.

21 . JUDGE BLOCH: What would have done it right?'

22 THE. WITNESS: By not making it mandatory for the

23 craft to go there by saying, " Hey, if you want to come,
p.
:C/ 24 'come." -From what we. understood they tried to makeLit-

-25 - mandatory:Eand then'saying also, "We want the QC there,

,

_ _ _ . _ . . m _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ m..______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 instead of saying, " Hey why don't you guys come."

2 BY MR. ROISMAN:

~ t}
%/ 3 O What was the next incident you had with

4 Mr..Merritt that are aware of?

5 A I had an incident over a procedure that

6 .Mr. Artrip talked to me about and then had talked to

7 Mr. Merritt about, and Mr. Dunham got involved in this

8 also. And I got mildly upset over it. I didn't

9 appreciate anybody going behind my back and trying to, you

10 know, make a name for themselves. I was trying to help

11 the total QC department by saying, " Hey, as a QC

12 department, we want you to look at this. It came from the

. ~13 members'of the QC department. They want you to look at

O
'L/ 14 this to help out the project."

'

15 And I felt that it was just being,-you know, a one-man

16 type show-and I think Mr. Merritt got exceptionally upset.

17 about that. That's the onlyething I can tag, why he said

-18 what he said about me.

19 O He-got upset about the fact that-you got upset

20 over your inspectors going directly to him instead of-

21- through you?

22 A Well, it wasn't so much directly to him. I-

23 'would have -- it was the way it was presented.

(, 24 Q By your inspectors?
~

25 A Yes. If=it would have been; presented as the QC
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1: : department,'as a whole, trying to --

2 .O- And your understanding was that Mr. Merritt

'3 thought that you shouldn't have been upset that these

' 4 -- people had come to see him about this and presented it in

5 :the way they presented it?

6 A' Yes.

7 Q Did he ever talk directly-to you-about that?

8 A No. I,-again,.got this through the craft, that

9~ . there was .hard feelings over that.

10r , JUDGE BLOCH: Was it unusual for OC inspectors

11- to go directly.to Mr.-Merritt?

12' THE WITNESS:; Yes, it was.'- Very unusual.

13 BYLMR. ROISMAN:

.
:14 Q I believe you -testified that there were some -

r
15 . things that-Mr. Merritt said after-you'had left the site,

. 1 16 ,during the Dunham proceeding. 'Am-I misunderstanding:that?
~

17 ;I thought you mentioned something about Merritt;being
'

i'.
'

'18' there during the Dunham proceeding and he said some. things?.
.

19 ~A .No. It wasn't -- wasn't so much that he was
,

120- - there._.It~was.I got'the feeling ~that he-held the Lipinski-.

|-
;~ 2L report-getting out against me. I think he felt that I had-

~

i-

22 given it to the NRC. And'this is the feeling.that.I':got.
,

I-
I :23 QL How did he know- that 'you :had it?: Or-how did'he';

f24' knowLthat'you.had.had it?

' 2 5 '~ A I: don't know.:
i

,,
" '

!

1

i : -

kb
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1 O' Had you-told anybody that you had had it before

2 :you had.your conversation with Mr. Downey prior-to the

I)_ 3' Dunham case, that you had it, other than your conversations,

~' 41 I~believe'you said, with Mr. Brandt and --

.5 A Ambrose.

.6- Q -- and Ambrose?

17 -- A No, I had not talked to anyone else about it.

8 And,'since then, like I say, these are the only' things --

9 these are the things I surmise as him having -- that he

'10-- 'can have feelings toward me about. Now, if those are ,

- l'1 factual -- then I'm on the ball-for something else -- I

-12- don't know what it is.

13 0 These contractor-jobs, these people who are
_

'14 friends of yours who have reported back-to you,-they have
.

15 -- not.given you any more detail as to what they are being

16' told Merritt is saying about.you, other than what you've
~

17 just. talked about?

18- A One of the men told me that-it was in the form

19 of: "No, we-don't have a job down here for him and we.

20 never will."- And,Lthen the gist-is, "If anybody hires;him.

'21 they.are making a big mistake."
,

22- .Like saying,_ talk to these contracting firms,_they
,

23 don't want to cut their ' arm of f, you know, ' with the

24 , utilities, so they!are kind'of hesitant to'say anything.

25 But'these. guys that I have talked 1to,- that's the' feelings

;

I

.j
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1 that I get-from them.

2-- .O I think you also mentioned that you thought; _

3 .Merritt was upset with_you because'he told -- because you

4 were telling the craft that it was not doing its job the
,

5 right.way.

6 -A Yes.

7 0 was he upset because you were telling that to

8 individual craft members, which would have been in

'
9 . violation of procedure? Or because you were taking that

10 position in discussions with your equals at the craft

11 . supervisory level?

12 A Well, I don't'-- like I say, these are the

. 13 feelings that I have. I don't know that

' b)
-

for a fact. What

\' 14 I'm trying to do is I am trying to realize to myself

15 reasons why he would be upset with me. And that's one of
'

16 the reasons why I feel that he might be upset with me. He

17 might not appreciate what ILhave done down there by

- 18 telling the craft the way it is and-me being the first

19 supervisor to stand up to him and tell him: " Hey guys,
,

20 that's too bad."

- 21 O You mention that a procedure at Comanche Peak,

'22 which-was different than'the procedure you had seen at
a
'

23- other places, was the -- essentially the authority that

'

L24- craft -- that QC possessed; that at other sites, even
-

- 25 without the issuance of a.nonconformance report, if a QC

4

4

-.__m.._ .____ _ ____.___.__m_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ -
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1 inspector said "stop," it stopped. And that, at Comanche

2. Peak, in the paint coatings area at least, when the

() '3 inspector would find a. problem, the craft essentially had-

4 the authority, the discretion, to say: " Fine. You take

~

5 that problem up the chain. -We are going to keep doing our

6 work." And they would continue to paint or whatever they

7- were doing.

8 A Yes.

9 'O And that that was something that was unique, at

10 least in your experience?

11 .A Yes, it was.

12 O What I didn't understand was what would happen

~13 if - let's say the problem was one involving whether or

=ON- 14 not a primer coat' was properly cured and the QC inspector

15 would come along.and say it's not, and the craft guy would

16 say it is. And if you want to fight about it,'you know,

17. you have got the procedure, go and fight. And he keeps

'

18 painting away there with'the finish coat over the primer.

19 coat.

20 How could anybody ever actually resolve the problem

21 later if.now the primer coat is covered with the finish

22 coat?

23- A -Go back and remove the finish coat and pull an

A
T ;; 24 adhesion coat on the prime-coat.

25 O' Did that happen very often?

. |
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1 A The only place it happened on that was on some

2 test panels.
,

-/")Tj 3 Q I mean did it happen very often when the disputes

'4- had arisen and then was kicked upstairs and the craft went

5 ahead and essentially covered up the disputed area, that

6 in order to resolve the dispute someone came down and,

7 removed a portion of the cover to determine who was right

8 and who was wrong?

9 A Okay. Okay. The period of time that I was

10 there is the only period of time that I can say this.

11_ Q Okay.

12 A During that period of time there was only two

13 incidents that it happened that way. I was told of horror

* f't ' 14 stories by inspectors of things that had happened
-

N-

15 previously, but.I didn't know that as a fact.

16 By the time I was there it happened on the panels and

17 it happened putting on a prime coat -- putting on a finish

18 coat of, I think, a concrete wall.- I don't recall, I

; think'it was coating over something and they said it was a19

20 holiday or something in the wall, of the prime coat.

21 In turn, we went back and it turned out to be a holiday
1

22 and the area was, indeed, removed and repaired.

23 Q Did this process, the process of work proceeding

). 24 while the dispute was resolved at the upper levels, was

25 that one of the sources of the tension that existed

|-
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l- between the craft and the OC7

2 A Yes, it was.

1(A,). 3 0 Was there, during the time that you were there,

4 any steps taken by the company to solve that underlying

5 problem?

6 A Yes. It was brought to the attention of the

7 management and management told them that, if QC said

8 there's a problem, to get it ironed out before work

9 continued. And that came about after I got in there,-

10 after I got in.

11 Q So at that point they went over to the procedure

12 that was more common in other plants in your experience?

13 A No. Then they went to the coating engineer, and
/m

1 i
k/ 14 to Tom Brown, people like that, and got a final decision

15 on it.

16 Q No, but I meant the procedure of not proceeding

17 with the work until the dispute was resolved; that ,

18 procedure was what existed at other plants and that

19- Comanche Peak finally, sometime in the August-to October

20 period,' implemented the same procedure at Comanche Peak?

21 A- There wasn't a written procedure to my knowledge.

22 There is a stop work order.

23 They were told that if OC has got a problem, don't

D)-(, 24 proceed. That was a management decision. I don't

25 remember of any procedure covering that.
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1 Q Okay . -

2 JUDGE BLOCH: Do you know if it actually worked
,c3

is) '3' .that way? Did they implement that new idea? Or were you

4 not around to know whether it worked?

5: THE WITNESS: I was there and saw it work for

6 the time I was there.

7. BY MR. ROISMAN:

8 Q . Do I remember correctly --

9 JUDGE BLOCH: Before you continue, Mr. Roisman,

10 to have it work, it had to be you had knowledge of

11 situations where work actually stopped by QC had a problem;

12 is that correct?
J

.

13 THE WITNESS: Yes.
O
A/ 14 JUDGE BLOCH: Once or twice? Or is it a lot of

15 times?

j . 16 THE WITNESS: I remember two times that I had to

'17 have a facedown confrontation with the superintendent over
,

18' it and work did stop.

'19 BY MR. ROISMAN:

20 0 I believe you testified that following his visit

21 the first time, and before his second visit, that

22 Mr. Lipinski had asked you to look into traceability and

23 ' painter qualification issues for him. I can't recollect,
A
() 24 did you tell us'this morning what it was that you found

25 out in response to that query by him?

:

.
-

_ _ _ . . _ _ _ . . . _ _ ._.__..-____.__.__._______.____________m__
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1 A I don't recall if I told you what I had found

2 out, but I had -- during that period of time, he had told

I .3 me to look into it, and I don't think I did anything about

4- it. I think I waited until he got there before anything

5 happened.

6 O Okay, and then what happened after he got there?

7 A Then we went up and looked at the paint shop --

8 'went up to the paint shop and talked to them. Then he

9 talked to those other -- other people in the meeting that

10 he had. I guess the second time he was there. And then I

11 had talked to the inspectors about it also. And at that

12 time I had found out that the craft had been doing it all

13 the way through and I had nothing to do with it.

A' 14 O That was apparently the same period that he saw

15 some painters being qualified; is that correct?

16 A I think it was that visit; yes.

17 O And what.about the traceability question? What

18 did you and he do to further investigate that when he came

19 back to the site?

20 A I don't recall what was done on that. I don't
,

21 . recall what we did on that. No, I don't recall anything

22 on that.

'23 Q Do you recall whether the company ever did
-/

,

(_./ 24' anything to change the tagging procedure to deal with the

25 problem of not knowing the history of where the paint went

!;f
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1 after-it left=the paint shop and before it got applied and

2 theLproblem with keeping-the' tags on the cans?

[q,); 3. A' I understood from talking to the EBASCO coatings

4' - man that they brought up a corrosion engineer, that there
,

5' was a change in the process for that. I never saw a

6 change while I was there.
,

'"
- 7' 0 So you don't know whether they addressed the

.

8 problem or not?

9- A No, I don't.

10 ' JUDGE BLOCH: Back up a second on that. On the,;

' ' ll- August 8 through 10th period, do I understand you

12 correctly, you think Mr. Lipinski had a discussion of
_

13 painter certification as part of the meeting he had with-
,

.'. - ~ 14 the people on-site?

15 THE WITNESS: Yes. I think he did. I don't

16 -know.

-17' JUDGE BLOCH: What was the source 1of your belief

-18 on that?--

-19- THE WITNESS: Just the discussions that he said

20 he was going to have-with these people.' .The meetings andi

21 everything-he said he would have.

22 JUDGE -- BLOCH: So you had some knowledge-based'on

23 what he thought was going to happen when he went into the

- 24 meeting?'
.n

:25 THE WITNESS: Yes.
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l JUDGE BLOCH: Did you ever learn about it after

2 he went to the meeting?
:g~y-

1,) 3 THE WITNESS: Only that he said and -- acted

4~ like he wasn't too concerned -- not concerned, but lika he

5 wasn't too happy about the outcome of it.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: In what way?

7 THE WITNESS: He wasn't sure if what they were

8 . telling him was correct. He'd kind of have to check for

:9 himself.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: This is painter quali fication?

- 11 THE WITNESS: Yes.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: So it was your impression that

13 'during that meeting there was some discussion of that?

' (9'' - 14 THE WITNESS: I think so; yes.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: But on the other issue, the

16. ' traceability, you think that that may not'have been part

17 -of-that meeting?

18- THE WITNESS: That I don't have any feel- for at

19 all.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Neither whether it was or waan't?

,
21- THE WITNESS: I would say wasn't.

22 BY MR. ROISMAN:

-23 O Now, when Mr. Lipinski returned to the site the
77.

'\._/ 24 second time, there came a time about which I think you-

25 have already-testified when you were given to look at, a

_
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f

I copy of the trip report. >

!
2 A Yes.

: r'5)'t. 3 Q When he handed you the report, did you at that

4' moment start looking through it while you and he were

5 standing there? Or did you immediately. leave the room, go

6 and make the copy, leave the documents off in the vault,

7 and then come back?

8 A I picked up the report and looked at it, grabbed

9 it f rom -- picked it up from Joe and looked at it. I

10 think I might have opened maybe the first page and that i

11 was it.

'12 O I take it that --

13 JUDGE BLOCH: You were doing some gesturing. .
_

14 there. Do you actually have a recollection of how you got-

15 that document physically?

16 THE WITNESS: Yes. - Of him -- well, I remember

:17 him,_and his briefcase being open. And him reaching in,'"I

18 want you to look at this" -- you know?- He hands-it to'me.

19 I pick it up, look at the.first page and then I'm gone.

20 He's'looking at the briefcase.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Thank you.

22 BY MR. ROISMAN:

23 0 m) you.think that there was anything that

q(_/ -.. 24 happened at that moment which would have given

25 Mr. Lipinski any reason to believe that you had actually

,

P

.%, ..v., ,...--,,.,% - _ , _ . , , . _ , , ...m.m. ,e 4. c.r, .,,
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1 ' read:the report right then while he was watching you?

2 A No.

)~ 3 O |And when-you left the room with it, I believe in

4 answer to questions from'Mr. Gallo you indicated that you

-5 'are not sure whether Mr. Lipinski even knew that you had

.6 left the. room?

7 A Yes. That's right.

8 Q And, in answers to questions from Mr. Treby,_

9 earlier this morning,_I believe you indicated that'you

El'O think the total time between when he gave it to you and

11 when you, in effect, gave it back to him, was a couple'of .

12 _ minutes-probably?

13 A -Not too long at;all._

\2 14 O And in your experience with Mr. Lipinski, do you

:15 have any basis to believe that he would have thought that

16 you-had read the report in that| period of time?

17 A' Yes. He might have figured I had read it. 'You

=18 _know, I'can't-read his mind, so:--

19 Q Okay. He didn't say anything to you one way or

20 the other about that?

21 A' No.

22
^

JUDGE BLOCH: How far is the distance to'the

'

23 copier?

24 THE WITNESS: It's probably.40 feet.

25 JUDG" BLOCH: Did the copier have'a collator?
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1 THE WITNESS: Yes, it did.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: Did it have an automatic stapler?
'

3 THE WITNESS: Yes, it did.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: I take it you had to remove the

5 staple from the copy Mr. Lipinski gave you?

6 THE WITNESS: Yes.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: And then you had to restaple that

8 one yourself at the end?

9- THE WITNESS: Yes.

; 10 JUDGE BLOCH: Does it have an automatic feed?
|

11 THE WITNESS: I think it does.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: You put the four pages through and

13 it feeds them automatically, or you put them through one

\- 14 at a time?

15 THE WITNESS: I think you stick in the stack and

16. it feeds them through automatically. They had so many

17~ different copiers in that area, so --

18 BY MR. ROISMAN:

19 O Do you remember you had a conversation with

20' Ms. Garde that you think, or it was your belief, that-

21 Mr. Lipinski must have known that you made a copy or.

22 should have been -- it was reasonable that he would have

23 known that you maue a copy?
.m

'k_) 24 A I surmised that he might have known. But then

'25 again he might not have. From talking to him, like I say,

4

_. __._ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 he -- handed it back to him - " Talk to you later about

2 this." "Oh, okay."
A
(_) 3 Q Are-you at all concerned that between the time

4 you answered Ms. Garde's questions and now, that you now

5 see the implications to the answer may be much greater

6 than what you thought the first time, and that you would

7 be more careful in answering that question than you were

8 when you answered it when Ms. Garde talked to you over the

9 telephone?

10 A When I first talked to Billy about it I hadn't

11 really thought about it at the time. Now that I have had

12 a chance to sit down, think about it, I have a chance to

13 say I don't think Joe knew that I had a copy of it.

-!
Na 14 Q Did Mr. Lipinski act as though he wanted you, at

15 that moment, after he had given it to you, to give him a

16 reaction to the report, sort of right away?

17 A I think he was surprised when I said: "Well,

18 I'll talk to you later about this."

19 It was sort of: "Oh, okay."

20 0 I' thought your testimony was that he was sort of

21 preoccupied with something else?

22 A Yes.

23 O He wasn't in a position to really have much of.a
,s

(_) -24 conversation at that moment even if you were ready to have

25 one, was he?
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1 A No. He was, like I say, going through his

2 briefcase. I hand it back to him, say, "I'll talk to you

(3
' A.J _ .3 later about it."

4 - "Oh. Okay."

5 Q Why did you make a copy of it?

6 A Time factor. I don't have time to stand there

7 and read a four-page report when I've got to get documents

8 to the vault and have'14 other things I have to do.

9 O Well, with all the time pressure why didn't you

10 just keep the copy and say: " Joe, I'll get this back to

11 you later"?

12 A I don't know.

13 O Did you have any sense when you got the document
-() >

\l 14 that you were seeing a secret? That there was something

'

15 clandestine about it?

16- A No, I did not. If I had known what I know now:

17 " Keep your report. I don't want to see the damn thing."

18 O I think you'll find Mr. Lipinski feels much the

19 same way.

20 A When this is all over I can have a talk with him --

. 21 Q I believe you stated, maybe I'm mistaken, that

22 you did have a short conversation with him about the fact

23 that he was using initials rather than names?
7~
\m/ 24 A Yes.

25 O When did you do tLat, before you went out to
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1 have it copied or after you came back?

2' A I think it was on my way out the door. I think
~

((_,) 3 I turned and and said: " Hey, don't you know how to spell?

4 Why do you use initials?"

5 O Then maybe he did see you leave the room?

6 A' That was on my way back after I gave the copy

7 back to him.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Getting back, you said he was

9 going through his briefcase. Could you give me some idea

10 what that was about?

11 THE WITNESS: I don't know if it was hunting for

12 his airline ticket or what, I'm not sure what it was.

13 JUDGE BLOCH: He looked like he had lost

b' 14 something and spent two minutes trying to find at?'-

15 THE WITNESS: He was looking for something.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: It wasn't that he was taking

17 things out and' putting them back?

18 THE WITNESS: He took some things out and he was

19 leafing through them, then he put them back and he was

20 leafing through his briefcase.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: Why would you mention the airline
t

22 ticket if he was actually looking for documents?

23 THE WITNESS: That would be what I would be

(")b1. 24 looking for, knowing my luck.

.25 BY MR. ROISMAN:
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1 O You indicated that your reaction to the report

2 was that you were concerned about it, and I just want to

f'} .
:( ,/ 3 be clear about what the concern was. You weren't

4 concerned that it had been written. Is that correct?

5 A Yes. I was not concerned it had been written.

6 Q And you were not concerned that it had been

7 shown to you?

8 A That's right. I was not concerned.

9 Q And you were not concerned that you had a copy

10 of it?

11- A Right.

12- Q You were concerned about the substantive

13 problems that the report identified, that related to what

' k-)'(
14 was now going to be your job; is that right?

15 A I think -- no. I think I was more concerned

16 about the reaction the report was going to have with

17 management personnel; knowing how they don't like, you

18 know, that type of thing.

19 Q What did you imagine was going to happen? You

20 testified you thought it was going to be made into a

21 letter and sent so you thought.it was going to land on

22 somebody's desk. What did you perceive, what did you

23 think was going to happen.when that occurred?
_ (-
\_/ 24 .A That there.would be -- people would be upset

25 about what he had done, and that they would not be happy

_
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1 ~with that; and that, in turn, we would have to do a lot of

2- extra work to.take. care of it, you know, to go out and do

.( ) 3 a bunch of reinspection again and that -- just the whole

4 catastrophic thing it would cause.

5 O Well, did you think that the company would react

6- .to_it as Mr. Tolson had reacted earlier to Mr. Lipinski's '

-7 oral report? That is, that they would deny that it was a

8- problem? Or I think you had explained, put him on the

9 | defensive and say, "Well, what's your basis for that?' "

10 As opposed to trying to solve the problems?

11 A I think -- I think that's probably the way they

12 would have reacted to it. They-would be upset saying, you

13 know, what are the bases-for this?

~]>> 14: Q. Did you1 mention that to Mr. Lipinski?

15 A No, I didn't.

'16 -Q- Why not, because.--

17 A I don't know.

18 Q I mean it's reasonable if that had happened that

19 he woul'd be the subject of the inquisition,'and he was a

20 -friend of yours. .Why wouldn't you have warned him?

21' A At the time I -- you know, I don't know.

22' JUDGE BLOCH: _Which do you think would be worse?

~ - 23 If the company would get the information or_that they.
.

7(,) 24 wouldn't get the information?

25 THE WITNESS: You know, I hadn't thought:about
.
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1 that. I guess it would be that they wouldn't get it.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: I couldn't tell which you just
A
lj 3 said?

4 MR. ROISMAN: I think you just said would not.;

5 THE WITNESS: Would not get it.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: Why is that?

7. THE WITNESS: -Just that there's a possibility of

8 those problems being out there and them not getting the

' 9- report and those things becoming an issue, and the company

10 not knowing about it -- being Texas Utilities.
.

i 11 BY MR. ROISMAN:

12- Q I take it after some period of time, several

.

13 weeks pass after this, and there were no reverberations,

q\ '
14 which-I assume you, in the position that you were then in

15 as supervisor of QC for paint coatings would have felt if

11 6 there were any -- did you begin to suspect that the

17 information had, in fact, not been communicated to the

18 company?

19 A Like I say, after I thought about it, you know,

20 a little bit, I haven't approached it from that aspect. I

I 21' haven't really thought about what you are talking about.

22- O Well, did you not feel -- did you feel that it

- 23 was your responsibility to bring those problems,'if nobody
/
A_]/ 24 else was going to do it, to the attention at least of

25 Mr. Brandt?

11
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1 A Yes, I did. In' fact I talked to him about

..

2- coating - " applicators' qualifications and the storage and

- )- 3 -handling of materials and storage and transporting of

'4- materials, and things like that. I.had reference in

5 testimony previous to this time talked about that; yes.

6 0 How about some of the other things? The-

7 existence of the no-win attitude? The sense that the

8- company wau worse than Zimmer, which I take it in the

9 nuclear industry was no small criticism to make?
~

10 JUDGE BLOCH: That's the plant. Not the company.

11 MR. ROISMAN: Right. -Strike that.

12 BY MR. ROISMAN:

13. Q Those were also in there. Did_you let.1 , . .

- (d-
\

- 14 ' Mr. Brandt know that a person of Mr. Lipinski_'s very
.

15 substantial qualifications had also found other problems

16. that were present?

17 A No. I,didn't_ bring the Lipinski trip reportato[
i- JL8. Brandt's attention. I, basically, only pursued those'

'19 areas of, traceability or painter qualification in handling:

~ 20 the' coating materials. I did not ever-recall the thing of

21 the plant being like Zimmer.
,

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Did.you think-about pursuing-the'

. ~ 23;- matter of Mr. Tolson not;wanting to my. deficiencies?A
i - 24 .THE WITNESS: Pursuing _the matter?s,

S

~ JUDGE B14CH: Talking to Brandt about it, see-'25

- , , . , - -,_._ _ _ _.-. _ ,.. _ .. _ __.., ,_ .. _ _ _ -... _ .. _ ,,,.._. _ _ _ _ . - _ . _ - . _.
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1

1 what his reaction was to that problem. ,

2 THE WITNESS: Mr. Brandt and Mr. Tolson had many
;

j 3 different conversations. From hearsay I understood that

4 they didn't quite see eye to eye about everything either.

5 That's hearsay, so --

6 JUDGE BLOCH: So you might have thought about

7 Brandt's problem about Tolson not wanting to hear about

8 problems?

9 THE WITNESS: I never thought about going to

10 Brandt about that. As I say, my immediate supervisor was

11 Tom, so I took those problems to him.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Did you take that particular

13 problem to him?
T-

- 14 THE WITNESS: No, I did not.

15 BY MR. ROISMAN: -

16 Q Part of the problem here is you didn't want to

17 be the messenger carrying the bad news to a management

18 that you had already drawn some conclusions about on their

19 reaction to that; do you agree?

20 A Yes. I was not too excited about taking -- you

21 know, if I couldn't handle the problem, I'd say I'll talk

22 to Brandt, and deal with'the problem on -- say harassment

23 and intimidation, things like that. If I couldn't handle

24 it, then they couldn't handle it either, as far as I was

25 concerned.
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1 Q And I gather also that the reaction that

2 Mr. Brandt had had to the information in the report, to

) 3 the effeiet that it would be a hot issue, you didn't feel_,

4 comfortable being the one who brought that hot issue into

5 the hands of your supervisors, Mr. Brandt and Mr. Tolson?

6 A No, I did talk to Mr. Brandt about it.

7 Q I mean the report itself, with all the trappings

8 that went with it?

9 A No. I didn't -- I never even thought about

10 taking it to Brandt at all -- taking the report, the trip

11 report to Brandt.

12 O And what I'm asking you is, is that because of

13 what you perceive to be a prevailing attitude that was

14 prevalent at the plant, that the taking of that kind of

15 information up the line would not be well received?

16 A No. I basica11-| didn't really care how they

17 received what I had to say. I had a job to do and I did

18 what I -- you know -- the job I was put down there for.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Mouser, you did talk to a

20 co-worker basically about it. You said you felt like you

21 were all on the same team trying to take care of whatever

22 problems there were in the plant. You didn't think of

23 Mr. Brandt as being part of the same team; did you?

4 24 THE WITNESS: I kind of -- there's a division

25 between management and inspectors that you felt down there,
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1 a direct division. And to get the inspectors and to, I

2 guess you could say win their confidence, you had to

3 become a member of their team. And, if it come down to

4 divorce myself from Tom Brandt, then that's what I had to

5 do. And, like I say, there's many issues that I didn't

6 take to Tom. I didn't go up to him with many, many, many

7 of tha issues that in turn did come back. He did jump me

8 about two or three of them, but I felt if I could handle

9 it down there and take care of it and pursue it in my own

10 way, I felt better about it.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Before we continue, I want to

12 announce that tomorrow we'll have to have the names of

13 each of the individuals who is going to be here on
, - -

14 Saturday. We know that the people who are here now may be,

15 but if you plan to bring someone else from your firm -- we

16 need the names of reporters that might plan to attend also.

17 And then the procedure will be that you'll -- we might

18 as well go off the record.

19 (Discussion off the record.)

20 BY MR. ROISMAN:

21 0 Did you feel, after you found that your desk had

22 been opened and that apparently someone had at least read

23 and probably copied the trip report, that you had some

24 responsibility to tell upper management about the report?

25 A No. I really didn't,

i-
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1 Q Did you have any reason to believe that upper

2 _ management already knew what was in the report? Or had a
m

k_) 3 copy of it?

4 A- Like I say, the names were all on it. It was

5 basically the discussions that Joe had with Ron Tolson and

-6 -Tom Brandt and those people. Why wouldn't they all know

:7 about it?

.8 O I meant the physical document itself?

9 A Oh, why -- that I had it?

10 Q No, did you have any reason.to believe that

11 management had it, the physical document?

12 A No , I had no reason to believe they had it at

13 all.
m
- - 14 -Q Did you have any idea of who might have broken

15 into your desk?

16 A Would you repeat that again?'

17 Q Did you have any idea-as to who might have

18 broken into your desk?

19 A Yes, I did.

20- .Q Who?.

21 A Okay. I have to say something right now. I am

22 not' going to point any fingers and call anybody a thief.

23 That's something I won't do. That's against my principles.g
't I

(1 24 JUDGE BLOCH: _ Why. don't you talk about the basis

25 for your belief. You should be willing to share with us
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1 the basis for your believing something. You don't have to

2. . draw the conclusion whether he broke in. We can do that
,Os
(_) 3 for you.

4 MR. TREBY: May I also suggest before that, he

5 may want to talk with his lawyer --

6 MR. SIMS: I am content to let it go on a bit

7 from here.

8 THE WITNESd: I will draw the conclusion --

9- JUDGE BLOCH: I said you don't have to. If you

10' tell us the facts you won't personally have to draw the

11- conclusion.

12 THE WITNESS: I'll tell you the facts from this.

13 From my conversations with the inspectors, I had found out

'14 that on many different occasions there had been people

15 break into Mr. Williams' desk and take, or nake copies of

16 things out of his desk also. And I felt that this would

17 be the same people.

18 BY MR. ROISMAN:-

19 O I take it nobody ever formally caught those

20 people? This was all rumor among the inspectors, as to

21- who it was? Or even that it was the same person or

22 persons?

5 23 A .tk) one was' caught, to my knowledge. And it --

.
_

24 none of the inspectors knew anything about it, from the

25 ones that I talked to.
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l- O When you made your report to security, did you

2 say anything to them about the fact that you had reason to
g4
(_) 3- believe this is not the first time that someone's desk had

4 been opened in that trailer?

5 .A I don't know if I made that comment to them or

6 not. Like I say, I did know Harry's desk had been opened,

7 'but I'm not sure if I made that comment to him.

8 O Do you know whether he had reported it to

9 security also when it had happened?

10 A That I don't know.

11 O Now, I'm still a little puzzled as to why a

12. report which was as potentially explosive as this one and

13 which you had reason to believe had now gotten out, that
(~)'s ' 14 is into hands other than you and Mr. Lipinski and people

15 who you knew directly,.why you didn't feel some

16 responsibility to advise, at least Mr. Brandt, that

17 something with a lot of damaging language in it, about

18 Comanche Peak's paint coatings program, might be loose and

19 get into the public domain? '

20 A Well, for starters, like I say I felt the report
.

21 was possibly a rough draft of a formal letter, as it had

22 been seen on other job sites and handled that way at other

23 job sites. And I think that's the basis I went on,fg

lx,) 24 feeling that the utility had a formal letter transmitted ,

25 on O.B. Cannon letterhead with Bob Ross' signature,

|

<
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1 stating this is what was -- you know, "This is the outcome

' 2' of our -- our consultant's work on-site."

:(m,,) 3 Q So at the time of the thef t you did think that
r

I -

4 the company actually had the information?

5 A Yes. I felt that it did.

6 'O Okay. Did you --

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Roisman, we have one minute

8 left.

9 MR. ROISMAN: I'm watching that carefully.

'10 BY MR. ROISMAN:

11 Q Did you ever talk to Mr. Lipinski, and let him

12 know in any way that you had shown a copy of the' report,

13 or that other people had seen the copy of the report, or.

h ,

\/ 14 knew of its contents -- in particular Mr. Ambrose and

15 Mr. Brando?

16 MR. WATKINS: Objection to the compound question.

17 You asked whether they had seen it or whether he had shown

~18 it to them. Let's break that out.

19 BY MR. ROISMAN:

20 Q Did you ever mention to Mr. Lipinski that

21 Mr. Ambrose or Mr. Brando had any knowledge about the trip

22 report?

- 23- A Not to my recollection I didn't.g,
L 24 JUDGE BLOCH: I want to thank the parties for:

25 their participation. Mr. Mouser, do you have a --

L
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'l THE WITNESS: Yes. I don't know how much

. . . 2' Mr. Watkins has got, but we can go until 6:00.
.

:|% .
(_f _

3 MR. SIMS: Mr. Mouser asked me if there was a

4 poss'ibility that we can finish. -My sense is there is no

5 possibly we will finish until 6:CO.-

6 MR. GALLO: I have a couple of matters that

7 don't require Mr. Mouser or Mr. Sims --
_..

8~ MR. ROISMAN: I made plans based on Mr. Sims'

-9 representation that.we would quit at 5:30. I will not be

10 here.

11 MR. GALLO: I have an affidavit-I want to serve

12 on the parties.

13 MR. ROISMAN: He's had that affidavit since the

? 14 -hearing started at about 10:00 this morning.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: It's not quite 5:30. Give it to

16 Mr. Roisman quickly.
.

17 MR. GALLO: It didn't seem to be a proper time

'18 -to serve it. What it is an affidavit of Norris, making

19 corrections on his testimony.

20 MR..ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, I would like to go

21 off the record, please?

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Off the record. Adjourned until 9:00

23 on Saturday.
. ./ -
i
ts 24

'25
.

f

;

L
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i -1- -(Whereupon, at 5:30 p.m.,-the hearing was_

L:
.

2- adjourned, .to reconvene at 9:00 a.m., January 5, 1985.)
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